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QUARTZ PLATES
RE G9 TRADE MARK

G.E.C. Low Temperature Co -efficient
Quartz Crystal Oscillator Plates for
Radio Frequency Control purposes are
supplied in sealed holders and are suitable
for use in all types of transmitter, fixed
or mobile. The crystal plate is rigidly
clamped in position and the unit will
stand a considerable amount of rough
usage without damage.

All holder metal work is silver plated
'and the electrodes are precision ground
from high grade stainless steel.

All crystal plates are processed so as
-to eliminate frequency and activity ageing.

Standard Crystals cover the frequency
range 3.5 Mc/s - 10 Mc/s but crystals
can be supplied for frequencies outside
this range and for a wide variety of
frequency - temperature characteristics.

Quantities running into hundreds of
thousands per annum have been supplied
during the war for ground, sea and airborne
equipment all over the world. The G.E.C.
Quartz Crystal Factory is one of the most
up to date in existence.

SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LP,'
PEEL WORKS, SALFORD, 3. Telephones: BLAckfriars 6688 (6 lines). Telegrams and Cables : "Sparkless, Manche4i

Proprietors:TH E GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. Ltd., of Engla;'
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AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REG

r\\

Ming Input Voltage :

10-255 Volts.

General Characteristics
Constant A.C. Output

Example : 230 volts ± 0.5%-50-cycles/sec.-single phase.
Any output voltage may be ordered (see below).

Wide A.C. Input Voltage Limits
Example : 190-255 volts, 50 -cycles, I -phase. Other single-

phase voltages or frequencies can be dealt with, on specialorders.

Entirely Automatic-Quick Action
There are no moving parts. No adjustments need ever be

made and no maintenance is required. The regulating action
is virtually instantaneous, the time required for adjustmentto a new voltage, or load condition being so short that it is
quite imperceptible by ordinary means.

Load Rating
Eight standard, nominal ratings are carried in stock as listed

below. Others can be built, including models giving (example)115 v. ± 1% on 190-255 v. input : or multiple outputs, all
regulated. The regulators also stabilize well under all load
conditions, from no-load to 100% load.

BEST AFTER T

Constant Output Voltage :

230- Volts + 0.5%

General Advantages and Uses, etc.
Constant A.C. input voltage is essential for the effective

operation of many electrical devices, both industrial and
laboratory patterns. Examples : X-ray apparatus, incan-
descent -lamp light sources (photometers, photo -printing,
colour comparators, photo -electric cell applications, spectro-
graphy, etc.), laboratory test -gear (vacuum tube volt meters,
amplifiers, oscillators, signal generators, standards of frequency,
etc.) : the larger patterns for stabilizing a complete laboratory
room or test - bench : the smaller units as integral COM,
ponents of equipment.

Priorities, Etc.
No Priority is now required. " M " Certificates (Iron and

Steel Control) are also not now required.

Complete Data
Please request Bulletin VR 10744.

EIGHT STOCK MODELS ARE OFFERED
Type Watts A.C. Input Voltage Output Voltage Net Wt. Price

VR-I 0
VR-20
VR-60

10
20
60 190-255 230 v.±0.5 per

cent.

3 lbs.
7 lbs.

17 lbs.

£5 - 15

£8 - 0
£10 - 10

VR-150
VR-300
VR-500
VR-1000
VR-2500

150
300
500

1000
2500

I -phase
Or, as ordered
(see text above)

42 lbs.
62 lbs.
68 lbs.

120 lbs.
450 lbs.

£13 - 10
£22 - 10

£29 - 10
£47 - 10

£175 - 0

[ill 4i I I
ELECTRICAL AND RADIO LABORATORY APPARATUS ETC.
/80, TOtielflhd/i7 COM' had,' lip61011,/1/.4and 76,010/;1111 IT. 1/11EkPOOL,3, LAN cs.

A
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The above compact Portable
Amplifier is designed for easy
mounting in a car, used with the
miniature hand microphone it
provides an excellent mobile
equipment for public addresses,
police departments, fire -
services, local councils.
12 volt battery operated, the
unit contains a built-in Vibrator
power supply, which is per-
fectly silent in operation.
We confidently recommend this
Amplifier for reliability, re-
ception and long service.

A Portable Ampli-
fier, capable of pro-
vidingan undistorted
output of 20 watts.
Separate volume
control for micro-
phone and pickup.
Functions from AC
Mains or 12 volt
accumulator when
used with B.S.R.
Vibrator Power Unit
VP 60A.

BIRMINGHAM SOUND REPRODUCERS LTD.
OLD HILL, STAFFS. PHONE : CRADLEY HEATH 6112/3
LONDON OFFICES : 115 GOWER STREET, W.C.I

M -W.48

BALDWIN
INSTRUMENT COMPANY LIMITED

Laboratory methods of determina-

tion requiring time and skill can

often. be replaced by direct -reading

instruments that can be successfully

used by the non -technical worker.

Our development service for indus-

try covers the field of Idea, Proto-

type and Manufacture.

Ask us about it.

82

SIMPLIFI'

MEASUREME

AND

CONTROL

BALDWIN INSTRUMENT COMPANY LIP
CUMNOR OXFORD

Originators and makers of scienufi
struments for measurement and go

7t- SUPREME FOR RADIO COMMUNIDATI6',

TELCON CABLES

EF73}1

with
TELc9THENE'

INSULATION

This new material pi
duced by TELCON is t
latest developmentinl
loss thermoplastic ins -

ants. A complete ran
of " TELCOTHEN
insulated cables is n
available for use in
Audio, Radio and Ul
High Frequency fielc

Send for H.F. brochur

TELCON Designed FI.F4
Cables are the Basis of

World Standards.

THE TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE CO. LTD.
Founded 1864 -

Head Office: 22 OLD BROAD ST., LONDON, E.C.2. Tel: LONdon Wall 3141
Enquiries to TELCON WORKS. GREENWICH. S.E.IO. Tel: Greenwich 1040

tl
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ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
Phys cally small, these B.R. and C.T. capacitors
embc dy many te:hnical advantages and their
corn p rt hensive coverage of every electrolytic
requirement will be readily appreciated by
users. The electrical characteristics of these
capacitors are a marked advance in electrolytic
design, the leakage current and equivalent
series resistance are reduced, the audio and
radio frequency impedance improved, break-
down voltage and life expectancy have been
increased together with an improvement in
temperature characteristics. They are contained
in seamless drawn aluminium containers her-
metically sealed and the container is always
negative.

" DRILITIC " CAPACITORS

Capacitance

i

50
25
50

8
8

MAXIMUM
Working
Voltage

SIZE INCHES MAXIMUM
Ripple Current

mA.
TYPENumberEACH

RETAIL
PRICE

D. L.

12

0
25
5

150
500

i Ifi If
1

2
-c, If
I 2

55
75

190
110
100

BR501
BR252A
BR505
BR815
BR850

2s. 6d.
2s. 6d.
3s. 6d.
2s. 9d.
4s. Od.

8
16

8-8
16-8

500
500

500-500
500-500

I 2
I 2li 2
I i 2

100
110

100-100
110-100

CT850
CT 1650
CT8850
CT 16850

4s. 6d.
6s. 6d.
6s. 6d.
8s. 6d.

Vertical mounting clips supplied with C.T.types
DUBILIER CONDENSER CO (1925) LTD. DUCON WORKS VICTORIA RD.  NORTH ACTON  LONDON  W.3

tI
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EQUIPPING A LABORATORY...

MARCONI

It is almost impossible, in this changing age, for any single u
keep abreast of every development in instrumentation. This
ticularly applies to measuring apparatus, where, to order any b
most elementary requirements without reference to Marconi In
ments, is to hazard both man-hours and money.
A preliminary discussion will often disclose a better way of m
an essential test or a solution of your most troublesome problems 1
will probably introduce you to new instruments, improved tech
and novel applications. It will ensure the planned efficiency of

ydt
laboratory in equipment, convenience and economy.
Consult Marconi Instruments Ltd., from the start-there is non
to lose and there may be much to gain.

INSTRUMENTS LT
ST. ALBANS, HERTFORDSHIRE. PHONE: ST ALBANS 4323/6

NORTHERN OFFICE: 30, ALBION STREET, HULL. PHONE: HULL 16144

,g7

HERE IS THE NEW

TRANSFORMERaathif
 SUPERB TECHNICAL DESIGN  FINEST
QUALITY MATERIALS  HIGH OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCY  GUARANTEED RELIABILITY
 BEAUTIFUL APPEARANCE
BRIEF DETAILS OF THE RANGE
Mains Transformers, 5-5,000 Watts.; Input and Output
Transformers; Filter Chokes.

. . . AND OF THEIR CONSTRUCTION
High Quality Silicon iron laminations ; wire to B.S.S.
Standards ; finest grade insulation ; Die Cast Streamline
Shrouds; Black bakelite Terminal panels ; High Vacuum
Impregnated coils layer wound with condenser tissue
interleaving ; Porcelain terminals insulated and/or silver
plated soldering tags.

IPWODEN TRANSFORMER COMPANY LTD.
Moxley Rd., Bilston, Staffs. Tel : BILSTON 41959

ODEN ai.Z.ze TRANSFORMERS

INIATURE4 MIDGE

THE SCIENTIFIC
VALVE

BRITISH MADE

72d.16£.1PS,

HIVAC LIMITED. Greenhill Crescent, Harrow on the Hill, Middx. Phone:
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METALLISED CERAMICS
for

Hermetic Seals and Soldered Assemblies

50650.

Kle No.

113D01.

FREQUENTITE BUSHES

Photographs (above) actual size.
Drawings not to scale.

.7
I Smm

I1 2mm.

S'7mms,

R. 50636.
Code No. GCTBAOI.

Code nos. are those used in I.S.C.Tech.C.
Specification No. R.C.L./330.11.

END FACE
METALLISED.

END FACE
METALLISED.

4rnm.

R. 50728.

END FACE METALLISED

R. 50764.

mms.

PORCELAIN BUSHES

R. 50734

R. 50768

R. 50769

R. 50770

Q. 2092

Q. 1982

GCTBC01

GCTBCO2

GCTBC03

GCTBC04

GCTBCOS

GCTBC06

'OURPORT-ON-SEVERN, WORCS. T'phone; Stourport III. T'grams: Steatain, Stourport.

F
trans.

S.P.40
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424.141.*.

RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD
PURLEY WAY, CROYDON:
Telephone- THOrnton Heath 32 I 1

THE

TAN N OY
RESEARCH LABORATORY
With its specialised equipment
and resources is able to under-
take experimental researches
and the mathematical investiga-
tions of problems connected
with vibration and sound, for
projects of the highest priority.
Your preliminary enquiry will
bring details of the day to
day availability of this service.

TANNOY is the registered trade
mark of products manufactured by Guy
R. Fountain, Ltd., the largest organisa-
tion in Great Britain specialising solely
in sound equipment. Canterbury
Grove, London, S.E.27 ; and branches.
Phone : Gipsy Hill 1131.

ERG'S HAVE THE URGE TO GO ABROAD'

SPEAKING
EXPORTLy-

ERG Resistors
have an exceptional
electrical specification
and performance, with
mechanical strength.
High - grade Vitreous
Enamels used on our
Tropical Resistors give
long life, and definitely
assist in the trouble -free
manufacture and per-
formance of Radio
Receivers, Television and
Test Equipment.

ERG Resistors are processed up to the
highest Service Standards at a competitive price.,

E R G
ERG

RESISTORS L T D.
1 0 2IA FINCHLEY ROAD,!

LONDON, N.W.II
Phone: S2eedwell 6967 1.

BEAT FREQUENCY 0 CILLAT011

LELAND
INSTRUMENTS LTD

-for priority requirement,
at present. Write for parti,
stating frequency rangereq,,

2I.JOHN STREET, BEDFORD ROW. LOW,
TELEPHONE: CHANG ERY
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rhe AvoMeter is one of a useful range of
IlAvo " electrical testing instruments which
ire maintaining the Avo " reputation for
dependability-in

unexcelled standard of accuracy and
lependability-in fact, a standard by which

other instruments are judged.

The Model 7 Universal AvoMeter is the
world's most widely used combination elec-
trical measuring instrument. It provides
50 ranges of readings on a 5" scale and is
guaranteed accurate to B.S. first grade
limits on D.C. and A.C. from 25 to 100 c/s.
It is self-contained, compact and portable,
simple to operate and almost impossible to
damage electrically. It is protected by an
automatic cut-out against damage through
severe overload, and is provided with
automatic compensation for variations in
ambient temperature.

Fully descriptive pamphlet available on application.

prieters and Manufacturers

UTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD., Winder House, Douglas Simi, London, 'Phone : VICtoria 3404-8

SPECIFICATION

@VERAL. Elinvar Tuning
c, hermetically sealed
temperature controlled.
:al negative feedback
circuit.

QUENCY. Normally
p c.p.s. - may be supplied
any frequency between

c.p.s. and 4000 c.p.s.
PLIES. Type A -339-A

A.C. Mains.

)e

A -339-B ... Batteries.

OVER 60 YEARS DESIGNERS & MAKERS OF PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
C.R.C.34

VALVE MAINTAINED
TUNING FORK, TYPE A-339

(Incorporating our MINIATURE TUNING FORK)

An audio -frequency standard of

precision accuracy, small dimen-

sions and reasonable price.

MUIRHEADPOWER OUTPUT. Type A -339-A
1 watt into 600 ohms for 2% distor-
tion.

Type A -339-B. watt into 600 ohms
for 2% distortion.

DIMENSIONS. Both types.
19" x 101" x 10+" deep.

Bulletin No. B-522 .A, giving full
particulars of these instruments
will be supplied on request.

MUIRHEAD AND COMPANY LIMITED
ELMERS END, BECKENHAM KENT
Telephone: Beckenham 0041 -0042
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PARTRIDGE

14014
LONN

ELS in capacity

and attenuation
of C.0-104,

Cables

mean
new possibilities

in electronic

equipment
design

both for the

war effort
and for the

post - war

electronic
age.

BASICALLY BETTER
AIR -SPACED

TRANSRADIO LTD I6THE HIGHWAY- BEACONSFIELIP-BUCKS.

SPECIALIST ATTENTION
The solution of individual problems has for many
years formed a part of our normal day's work. If
transformers are employed in the equipment you
manufacture, we shall be glad to give you the advan-
tage of our experience and to offer the same efficient

service that has
Abbey2244 won the con-

fidence of the
Government
Experimental
Establishments

TRANSFORZIERS LTD and
of the ea

ing Industrial
76-8, PETTY FRANCE, LONDON. S w. Organisations.

ELECTRIC

CHAIN
PULLEY
BLOCK

Write- for book-.
let on lifting and
shifting or separ-
ate catalogue of
conveyors, cranes,'
and other mech-'
apical handling
equipment.

 GEO. W. KING LTD.,
HARTFORD WORKS  HITCHIN HERTS.

MANCHESTER 1,EN f RAI, 3947 NE55 CAS1 LE 24196

HITCHIN 1960.

GLASGOW
DOUGLAS 27959

Precision Instruments
of Maintained Accuracy

We specialise in the manufacture of Switch-

board and Portable Pattern Ammeters,
Voltmeters, Wattmeters, Multi -Range Test

Sets, Remote Position Indicators and

Electronic Instruments for Service use.

ELECTRIN WORKS, WINCHESTER ST., LONDON, V!
Al' correspondence to be addressed to:

Phoenix Works, Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex. Phone: Ealing 0

Piezo QUARTZ CRYSTAL5.,
for all applications.

Full details on request.

QUARTZ CRYSTAL CO., LTD.,
(Phone: MALden 0334.) 63-71, Kingston Rd., New Malden, SURREY.'

VENT-AXIA
VENTILATING UNITS

-readily adaptable for Valve Coolin-
VENT-AXIA LTD.. 9 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I
Also at : Glasgow, Manchester. Birmingham and Leeds.

TECHNICAL BOOKS
SUPPLIED FROM STOCK OR OBTAINED
TO ORDER. FOREIGN BOOKS NOT IN
STOCK OBTAINED UNDER SPECIAL

LICENCE
LENDING LIBRARY

TECHNICAL, SCIENTIFIC AND MEDICAL
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION from ONE GUINEA

Full prospectus post free on application.
Please address all enquiries to : 'Phone : EUStori 4282 li

H. K. LEWIS & Co.Ltd.,
136GowerStreet,London,W.C.1(
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WAVEMETERS

Electrical Standards for
Research and Industry
Testing and Measuring Apparatus

OSCILLATORS for Communication Engineering

CONDENSERS

INDUCTANCES

RESISTANCES

BRIDGES
H. W. SULLIVAN

- LIMITED -
London, S. E.95

Tel. New Cross 3225 (Private Branch Exchange)

Capacitance
Inductance
Resistance

ALL TYPES-ALL FREQUENCIES-ALL ACCURACIES

TEcHNLoads

-peak -as
now available

---the
T2 .1.205

I5. A.

Illeali ffirCA that

Here is one of the most covnlat
of the

Goodmans

medium
heavy

duty tepto,Incet
with a it eCtUeri.CNJ

tesponse
ideal fox Small

Cinemas;
Public

Address

Systems , and high.
et Iadiogarnophones

.
A v

°Mist ,

precision
made rumens

undet
all conditions.

BRIO
'TECHNICAL

DATA
:

Overall
Dimeter,

Ilain.
.................

..... .
0Yerall

DePtli,
6's\ n

un C13(nental
Resonance

.,  ....
... . .. .............

......15
c.1)s

Max. PO
vver Capacity

...
.......

li 4
eak.

AC on 'kit. baffile

5 vg horn
to

Voice
Coil Imp

5 ohms
at 400 c.p.s

Floc Density
. ....

. 13,000
gaoss

Nets/sleight
.........

\11,113

mansTYPE T2/1205/15

PRICE £6 15s. (SUBJECT)

NOW AVAILABLE
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FIXING

Observe ! A n VISKRINGS" Gable marker is taken from
the jar. It is slipped over the cable. It shrinks. It's
tight. Is that all Absolutely ! No machine .... no
skill required . . . . no failures. No wonder the

VISKRINGS" method is so widely specified.

WIRELESS
ENGINEER

 NO TOOLS REQUIRED  INDELIBLY PRINTED
 NO RUBBER USED  SELF FIXING BY SHRINKAGE
 IMPERISHABLE, IMPERVIOUS TO  DO NOT INCREASE DIAMETER

OILS AND PETROLEUM OF CABLE

CABLE MARKERS

VISCOSE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD.
W9Idham Road, Bromley, Kent. iPhone Rivensbourne 2641

GREENFORD, MIDDLESEX  WAXLOW 23001

SECOND ASSISTANT RADIO ENGINEER required by the Govt. of
Iraq for Basrah Port Directorate for a tour of one year in the first instance.
Salary Iraq Dinars 40 a month plus high cost living allowance of between
Iraq Dinars 111 and 14?- a month according to number of dependants.
(Iraq Dinar 1--41.) Provident Fund. Free passages. Candidates must
be A.M.Brit.I.R.E. or hold City and Guilds of London Institute's Diploma
in Radio Communications (Part III), P.M.G.'s First Class Certificate in
Radio Communication and have at least five years experience of radio
engineering work including two years on radio transmitters. Write, stating
age, qualifications and experience to the Crown Agents for the Colonies,
4, Millbank, London, S.W.1, quoting AI/N/14691.

it2PingIntleir-Walter
RADIO

STAMPINGS

RADIO

CHASSIS

RADIO

PRESSINGS
FARM LANE, FULHAM, S.W.6. TELEPHONE : FULHAM 5219

C. R. C. 4.

TAYLOR UNIVERSAL METER
1000 OHMS PER VOLT
MODEL 

-90'

Send your crquiries
to yo u r usual factor
or direct to:-
TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD

pp

419-424 Montrose Avenue, Slough, Bucks. II

Tel.: Slough 21381 (4 lines). 'Grams: " Taylins ", Slough..;;

LARGE DEPT. FOR WIRELESS BOOKS.

I. 40 Ranges.

2. 1,000 Ohms per Volt.

3. First Grade Accuracy.

4. Four -inch meter scale.

5. Mirror and Knife edge
pointer.

6. Buzzer for Continuity
Tests.

7. Automatic overload pro-
tection.

8. Self-contained Resistance,
measurements from lOhm
up to I Megohm.

9. Three Self-contained
Capacity ranges with ex-
ternal A.C. supply.

Price

£15- 15-0.
Please write for technical

brochure.

Ta 1 o r
electrical initrumentrhi.;

FOYLES
FINEST STOCK IN THE WORLD OF NEW AND
SECONDHAND BOOKS ON EVERY SUBJECT,
Quick Postal Service. Books Bought.

Tel.: GERrard.5660 (16 lines). Open 9 a.m.-6 p.m., including Saturday.

1 19-1 25, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2.

Ideal for High and
Low Voltage Test-
ing; 130, 100;850
A.C. and D.C.

Allowance made on old model,.
Send for interesting leaflet G24 on Electrical

and Radio Testing, front all Dealers or direct.

RUNBAKENMANCHESTER1

THE

SERVICE.
With Fifty Years' experi-
ence of compounds and
mouldings and an up-to-date
plant will quote for your
particular requirements in
Moulded Rubber Parts.

THE HARBORO' RUBBER CO. LTO., MARKET HAINIOROUGH

The Old f' it
Grammar Sebad;i J'

Market HarbOttI'
Ereered 1614t.
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Freedom from vibration with silence and secure flexible support is
available for radio, instruments, generators-from the standard range
of Silentbloc Anti -Vibration Mountings. The metal and rubber de-
signs are exclusive to Silentbloc, and offer the most convenient
and consistently effective medium for the isolation of vibration.

Fill particulars on application.

SILENCE
SECURITYsI L c STY r.

sILENTBLO
NO VIBRATION

LUBRICATION
OR WEARTRADE

-MARK.

SILENTBLOC iv.=AKTTAD" LONDON, w.11
LIMITED

TARK

4th4emet,
emtizedlifitgae
TRANS IFOIIMERS
Line Voltage Variations of

± I 5 cred u ced to ± i
,449'TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONirOVANCE v- INPUT VOLYAGE 190-260 v. 50 c.p s.

OUTPUT VOLTAGE 230 v. 1%r" %, OM -±

PO tklEt41 4 MAX. LOAD. 150 watts.
Input power factor over 90;,.
Prites on application Write for details. jROAD, SHERNHALL STREET, WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON, E.I7 Phone : LARkswood 4366 & 4367
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NON -HYGROSCOPIC
Just one point which the wise
set -maker has to consider when
selecting cored solder. The
export drive makes it imperative
that a radio receiver, which may
be used 2,000 or more miles from
the place it was made, should
have sound, soldered joints. The
flux residue must not absorb
moisture under tropical con-
ditions. Now, more than ever,
it is _ a true economy to use
" The finest cored solder in the
World." It is an insurance
against faulty joints to stan-
dardise on

Please write for comprehensive technical information and complimentary samples

MULTICORE SOLDERS LIMITED
MELLIER HOUSE, ALBEMARLE ST., LONDON, W.1. (REGENT 14T171P!B.X. 4 lines)
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VERTICAL AERIAL developed for the Army
' offered as ideal for laboratories, factories, relay
stations, etc., where serious reception is required.

orcelain insulators r5ft. from base, leaving 37ft.
jrollector generally terminating in " Eliminoise "

transformers and transmission line.
.1 574, Price £90, erection extra depending on site.

LLING & LEE LTD
IDGE ARTERIAL ROAD, ENFIELD, MIDDX

WIRELESS
ENGINEER

Now much can you

condense a condenser

iii

Weldyetroodemsees
Midgets in size but giants in performance
are these U. I.C. Miniature Condensers.
Especially suitable for use in the latest
design of miniature radio transmitters
and receivers, they are efficient and de-
pendable under all climatic conditions. Made
to specification K. i ro. Type approved. Full
details on request.

UNITED INSULATOR CO. LTD.
12-22 LAYSTALL ST., LONDON, E.C.1
Tel: TERminus 7383 (5 lines) Grams: Colonel, Smith, London

THE PIONEERS OE LOW -LOS; CERAMICS
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THE COUNTERSIGN OF DEPEN 0 A 011.1TY IN ANY ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

0110......."VALVES

NEW EIMAC EXTERNAL ANODE TRIODE 3X2500A3

Rugged mechanical construction

Outstanding electrical efficiency

In the new 3X2500A3, Eimac engineers
have developed a highly efficient external

. anode triode which, in Class C service, de-
livers up to 5 KW output at a plate volt,

 age of only 3,500 volts. The mechanical
design is radically simple, incorporating a

-

"clean construction" which gives short, low
inductance heavy current connections that
become an integral part of the external
circuits at the higher frequencies.

The external anode, conservatively rated at 2500
watts dissipation, has enclosed fins so -,as to facili
tate the required forced air cooling.

Non -emitting vertical bar grid does not cause an-,
ode shadows ordinarily created by heavy supports
in the grid structure.

Thoriated tungsten filament. Note unusually large
filament area, and close spacing.

Filaniept alignment is maintained throughout life of
the valve by special Eimac tensioning method.

New glass -to -metal seals do not have the RF
resistance common to iron alloy seals, nor the
mechanical weaknesses of the feather -edged types.

Grid ring terminal mounts a cone grid support
which acts as a shield between plate and filament..

A coaxial filament stem structure forms the base of.
the valve. This makes possible proper connections to
the filament lines.

Grid and filament terminal arrangements make it
possible to install or remove the 3X2500A3 with-
out the aid of tools.

The new mechanical and electrical features
of the Eintac 3X2500 -A3 external anode tri-
ode make it valuable for use on the VHF
as well as low frequencies. More complete
data and information yours for the asking.

FOLLOW THE LEADERS TO

EITEL-MULLOUGH, INC., 1123 San Mateo Ave., San Bruno, Calif.

Noon located at: San Bruno, Calif. . /04, and Salt lake City, Utah

ExpoteAgentc: Frpsar and Hansen, 301 Cloy St., San Francisco 11. Calif ,USA

, Authorised Distributors : BERRY'S (SHORT-WAVE)

TYPE 3X2500A3 - MEDIUM MU TRIODE
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Filament: Thoriated Tungsten
Voltage
Cuirent 48 ampere,

Amplification Factor (Average) 20
Direct InteRelectrode Capacitances (Average)

Grid Plate 20 Aufd
Grid Filament 48 uufd.
Plate Filament 1 2 /is fd.

Transconductance (in =830 map Ea=3000 v.1 20,000 urns:;;

7.5 v,

LTD., 25, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I.

Printed in England for the Publishers,'IraFFE & SoNs LTD., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London,
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EDITORIAL

The Effective Length of a Half -wave Dipole
AHALF -WAVE dipole is usually assumed

as an approximation to have a
sinusoidal current distribution, and

therefore to have an effective length equal
to its actual length multiplied by 2/7r. This
assumes that the field radiated by an aerial
of this effective length carrying a current at
every point equal to that at the centre of the
half -wave dipole would be the same as that
radiated by the dipole. This is true of the
field strength in the equatorial plane-the
direction in which we are often interested-
but it is not strictly true in other directions.
In the equatorial plane the radiation from all
parts of the aerial arrives in phase and can be
simply added ; we then have

6. =ft =.1,1/
10 A 

where h is the effective height of the earthed
quarter -wave aerial or the effective length of
half the dipole and Y the distance in centi-
metres. The current i is in amperes. Putting

h
, 22= -X 2-= Al2ir we have 8 = H =- .

4 77.
107

It is interesting to note that this is exactly
the same formula as that for the strength of
the ordinary magnetic field H at a distance r
from an infinitely long conductor carrying
the same current i amperes.

As one departs from the equatorial plane,
however, the equivalence of the actual dipole
and the aerial A/7r long, carrying a uniform

current is no longer exact. This is due to the
effects of phase displacement. Fig. I shows
the equivalent to the half, wave dipole ; its
length is A/7r. In the direction shown the

radiated field due to
the element ds at a
distance s from the
centre is out of phase
with that from the
centre by an angle
(tars/.1) cos 9. Its effec-
tive component, i.e.,
the component in phase
with that from the cen-
tre is cos [(27rs/A) cos 9],
and the mean value
of this from s = - A,12,77
to A/27r is easily seen

to be
sin(cos 0). Hence

cos 0
the strength of the field
at a distance Y in this
direction is not simply

Fig. I. 22- sin, 0 but -2i sin 0
IoY IOY

r

sin(cos 0)
x cos 0

. The values of tan 0 . sin(cos 9)

are given in Table I.
In the Editorial of April, 1945, we showed

that for the sinusoidal distribution of current
along the dipole the field at a distance r was

2i COS[(7712) COS 9]
given by the formula 'or .

sin 0
. The

values for this are given in Table II and it
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will be seen that as the result of the greater
phase displacement, due to the longer length
of aerial, the values are lower than those of
the equivalent aerial. The difference is not
very great, the ratio of the fields increasing
from i per cent. for 0 = 7o° to about 5 or
6 per cent. for 0 = 200.

It can easily be shown that as 0 approaches
zero, the ratio approaches (47r) sin i radian,
i.e., 1.071, but the values of the ratio for
small values of 0 are of little interest because

TABLE I

0 tan 0
Cos 0

sin (cos 0) tan 0. sin (cos 0)
radian degrees

10 0.176 0.985 56.4 0.833 0.14720 0.364 0.94 53.8 0.807 0.29430 0.577 0.866 49.6 0.76 0.43840 0.839 0.766 43.8 0.69 0.57950 I .1 9 0.643 36.8 0.60 0.71460 1.73 0.5 28.6 0.48 0.83170 2.75 0.342 19.6 0.335 0.92280 5.67 0.174 9.96 0.173 0.981

TABLE II

0 sin 0 /7/2 cos 0 cos (n/2 cos 0)
cos (n12 cos0)

sin 0

10 0.174 88.6 0.0236 0.14
20 0.342 84.6 0.0947 0.2830 0.5 77.9 0.21 0.4240 0.643 68.9 0.36 0.56
50 0.766 57.9 0.531 0.69360 0.866 45.0 0.707 0.81670 0.94 30.8 0.859 0.91380 0.985 15.7 0.963 0.978

little power is radiated in these directions.
In the directions in which the greater part
of the power is radiated the ratio varies
from unity to about 1.03. The result of this
is that, although the equivalent aerial gives
the same field in the equatorial plane, its
radiated power exceeds that of the half-wave
dipole in the ratio of 8o to 73.2, these being
the:values of the radiation resistance which
we obtained in the Editorial of April, 1945.

G. W. 0. H.

CARRIER -FREQUENCY AMPLIFIERS*
Transient Conditions with Frequency Modulation

By C. C. Eaglesfield
(Mullard Radio Valve Company)

SUMMARY. -A treatment is given of the problem of the transient response of a carrierfrequency amplifier handling a signal which is frequency modulated. It is found that undercertain conditions there is a simple relationship between the responses for amplitude andfrequency modulation. Curves are given for staggered circuits, for various numbers of circuitsand different amounts of stagger. These curves are also applicable to coupled circuits.

CONTENTS
. Introduction.

2. General Equations for Transient ModulationRatio.
3. Application to Staggered Circuits.
4. Numerical Results for Staggered Circuits

(Frequency Modulation).

1. Introduction

THE writer has previously" dealt with
the transient response of carrier
frequency amplifiers to a sudden

change in the amplitude of the carrier. Theproblem discussed here is the transient
response to a sudden change in the frequency
of the carrier. That is to say, the transient
response of a frequency -modulation system

* MS. accepted by the Editor, October 1945.

is now considered, in place of the amplitude -
modulation system previously considered.

The " amplifier " will either be a definite
network of resistances, capacitances, etc., or
else an unspecified algebraic function of the
differential operator d/dt. It will not be
defined by steady-state amplitude and phase
characteristics, since it is not possible to
assign to such characteristics shapes which
are mutually compatible and yet simple in
form.

Very little work seems to have been
published on the transient response of carrier
systems for either amplitude or frequency
modulation, except in terms of arbitrary
steady-state characteristics. Bell' has dealt
with a single tuned circuit with frequency
modulation. The present work extends the
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treatment of frequency modulation to any
number of tuned circuits, with a reasonable
flexibility of tuning adjustment.

With the extension to include frequency
modulation, the writer has found it advisable
to consider more closely the definitions and
terms to be used. In the present work the
term " Transient Modulation Ratio", usually
shortened to " Modulation Ratio ", is used.
This is the ratio of the modulation, however
defined, at the output, to the modulation at
the input, similarly defined. The definition
of modulation depends on the type of
system, and must in general be statistical.
The necessity for a statistical definition is
more apparent for frequency modulation
than for amplitude modulation, and for the
output than the input. While this is the
idea underlying the term " Modulation
Ratio", the treatment to be given is some-
what simpler. An input waveform con-
taining an instantaneous change of amplitude
or frequency is injected into the amplifier ;
the modulation of this simple waveform is
apparent. The resulting output current is
then found, and its effective amplitude or
frequency evaluated, using a statistical
definition. Then by comparing the variation
of amplitude (or frequency) in the output
with the variation in the input, the modula-
tion ratio is obtained.

It is found that with frequency modulation,
an important simplification results from
restricting the modulation of the input to
small values. This had previously been
found to be so with amplitude modulation3.

If also the carrier frequency coincides with
the central frequency of the amplitude
characteristic of the amplifier, this charac-
teristic being symmetrical about the central
frequency, there is a simple relation between
the modulation ratios for the two systems,
amplitude and frequency modulation. (The
modulation being small for both systems).

The above statement needs qualifying : it
will not be proved as such, though it may well
be true. But it is found to be so for an
important particular case.

The particular case referred to is that of
" staggered " circuits, that is to say circuits
tuned to adjacent frequencies in pairs.
This arrangement has an amplitude charac-
teristic which is symmetrical about a central
frequency, and when the carrier frequency is
made equal to the central frequency, then
the simple relationship holds between the
modulation ratios for amplitude and fre-
quency modulation.

Since double (i.e., coupled) circuits are
essentially similar to staggered circuits, the
simple relationship also holds for double
circuits.

In Section 2 the general equations are
found for an arbitrary admittance, and the
relationship is shown between the modula-
tion ratios for amplitude and frequency
modulation.

In Section 3 these equations are applied to
staggered circuits.

In Section 4 numerical results are given
for the modulation ratio (frequency modula-
tion) for various numbers of staggered
circuits, with different amounts of stagger.
It is observed that for a given amount of
stagger, the greatest slope of the modula-
tion ratio for frequency modulation is nearly
twice the greatest slope for amplitude
modulation, and that subsidiary oscillations
are much less. Thus if the amount of
stagger is adjusted for each system so that
the amount of subsidiary oscillation is
roughly the same, the greatest slope for fre-
quency modulation is probably rather more
than twice that for amplitude modulation.

This comparison is for the same steady-
state gain with each system.

However, it should not be forgotten in
comparing the two systems, that an amplifier
for frequency modulation will usually include
an amplitude limiter which will sacrifice
some amplification.

2. General Equations for Transient Modu-
lation Ratio

Consider an admittance subjected to a
voltage which for time t negative is sinu-
soidal in form with angular frequency w0,
and for t positive has an angular frequency
(00. That is to say, at t = o the voltage has
a sudden change of angular frequency from
w0 to 0,0'.

The problem is to find the frequency of
the current in the admittance. For t negative
the current will clearly have an angular
frequency w0, and for large positive values
of t the current can be expected to have an
angular frequency (00'.

We can thus expect a transition period
during which the angular frequency of the
current changes from (00 to we'. During this
transition period the form of the current will -

not be a pure sinusoid. It is therefore
necessary to define an " effective frequency "
for an arbitrary waveform. This definition
must be based on statistical quantities.
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The voltage waveform can be expressed
operationally (in the Heaviside notation) by

cos coot + (cos wo't - cos coot) 1 (1)

since equation (I) represents a function
which is equal to cos coot for negative time
and cos wo't for positive time. This follows
since the Heaviside step function 1 is zero
for negative time and unity for positive time.
It is convenient to rewrite the expression (1)
as

ejw.t(i - 1) -1- eiwo't 1 .. (2)

and use the real part of (2).
The admittance can be written as A(p),

that is, an unspecified function of the
operator p(= dldt).

The current in the admittance is then
A (p)[eiwol (1 - 1) + eiwol 1]

Now apply the Shift Theorem to change
this to :-

eiw't [A(.1.wo)- A(P iwo)
A(p wo') 1

- ,4 (jcoo) [ciwot {1 A (P Iwo)
A (jcoo)

eiwo't
(pA two')

i]. (3)A(jwo)

The factor A (Iwo), which is independent
of time, is conveniently omitted.

A (p jwo)
1 P(t) i'2(t) (4a)A ( jco 0)

A (P
A (joj 0) 1 P1(t)

(4b)
It will be convenient later to restrict the

discussion to cases where coo' is very nearly
equal to wo, so that P1(t) may be assumed
equal to P(t) and Q1(t) to Q(t) ; also to cases
where Q(t) is zero.
Write P(t) = P etc.

Expression (3) then becomes :-
eiwot -P - jQ) (P1 jQ1)

The real part of this is the current in the
admittance :-

(I - P) cos coot + Q sin coot

+ P1 cos wo't - Qi sin wo't
(5)

We now require the " effective frequency "of expression (5). The effective angular

frequency of a current I will be defined as :-
Average of dIldt
Average of I

the averages being root-mean -square. In
applying this to expression (5) it will be
assumed that a duration of time can be
chosen for taking the averages, which is long
compared to i/wo and i/wo', but during which
P etc. are sensibly constant. This amounts
to neglecting the derivatives of P etc.

The effective angular frequency w of
expression (5) is given by :-

[(I P)2 Q2] We (P12 4_ Q12) (,)0,2
(I P)2 + Q2 + p12 -b Q12

CO

(6)

If in the equation (4a) p is put equal to
zero, then for t large :-

P jQ =
i.e. P == I and Q = o

Substituting these values of P and Q in
equation (6) makes w = coo' for t large.
For t negative, P = Q = P1 = Q1 = o. Thus
co = coo for t negative.

Equation (6) thus describes a transition in
w from coo to coo'.

Now assume that coo' is nearly equal to coo.
Equation (6) becomes :-
w -coo

p12 + Q12(1 -P)2' - coo)
The modulation ratio for frequency modu-

lation is thus
p12 + Q12

(1 p)2 Q2 + pi2 Qi2

But if coo' is nearly equal to wo, P1 will be
nearly equal to P, and Q1 to Q. Assuming
P1 = P and Q1 = Q, the modulation ratio is

p2 Q2

(1 - P)2 + P2 + 2Q2
If further, Q = o, the ratio is

p2

(1 - P)2 + P2
The expressions (7) and (8) are the small

modulation expressions.
The frequency transition has now been

expressed in terms of the functions P(t) etc.
The problem of amplitude modulation can
also be expressed in terms of these functions.

We now consider the same admittance
subjected to a voltage which at t == o
undergoes a sudden change of amplitude,

(7)

(8)
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being sinusoidal before and after the change
with the same angular frequency w0.

If the amplitude is 1 before the change and
(1 + m) after the change, the voltage can
be written as

ejav(i + m 1) ..
the real part to be taken.

The current is then :
A (hetwo,(1 + m 1)

= Ow .1A (9.w 0) + mA (P +Iwo) 1]

= A(Iwo) eiwoli ± in A(P +9w°) 1]
A(ja.,0)

and by equation 4(a), this can be written :-

A (j(00)ejaii + mP + jmQj . . (1o)

The factor A(90,0), which is independent of
time, is conveniently omitted. Doing this
and taking the real part of (io), we get for
the current

(1 + mP) cos w01 - mQ sin coot .. (II)

To obtain the amplitude of (II), it is
necessary first to define an effective ampli-
tude for an arbitrary waveform. Such a
definition must be statistical. The effective
amplitude of a current I will be defined as

(Average of I)
the average being root -mean -square.

In applying this to (II), it will be assumed
that a duration of time can be chosen, long
compared to i/coo but during which P and Q
are sensibly constant.

The effective amplitude of expression (II)
is :-

V(' + mP)2 + (mQ) 2

(9)

. . (12)

The expression (12) can be written

m [V(' + ni1))2 + (mQ)2

so that the modulation ratio is :-

V (1 + MP)2 I2)2
. . (I3)

In

The modulation ratio is thus in general
dependent on m ; it becomes independent
of m if m is either very large or very small :-

-VP2 Q2 (for In very large) .. (14a)

P (for m very small) .. (I4b)

If Q = o, it is P in both cases.
Comparing the modulation ratio for fre-

quency and amplitude modulation, it is clear

that while both are generally expressible in
terms of P and Q, the one is given by the
other only when Q = 0.

We then have, equations (8) and (14),
2

Modulation Ratio = (F.M.)
(r-P)2H-P2

where P is the modulation ratio (A.M.).
Thus if the modulation ratio (A.M.) is

known numerically, it is a simple matter to
obtain the modulation ratio (F.M.).

For this simple relation to hold, it is
necessary that the function Q be zero, the
depth of frequency modulation be very
small, and the depth of amplitude modula-
tion be either very small or very large.

In the next section these results will be
applied to the particular case of staggered
circuits.

3. Application to Staggered Circuits
The modulation ratio for amplitude modu-

lation has already been given 3 for the case
of an amplifier chain with " staggered
circuits." The reader is referred to the
original reference for the full derivation, but
for the sake of completeness a brief summary
is included here.

Consider an amplifier chain consisting of
n stages of which Fig. I is a typical stage.

Fig. 1. A typical amplifier stage.

For each stage C and R are the same, but in
alternate stages L has one of two values, so
that one set of circuits is resonant at one
frequency and the other set, equal in number,
at a second frequency. n is an even integer.
Let the two resonant angular frequencies be
(w 0 + oil) and (coo + w2) where w0 is the
injected angular frequency as in Section 2.
Write a = 112CR

(4)1 - W2
2a

+ (02
2a

kat

k=

z =
N = n/2
v = N -
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Ei(- ± k2 _ h2) 2 ± 4h2 NI2 V27rN NN 8-N

k is the " stagger " coefficient, and h the
" detune " coefficient.

By letting (00 tend to infinity, while (01
and w2 are kept constant, the expressions for
the functions P and Q are obtained in the
following form (see equation (15) of refer-
ence3)

cos= h vA eN-2Iksn(kz-")(N "(z)
dz

Q
0

. . (I5)
In this equation J,(z) is the Bessel function

of the first kind of order v and argument z,
and A and 0 are given by

A -
4k4 N !

(i6)
2htan 0 =

k2 -122 .. (17)

The problem of finding the modulation
ratio with amplitude and frequency modula-
tion for staggered circuits is thus formally
solved.

Now consider the case of h = o. This
makes 0 = o, and Q = o. Equation (i5)
becomes

I0

09

08

06

y 0-5

04

0.3

02

0.1

0

P = A v
eN-zik(z) J,(z) dz (18)

x
01 02 03 0-4 05 015 01 0'8 09 10 11 12

Fig. 2. The function y
x2

13 14 15

(1 x)2 + x2

Since Q = o, the modulation ratio for
amplitude modulation (small modulation) is
given by Pj; and for frequency modulation
(small modulation) by

P2
(i p)2 p2

The condition h = o implies that the

" detune " ratio is zero : that is, that the
carrier frequency coincides with the central
frequency of the amplitude -frequency char-
acteristic of the amplifier chain.

4. Numerical Results for Staggered Circuits
A number of numerical results have already

been given"' for the modulation ratio
(A.M.) of staggered circuits. To convert
these results into the modulation ratio
(F.M.), we require the function.

y= (I x)2 + x2 (19)

x being the modulation ratio (A.M.), and y
the modulation ratio (F.M.). A curve of this
function is shown in Fig. 2 (for numerical
convenience a table was constructed) ;

14

1.2

I0

06

04

0

1 I

..-n= 32

-k=11:T5

AM

10

dOt-

15 20

FM

25

AM

30

FM -

35

Fig: 3. The modulation ratio for amplitude and
frequency modulation for a particular case of

staggered circuits.

y always lies between o and I ; dy/dx = 2
for x =112 ; and y droops rather slowly
from 1 for x greater than I.

Fig. 3 shows both the modulation ratio
(A.M.) and the modulation ratio (F.M.) for a
particular case (n = 32, k = 1.35). It will
be seen that although the modulation ratio
(A.M.) is very oscillatory, the restrictive
action of (19) makes the modulation ratio
(F.M.) much less so, and the maximum slope
is greater.

If the modulation ratio (A.M.) had had its
greatest slope when its value was 1/2, the
greatest slope (F.M.) would have been twice
the greatest slope (A.M.). In all the examples
given, the greatest slope (F.M.) is somewhat
less than twice the greatest slope (A.M.).

Fig. 4 shows the modulation ratio (F.M.)
for a number of values of n and k. On the
curves the greatest slope and the stationary
values are marked. Also with each curve
a sketch, which is not to scale, of the corre-
sponding amplitude -frequency characteristic
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is given. This is useful for visualizing the
amount of stagger.

The time scale used in Fig. 4 is aot. ao is
the value of a corresponding to k = o, with
the condition that the steady-state gain is
independent of k. Thus for each value of
n the steady-state gain is the same for the
three values of k.

It will be seen that the most noticeable
characteristic of the modulation ratio (F.M.)
is that it " bounces " against the final value.
It cannot go beyond it. It should be re-
membered, however, that the curves given
are for a small modulation depth and for
the carrier frequency at the centre of the
amplitude - frequency characteristic. For
more complicated cases the modulation ratio
would probably look rather different.

10
09
08

0.7

06
05

04

03

02

k- o

0.12

n

4 6 8 10 20 30 40

Fig. 5. The greatest slope of the modulation ratio
(F.M.) for various numbers of circuits.

Fig. 5 shows the greatest slope against
n for k = o and I.

With slight modification, the curves can be
used for double circuits (perhaps more
commonly called coupled circuits). These
have been dealt with previously2. Thus
Fig. 4(l), which is drawn for a sixteen -stage
amplifier with staggered single circuits,
applies to an eight -stage amplifier with
double circuits, if the time scale is altered.
The rule is to replace c/o by za ok-V(I k2).

This makes the eight -stage double-circuit
amplifier have the same gain as the eight -
stage single -circuit amplifier. The method
however breaks down for k = o.
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GRAPHICAL SYMBOLS FOR FILTERS
AND CORRECTING NETWORKS*

By G. H. Foot

Introduction
THE present British Standard Symbolst

for Filters and Correcting Networks
are unsatisfactory because they are

limited to a few simple types. Moreover,
there is no rational manner in which they
can be modified to illustrate new develop-
ments or special facilities. As they are
also not particularly easy to draw or to
understand, for they can be confused with
the British Standard Symbols for alternating
currents, and as they fail to give much
information which is desirable, it is suggested
that they should be replaced by the com-
prehensive system to be described.

The Valve Symbol
It will be useful to consider the reasons

for the success of the conventional method
of representing a thermionic valve. Four
lines are used to show the three electrodes
of a triode and its envelope. The nature
and function of each electrode is suggested
by the type of line, and the circle surrounding
them indicates the boundary of the evacuated
space. The external connections are shown
by taking short lines to this boundary, and
these can be numbered to correspond with
a standard valve base. The valve char-
acteristics may be specified sufficiently by
giving the values of the principal valve
parameters. More often the code of the
valve is quoted, and this information must
be obtained from the maker's catalogue.

Such a symbol has proved to be very
satisfactory. In a simple way it gives a
great deal of information, and this is pre-
sented so that it can be understood by
technologists without difficulty. Also, and
this is very important, the method of modify-
ing the symbol for more complicated and
special types of valves, is obvious. The
interpretation of the modified symbols is

* MS. accepted by the Editor, November 1945.
t British Standard Graphical Symbols for Tele-

phony, Telegraphy, and Radio Communication.
No. 530 ; 1937.

usually manifest and ambiguity is impro-
bable. The symbolization of screen -grid
and pentode valves, and valves with metal-
lization, indirectly -heated cathodes, gas -
filling, and variable -mu properties has not
been difficult. Many other variants have
been treated successfully, including types
which are really several valves in one with
internal connections and screening. By
modifying the shape of the envelope, the
symbol for a cathode-ray tube was devised.

All the valve symbols discussed have been
found to be satisfactory for the pencil
sketches of engineers, yet they are scarcely
altered when carefully drawn. The attempts
of draughtsmen to make improvements in
detail, and the divergences resulting from
the independent progress of different coun-
tries, have not caused any confusion.

The Rectifier Symbol
The solution of the problem of the valve

symbol is apparently simple and obvious,
but in it can be discovered the cardinal
principle to be followed in successful elec-
trical symbology. It is necessary that a
symbol should enable the apparatus it
represents to be identified, and its essential
characteristics to be ascertained, without
the need for memorizing an arbitrary code.
This can be done by basing it on the physical
structure of the apparatus. The symbol
becomes an elementary picture of the equip-
ment. Sometimes this is not convenient
because nothing characteristic of the appa-
ratus is denoted by its construction, or
because different arrangements are used to
develop the same property.

An example is the rectifier where the
symbol diagrammatically represents its per-
formance. When the rectifier is of the
multiple type however, the symbol is re-
peated to indicate the relative positions of
the plates. The combination of the electrical
and mechanical properties thus portrayed,
has been found to present the information
which the engineer must have, without
including anything unessential,
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BRITISH STANDARD SYMBOLS FOR FILTERS AND CORRECTING NETWORKS

Filter-General
Symbol.

Filter-High-Pass.
Cut-off frequency
indicated.

Filter-Low-Pass.
Cut-off frequency
indicated.

500

5ki00

The Basis a the Proposed New Symbols
The shape, size, and mechanical detailsof a filter (or correcting network) do not

determine its electrical behaviour. The
value of the filter is assessed after examiningits attenuation -frequency characteristic,which is usually given graphically. To an
engineer nothing is more strongly associated
with a filter than this graph, and nothing
more quickly conveys the essential infor-
mation about performance than a glanceat it. It is on this graph that it is suggested
the filter symbol should be based. Addi-tional particulars will be necessary, forexample, details of the external connections
and a description of the construction as faras it affects these. The symbol should
therefore include this information.

The present British Standard Symbolsand the proposed new symbols are shown in
the Tables together with some examples to
clarify their use. The advantages of the newsymbols are most evident in the case of themore complex filters, such as that of Example
4. Filters of this kind are in common use,but the existing symbols are quite inade-quate to give the information which isgenerally required.

Correcting Networks and Amplifiers
The symbol for a correcting network isbased on the attenuation-frequency char-

Filter-Band-Pass.
Cut-off frequencies
indicated.

Filter-Band Stop.
Cut-off frequencies
indicated.

Correcting Network.

2,000

500

2,000

500

acteristic of the network. This avoids the
considerable limitation of having only one
symbol for every network, irrespective ofthe type of correction it provides. Thusnetworks with more attenuation at high
frequencies than at low frequencies are
represented by (a) and if the attenuationis less at high frequencies than at low fre-
quencies then the symbol becomes (b)

(a) (b)

It will be observed that a correcting
network can always be distinguished, be-
cause the line representing the attenuation
goes from side to side of the rectangle. In a
filter symbol this line rests on the bottom
of the rectangle.

It is usual to obtain the response of radio
receiving apparatus as the voltage gain at
various frequencies for a constant output.
This had led to the custom amongst radio
engineers of plotting the gain -frequency
characteristic, and this will be a mirror
image of the attenuation-frequency char-
acteristic. Such apparatus should, however,be regarded as amplifiers with various typesof response curves. They could conveniently
be symbolized in the manner shown by
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sketches (c), (d), and (e), which will be self-
explanatory.

(c) (d)

(e)

It is not our purpose at the moment to
be concerned with this type of symbol,

Derivation
The phyiscal boundary of

the filter (or correcting
network) is indicated
by a rectangle.

The rectangle is con-
sidered as a sheet
of graph paper with
the lower edge as
frequency axis, and
the left-hand edge
as an attenuation
axis, the origin be-
ing the lower left-hand

The general form of the
attenuation - frequency
characteristic is drawn
and cut-off frequen-
cies in kc/s are in-
serted in the acute
angle. The character-
istic impedance is written over the pass -band.

except to show how it could be included in
the scheme. It will be sufficiently obvious
that the combination of the rectangle with
the usual triangular sign removes any
possible ambiguity, as well as providing a
uniform and valuable method of representing
amplifiers comparable with the method for
representing filters already discussed.

Many other variations might be described,
but not advantageously at the moment.
They might easily confuse the reader as
to the basis of the proposed plan. Indeed
as it is claimed that the new symbols can
be developed logically as required, no
elaboration is necessary.

SUGGESTED NEW SYMBOLS FOR FILTERS

corner.

FREQUENCY

FREQUENCY

The thickened line in the pass -band shown in the
derivation is unnecessary and merges into the
boundary of the symbols.

New Symbols
High -Pass.

Low -Pass.

Band -Pass.

Band -Stop.

A band-pass filter having
two pass -bands which
do not overlap.

Unbalance in the filter is
shown by a line repre-
senting the earth line.

Balance in a filter is
shown by a line in the
centre-solid for a phy-
sical earth connection,
otherwise dotted.

Example 1
A band-pass filter with

a pass -band between
28 kc/s and 48 kc/s and
with a characteristic im-
pedance of 60o .0.

V V/

60011

28\ /48
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Example 2
An unbalanced high-pass

filter with a cut-off fre-
quency of z.6 kc/s and
a characteristic imped-
ance of 600 Q.

Example 3
A balanced low-pass filter

(no physical earth con-
nection) with a cut-
off frequency of 75o c/s,
and a characteristic
impedance of 15o Q.

WIRELESS
ENGINEER

Example 5
A 600 (2 unbalanced cor-

recting network has a
constant attenuation to
12 kc/s. The attenua-
tion then decreases as
the frequency is raised.

15011

Example 4

The following circuit is of a pair of filters used
for separating a voice -frequency telephone circuitfrom carrier circuits operating on the same cablepair.

FILTER A

FILTER B

Filter A is a balanced low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 3 kc/s, a characteristic im-pedance of 600 Q, and no physical earth con-nection. Filter B is a high-pass filter with a
cut-off frequency of 3.5 kc/s and a characteristic
impedance of 600 Q. It has a balanced input
where it is connected to the low-pass filter, butone of the coils is used as a transformer and an
unbalanced output is provided.

These filters are represented in the new systemas follows :-

Example 6
A correcting network of

the balanced type (no
physical earth connec-
tion) has a constant at-
tenuation above 30o c/s,
but below this frequency the
decreases as the frequency is lowe

April, 1946

60011

12

0.3

Example 7
A low-pass filter has a cut-

off frequency at 3 kc/s,
and a point of infinite
(i.e. high) attenuation,
at 4.2 kc/s.

attenuation
red.

3

Summary.-As the British Standard Sym-
bols for Filters and Correcting Networks
are inadequate, new symbols are proposed.
It is shown how the scheme can be extended
to include amplifiers.

The advantages of the new symbols are :
(I) They are based on performance graphs

which display information which an engineer
requires, and which he associates closely
with the apparatus itself.

(z) The understanding of the symbols
does not depend on memorizing an arbitrary
code.

(3) They give information often required,
but for which no provision is made in the
British Standard Symbols.

(4) The elaboration of a symbol to illus-
trate a new development or a special feature,
is a natural and logical process. An error
in the interpretation of a modified symbol is
improbable.

(5) The new symbols are very simple,
and confusion with other symbols is im-
possible.

(6) The proposed scheme is flexible, and
not likely to be inadequate for future re-
quirements.
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SOME EXPERIMENTS WITH
AERIALS*

By J. S. McPetrie, D.Sc., .Ph.D.,
J. A. Saxton, Ph.D., B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

LINEAR

and

(Communication Iron, The National Physical Laboratory)

SUMMARY.-The first part of this paper describes a method by which the polar diagram
of any rectilinear aerial can be determined. The method is based on the assumption that
elementary current waves are induced in the aerial by an incident electromagnetic field,
the final current in the aerial being the summation at each point of the efle.ct of these current
waves after reflection at each end of the aerial. If the lengths of the aerial on either side
of the point of connection of the aerial to the receiver are equal or differ by an integral number
of half wavelengths, the analysis is considerably simplified as the correct polar diagram is
obtained if reflection is assumed to occur only once at each end of the aerial. Figures are
given in the paper showing close agreement between the theoretical and experimental polar
diagrams obtained for aerials of various lengths between one-half and five half -wavelengths.
It is also shown experimentally that the polar diagram of any aerial is the same when that
aerial is used for transmission or reception.

Part II describes an experimental investigation which has been made of the front -to -
back signal ratio of a receiving aerial system consisting of a half -wavelength dipole and single
parasitic aerial. When the latter acted as a reflector its optimum length and spacing from the
main receiving aerial were approximately 0.5 and °A of the wavelength respectively. For
this condition the pick-up in the backward direction was ir decibels below that in the
forward direction. \Then the parasitic aerial acted as a director, however, the optimum
back to front signal ratio was approximately 20 decibels and the length of parasite and spacing
from the receiving aerial 0..17 and 0.05 of the wavelength. The overall gain of this aerial
system over a simple half -wavelength dipole was also highest when the parasitic aerial was
adjusted roughly as a director for optimum back-to-front signal ratio.

PART I
1. Introduction
IT has been shown' that the current

distribution in an aerial may be quite
different depending upon whether the

aerial is used for transmission or reception.
This result suggests the comparison of other
properties of transmitting and receiving
aerials. A method is described which is
suitable for the determination of the polar
diagram of a linear receiving aerial. At each
point along the aerial two elementary current
waves are assumed to be induced by an inci-
dent electromagnetic wave. One current
wave travels directly towards the point at
which the receiver is connected to the aerial
and the other wave arrives at the same point
after reflection at one end of the aerial. If
the difference in the lengths of the aerial on
the two sides of the receiver connection is
zero or an integral number of half -wave-
lengths, the correct polar diagram of the
aerial is obtained by integrating with proper
phase relation the total currents at the re-
ceiver connection due to the direct elemen-
tary current waves from each point and the

* MS. accepted by the Editor, October 1945.

indirect waves, the latter after reflection at
that end of the aerial at which reflection
first takes place. The present paper is

limited to a consideration of the cases in
which this condition applies.

2. Description of Method
The polar diagram of a receiving aerial

represents the variation of input voltage to
the receiver with aerial orientation. As the
input impedance of the receiver is unaltered
by aerial rotation this voltage is proportional
to the current in the receiving aerial at the
point in the latter from which the aerial out-
put is fed to the receiver. The polar (liagram
of a receiving aerial, therefore, can be deter-
mined completely if the aerial current at
this point is known for all orientations of the
aerial.

Let A13 in Fig. i represent a rectilinear
aerial and 0 the point in it at which the aerial
output is applied to the receiver either
directly or by some coupling device such as a
transmission line. If a plane electromag-
netic wave of amplitude E is incident on
the aerial in the direction making an angle
0 with its length, the voltage induced in an
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element of length 8x at P is E sin 0 . 8x. This
voltage developed across the element at P
gives rise to two current waves in AB, one
travelling in the direction PA and the other
in the opposite direction PB. These two
elementary current waves undergo successive
reflections at each end of the aerial but,
in the transient state before these reflections
take place, the paths PA and PB appear at P

Fig. 1. Diagram-
matic representa-
tion of linear

aerial.

as two infinitely long lines each having
impedance Zo where 2Z0 is the input im-
pedance of an infinitely long aerial in free
space of the same material and having the
same cross-section as the aerial AB.* The
equivalent circuit of the aerial measured at
P - in the transient state can, therefore, be
represented by the circuits shown in Figs.
2(a) and (b). The initial transient current,
as seen from Fig. 2(b), has amplitude
E sin 0 . 8x

This represents the amplitude2Z 0
of each of the two waves emanating from P.

The final current in the aerial at any point
can be obtained by adding the effects of the
elementary waves originating at each point
along the aerial and their subsequent reflec-
tions at each end of the aerial, and any dis-
continuity at the receiver connection. For
the present purpose in which the magitude
of the current at 0 is not required, but only
its variation with 0, the orientation of the
aerial with respect to the incident wave, it
is more convenient to consider the two por-
tions OA and OB of the aerial separately.
The current at 0, Fig. 1, due to OA is con-
stituted by the vectorial addition at 0 ofall the elementary current waves induced
in OA travelling towards 0, and all the
indirect waves after reflection at the end A.
If the magnitude of the current at 0 due to
OA is desired, the subsequent reflections of

* If the aerial AB were equivalent to a trans-
mission line having uniformly distributed constantsalong its length, 2Z, would represent the character-
istic impedance of the aerial. It would also be theinput impedance of an infinite length of this trans-mission line. Schelkunoff2, however, has shownthat for an infinitely long aerial in free space the
characteristic and input impedances are not equal.

these current waves at each end of the
aerial must be taken into account

For the usual conditions on ultra -short
waves, in which the lengths OA and OB are
equal, or differ by an integral number of
half -wavelengths, the effect of these subse-
quent reflections at A, B and 0 can be
neglected when only the variation of aerial
current with aerial orientation is required.
For the determination of the polar diagram
of the portion OA of the aerial, therefore,
only the current waves induced in OA
travelling directly to 0 and the indirect waves
after a single reflection at A will be taken
into account in the present paper. The
reason that the latter indirect waves must be
considered is because the inducing field gives
rise at each point to current waves travelling
in opposite directions along the aerial, and
the phases along OA of the current waves
travelling originally in the direction OA are
related to incident radiation just as much as
the current waves in the opposite direction
AO. If the same procedure is followed for
the section OB and the currents so obtained
for OA and OB added vectorially a formula

ESIN eax

zo

INFINITY ESINeaX INFINITY

(a) (b)
Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit in transient state of

aerial having characteristic impedance Z0.

results which, with the limitation as to the
position of 0 in AB mentioned above, gives
the correct variation of the current at 0 with
rotation of the aerial and, therefore, the
polar diagram of the aerial AB when used
for reception. It is shown in an appendix
that for an aerial having impedance 24,
as defined above, the current at a point /1
and /2 from each end of the aerial such that

/1 - /2 n A/2
and derived in the above manner from the
summation of elementary current waves is
given by

I = A - jB .. (I)
in which A and B are, respectively

EA
{ sin (4'711 cos -0)27rZ, sin 0 A 2

+ sin (0;12 sine 2_0) sin 47rA1

1

} (2)
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B
EA

2TrZo SIsinA- cos (4-7r11 cost 19)

- cos (4-7-1712 sins -2°) cos 47-711}

(3)
When the receiver is connected to the centre
of the aerial the current I (equation 1) is
given by

/
TrZ

EAsin.

0 A
- {cos (2--7r1 cos 0) - cos 2-71

o A

- (4)
where 1 is half the length of the aerial.

3. Experimental Procedure
Two methods were used to determine ex-

, perimentally the polar diagrams of various
aerials and thus to test the validity of the
formulae given above. One method was
followed when only a commercial type of
short-wave receiver was available and the
second when a field -strength measuring set
could be utilized. In each case the trans-
mitting and receiving aerials were arranged
horizontally at equal heights above ground
of about I m and connected respectively to
a small oscillator and receiver by means of
twisted flexible leads about 2 m in length.

For measurements with the commercial
receiver the transmitter was modulated
and the audio voltage developed across
the telephone terminals of the receiver
was observed. This output voltage was
maintained constant as the receiving aerial
was rotated about a vertical axis by
suitably adjusting a piston type of at-
tenuator inserted in the lead between the
modulated oscillator and the radiating aerial.
In this way the field -strength at the receiver
could be varied over a range of 40-50
decibels. As, in this method, the output
and, therefore, the input voltage to the
receiver is fixed the relation between these
two voltages is not required to be known.
The necessary adjustment of the attenuator
at the transmitter was made by an observer
acting under instruction from a second ob-
server at the receiver. This procedure was
relatively simple as the distance between
transmitting and receiving aerials was only
about 5o m.

When a field -strength measuring set was
available, however, the oscillator was un-
modulated and observation made of the
variation of input voltage to the receiver
with receiver aerial orientation, no adjust-

ment of transmitter output being required.
Because in this latter method, all measure-
ments were made at the receiver it was more
convenient than the first method and was
followed whenever possible. Various wave-
lengths between 5o and no cm were used
in the experiments, but those described in
this report were all made on a wavelength
Ioo cm.

4. Comparison between Theoretical and
Experimental Results

Figs. 3 to 8 give at (a) the polar diagrams
derived from the above analysis for the
length of aerial shown in each illustration,
while corresponding diagrams obtained ex-
perimentally are given at (b). The agreement

Fig. 5.

(a)

A-SLB

n:1
(b)

Fig. 4.

Fig. 6.

(a)

13

22X

(b)

Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. (a) Theoretical and
(b) experimental polar diagrams of receiving
aerials of different lengths. AB represents the
aerial and 0 the point of connection to receiver.

between theory and experiment is seen to be
very good. It is particularly interesting
to note from Figs. 6 and 7 that in the case
of an aerial two wavelengths long the large
change in polar diagram with change in
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position of the connection to the receiver is
completely accounted for theoretically.

The analysis outlined in the report,
therefore, appears satisfactory for the deter-
mination of the polar diagram of any receiv-
ing aerial in which the connection to the

Figs. 9 and so. Experimental polar diagrams
of transmitting aerials. AB represents theaerial, and 0 the point of connection to

transmitter.

receiver is made at the centre of the aerial
or at a point an integral number of half -
wavelengths nearer one end than the other.
The analysis has been extended to a con-
sideration of rhombic receiving aerials and,
again, the agreement
between the theoreti-
cal and experimental
results is good. The
polar diagrams of the
aerials shown in Figs.
6 and 7 when used
as transmitting aerials s

are given in Figs. 9
and io. A comparison
of Fig. 6 with Fig. 9,
and Fig. 7 with Fig. 10
shows that the polar
diagram of an aerial

Fig. I1. Front/back
signal with various
reflector lengths.
A/z dipole aerial.

1.o5 metres. The
numbers on the
curves represent re-

flector lengths.

15

o

5

- 10

2

-2

to be associated with a transmitter or a
receiver.

Conclusions

The analysis given in the paper is based
on the assumption that a receiving aerial
of given length is equivalent to an equal
length of a uniform transmission line and
also that the wavelength of the current
waves induced in the wire by external radia-
tion is the same as the wavelength in free
space of that radiation. The latter condition
is only satisfied if the velocity of propagation
of the waves along the aerial is the same as
that of light. The close agreement between
experiment and theory arrived at on these
assumptions shows that such conditions can
be considered as exact in most practical
cases. Two further conclusions which may
be deduced from the work described in this
paper are that the polar diagram of any
aerial is the same for transmission and
reception, and that the correct polar diagram

53

5252/

51

ti
5 -51,

r,--\\
"----........_5

59 50\
50 49

48 .....7_--.7

SI 3 9

`45

\ ir 441Ir/
43r43

I

48 45

SO

N 49

V

5 10

is the same whether it is used for transmis-
sion or reception. In the determination
of the polar diagram of an aerial, there-
fore, it is largely a matter of personal
preference whether the aerial is assumed

15 20 25 50 35

SPACING BETWEEN AERIAL AND REFLECTOR (cm.)

40 45

of an aerial can be determined on the assump-
tion that the voltage developed in the aerial
is due to discrete current waves induced in
the aerial by an incident electromagnetic
field.
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PART II
1. Introduction

An experimental investigation has been
made on certain features of a simple aerial
system consisting of a half -wavelength
aerial and parasitic reflector. The main
purpose of the experi-
ments was to deter-
mine the_front-to-back
signal ratio of such an
aerial system and the
factors on which this

1 ratio depends.

2. Experimental Proce-
dure and Results
A horizontal elec-

tric field with a wave -

Fig. 12. Gain of A/z
dipole aerial with
reflector (a) and
director (b) over that
of A/2 dipole with-

out reflector.

5-0

4.0

3.0

^ 2-0

1'0

0

1'0

-2-0

tion most required was simply the front -to -
back ,signal ratio. For this purpose the
receiver input voltage with the parasitic
aerial at a given distance on the side of the
main aerial remote from the transmitting
aerial was compared with that obtained when
the receiving aerial system was rotated

a

N
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

SPACING BETWEEN AERIAL AND REFLECTOR OR DIRECTOR (cm)

length of 1.05 m was set up at a receiving
site by means of a small screened oscillator
connected by a length of about 2 m of twin
flexible leads to a horizontal dipole located
at a distance of about 5o m from the re-
ceiver. The aerial system under investiga-
tion was erected at the receiver site, the half -
wavelength aerial being placed horizontally
and connected to the input terminals of a
field -strength measuring set by a vertical
length of about z m of twin flexible leads.
The parasitic aerial was supported at its
centre parallel to the main receiving aerial
and was constructed of telescopic brass
tubing so that its length could be varied.
The distance between the main and parasitic
aerials could also be varied and the complete
receiving aerial system was rotatable about
a vertical axis. For various distances be-
tween the main and parasitic aerials and
for different lengths of the latter, polar
diagrams of the receiving aerial system were
determined.

Complete diagrams were taken only for a
limited number of conditions as the informa-
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about a vertical axis through an angle of
18o°.

The results are shown graphically in
Fig. II, in which the ordinates give this ratio
of input voltages, termed front -to -back
ratio and expressed in decibels, for various
spacings between the main and parasitic
aerials and for a series of lengths of the latter.
The dotted curves in this figure give approxi-
mately the optimum front -to -back ratio for
any distance.

The front -to -back signal ratio, measured
in the direction of the transmitter, can be
either positive or negative. When it is
positive, the parasitic aerial is on the further
side of the receiving aerial, and is known as
a reflector. When the ratio is negative the
parasitic aerial is on the side of the receiving
aerial nearer the transmitter and is known
as a director.

It will be seen from Fig. II that the
maximum positive front -to -back ratio is
obtained with a reflector 53 cm in length,
which is very nearly equal to half the wave-
length (105 cm) used in the experiments ;
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also the appropriate distance for this maxi-
mum condition is 10 cm, or one -tenth of the
wavelength. Near the maximum positive
front -to -back ratio the magnitude of this
ratio does not appear to be critically depen-
dent either on the spacing between the main
and parasitic aerials or on the length of the
latter. The maximum positive front -to -
back ratio of about II db is exceeded
in absolute value by the negative ratio
possible, for example, with the parasitic
aerial 49 cm in length, that is, slightly less
than a half -wavelength. The curves in
Fig. II show that the best length of director
is 49 cm, or approximately 0.47 of the
wavelength, and that the spacing for maxi-
mum negative front -to -back ratio is about
5 cm, or one -twentieth of the wavelength.
If, therefore, maximum discrimination be-
tween two directions i8o° apart is required,
the parasitic aerial should be used as
a director. The magnitude of the front-
to -back ratio near the maximum negative
value of the latter varies more rapidly with
both length of the parasitic aerial and its
spacing from the main aerial, than the same
ratio near its maximum positive value.

300°

280°

260°

240°

TRANSMITTER

0°

o°

s tibvIIRP
$s essw

Sons*
200° 180°

Ca)
Fig. 13. Polar diagrams for a dipole with reflector (a) and director (b), at a wavelength of505 cm. The reflector length was 53 cm spaced 18 cm from the dipole and the gain over thesimple dipole was 2.9 db. The director had a length of 49 cm spaced 5 cm from the aerial andhad a gain of 2.2 db over a simple dipole.
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The curves in Fig. 12 show the gain over a
single half -wavelength aerial of the aerial
system with parasitic aerial adjusted in
length and spacing approximately for the
maximum positive and negative front -to-
back ratios, respectively. The gain with the
parasitic aerial acting as a director is seen
to be greater than when it is used as a
reflector.

The main receiving aerial was connected
to the field -strength measuring set by a
length of twin flexible leads having a charac-
teristic impedance of about zoo ohms, one
end of the leads being inserted directly at
the centre of the aerial and no attempt at
matching made. The condition for match-
ing was satisfied roughly with the distance
between main and parasitic aerials in the
region corresponding to maximum positive
front -to -back signal ratio. Measurements
showed that the matching was far from
correct for the small spacing required for
optimum negative front -to -back signal
ratio. No change in the curves in Fig. II
would have been obtained if matching had
been made between receiving aerial and
feeder, but for the small spacings, an in -
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300° 320° 340° 0° 20° 40°

180°

( b )
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current waves each having magnitude 2 Zo
are induced in the element Sx at P (Fig. 1) by the
field E incident on the aerial in the direction
making an angle 0 with its length. These two
current waves travel in opposite directions from P.
It is convenient to refer all phases to that of the
elementary current wave 10 induced by the field E
at the point 0 in the aerial at which the final aerial
current is required.

If A be the wavelength of the incident radiation
the current wave at P lags in phase on that of 10

axby the angle 2 cos 0 due to the phase of the field

crease in gain would have resulted over the
curves given in Fig. 12. This increase in
gain for such spacing would have made the
maximum gain of the aerial system with the
parasite acting as a director, greater than
that given in Fig. 12 but little, if any, change
would have occurred for the greater spacing
for optimum reflector conditions. With the
parasitic aerial under optimum conditions
for a director, therefore, both a better
absolute value of front -to -back signal ratio
and gain over a half -wavelength dipole would
be obtained over those possible with the
parasitic aerial acting as a reflector.

In Figs. 13 (a) and(b) typical polar diagrams
are given for the two cases in which the
parasitic aerial acts as a reflector and director
respectively. The lengths of parasitic aerial
correspond to maximum positive and nega-
tive front -to -back signal ratios, but the
optimum spacing from the main aerial is
correct only for the parasitic aerial acting
as a director. As mentioned above, however,
the change with distance in either polar
diagram or front -to -back signal ratio is not
critically dependent on spacing near the
maximum positive value of that ratio.
Incidentally, although the two curves in
Figs. 13 (a) and (b) show an improvement in
front -to -back signal ratio for the smaller
spacing between main and parasitic aerials,
the gains in the two cases over a simple
half -wavelength at the receiver are approxi-
mately the same.
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APPENDIX

As shown in Part I of the paper, two elementary
E sin O. Sx

at P lagging on the phase of Eat 0 by the same
amount, In travelling directly to 0 there is an
additional retardation in phase of 27 , provided
that the wavelength of the current wave in the
aerial is the same as that of the incident radiation
in free space. The current wave induced at P which
travels directly to 0 lags at 0 in phase on /o, there-
fore, by the angle

27rX-A (t cos 0) =
ax

cost 0/2.

The component of the total current at 0 due to
all the elementary current waves in OA which
travel directly towards 0 is

E sin 0 J.1'
2Z

exp (- j 4-vx cos 2 012) dx
,

= j EA

4

0/2(
AlleXP

4

ACOSI
0/2) -

27

.. (r)
The initial current wave at P which travels in

E sin 0 Sxthe direction PA also has amplitude and
2Z0

27rXlags in phase on by the angle cos 0. In
travelling from P to A and thence to 0 along the

27raerial there is an additional phase lag of (211 - x).

The reflection coefficient at the end A of the aerial
must be such that there is no current at this point.
This condition is satisfied if there is it change in
phase of the current wave on reflection at A. The
current wave front P, therefore, which arrives at 0
after reflection at A, lags at 0 in phase on 1, by the
angle

-A27r (x cos 0 ± 2l, -- x) = -2- (1, -x sine 0/2) + If

Hence, the component of the total current arriving
at 0 from OA after reflection at A is

E sin 01 ilexp {_i (ii
2Z0

=1
. EA cot 012

4.7TZ 0

x sin* 0/2)} dx

j 41ril COSI 0/2)

-exit(-j4'1)} (2)

For a point Q in OB (Fig. 1) distant y from 0 the
elementary current wave leads that at 0 in phase

2ny
by the angle cos 0. The total phase lag on fa
of the current wave arriving at 0 directly from Q is,
therefore,

277y 42rY(r - cos 0) = sin2 0/2

The total current at 0 from OB due to all such
elementary waves from 013 is

E sin 0 /2 exp - j 4lsin2 0/2) dy
2Z0

0

=
4/*1-17

EA cot 0/2
exp (- j T--41r12 sine 0/2) -

.. (3)
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Remembering the ir phase change on reflection at B
the phase at 0 of the current wave from Q travelling
towards B lags on that of I o by the angle
2ir 47ry(i +cos 0)1 + IT = (P2 - y cos2 0/2) + 77

Therefore, the component at 0 of the indirect
current wave from OB is

E sin 0 exp {- j -y cos2 0/2)} dy2Z, f
= EA

4IrZo

tan 0/2
j 4.7A12 sin2 0/2)

exp 12 )1

The total current at 0 from AB due to the direct
and indirect current wave, the latter after one
reflection, is

R = A - jB

(4)

where, remembering that 11 - 12 = -nA , we have :-
2

A = EA
(tan 0/2 + cot 0/2) {sin ( --47111 cos2 0/2)

47r4 o

+ sin ( 4A71.12 sin2 0/2) - sin 47*.11).

2/TZ, sin 0
EA

A
{sin ( cos' 0/2)

+ sin ( 47'12 sin2 0/z) - sin 4'7111
A

Similarly
E

B
A

277Z sin
47,11 cos2 ,unicos k -T.2)

- cos (4 12 sin2 0/2) + cos ±70

When 11 = l2 = 1 it is found that

R I = (A2 + B2)+

Three

(a)

EA
2-77-r1 cos 0) - cos

A

(5) are interesting

2n 2 177 0

22-1
A

(5)

(6)

= 7rZo sin 0 {cos

special cases of equation

l = (2n + r) A/4

R I irzoEsAin .{ cos cos[

(b) 1 = (2n + r) A/2
2EA f 12n + I

011. (7)IRI- cos' ir cosL
2

(c) / = nA

R
zEA

(nir cos 0) . . . . (8)= 1TZ, n 0 sin2si
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CORRESPONDENCE
Letters of technical interest are always welcome. In publishing such communications the
Editors do not necessarily endorse any technical or general statements which they may contain.

Pulse Modulation
To the Editor, " Wireless Engineer."

SIR,-I wish to challenge some of the statements
made by Roberts and Simmonds in Section 1.4 of
their article in the November issue of Wireless
Engineer (Vol. 22, p. 543).

Equation (r) is the Fourier series corresponding
to a waveform which repeats itself at intervals
equal to 27r/w (I shall, except where noted to the
contrary, follow the notation used in Roberts and
Simmonds' article). The quantity a is a constant
(Sect. 1.4.1, line 9) determined by the shape of the
pulses and the integer v, and for a chain of rect-
angular pulses of amplitude A it is given by

sin virS
ctv 211.)

virS
Since A has been assumed constant, the Fourier
series corresponding to the amplitude -modulated
pulse chain cannot be obtained by replacing it by
A(1 m cos pt), which is variable. Furthermore,
the modulated pulse chain does not repeat itself at
intervals of 27r/co, so that at least two of the condi-
tions under which equation (1) was derived no

longer hold. A similar criticism can be applied to
the procedure followed in Sections 1.4.2 and 1.4.3.

A chain of rectangular pulses is a succession of
discrete phenomena to which the idea of continuous
variation cannot be applied. For example, in the
case of delay -modulation the shape of the pulse does
not alter. In the case of amplitude and width-
modulation the shape of the pulse is. determined by
the modulating signal at some instant before the -
pulse occurs. In all three types of modulation the
property of the pulse chain which is being varied is
determined by the modulating signal at a number
of instants equally spaced along the time axis ;

what happens to the modulating signal between
these instants has no effect on the modulated pulse
chain. The mathematical method of obtaining the
Fourier series of the modulated chain of pulses must
therefore be one which \Via take this into account
Such a method may be outlined in the following way.

Suppose that the ratio of the pulse to the modu-
lating frequencies, (o/p, is a rational fraction
r = P/Q, where P and Q are integers prime to one
another. The waveform of the modulated pulse
chain then repeats itself at intervals equal in length
to P pulses or Q cycles of the modulating frequency,
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'since these are equal by the definition of P and Q.
In order to fix our ideas let us consider a pulse chain
amplitude -modulated by the sinusoidal modulating
signal shown in Fig. I (a). For a ratio r = 5/2, the
resultant pulse chain will be as shown in Fig. i (b).
This (infinite) pulse chain may be divided into P
pulse chains of period PT (T = 21r/c0), which I will
refer to as partial pulse chains ; let the Fourier
series of the nth one be denoted by f n(t) . Such a
partial pulse chain, viz. f2(t) is shown in Fig. r (c) .

( a )

(b)

(c)

MODULATING
SIGNAL

AF (t)
4 4

-mot

If F(t) denote the Fourier series of the complete
modulated pulse chain we have

P

F(t) = f JO -
n= -1

If we assume that the epoch of the leading edge
of the pulse is

tn = (n - i)T - iST
and that the amplitude of the nth partial pulse
chain is given by

A  = A0(1 m sin pt)
then we obtain for the amplitude of the component
in the modulating frequency in F(t) the expression

mA S sin 7rSIr
0

rrS/r

and that the amplitude of the component with
pulsatance vw ± p is

SA
sin [7r(v ± i/r) S]

m
° 77-(v ± 11r)S

The differences between these results and those
derived from equation (3) are almost trivial,
nevertheless in the case of width- and delay -modu-
lated pulse chains the results of a similar chain of
reasoning are very different. For a width -modulated
pulse chain the amplitude of the component in the
modulating frequency is

mAS
J, (27rmS/r) - mAS

7rmS Ir

as irmS/r -. o. J1(z) is the Bessel function of the first
kind of order unity. This departure from linearity
is 1.1 per cent for irmS/r = 0.15, and might not be
noticed in practice. For delay -modulated pulse
chains a component in the modulating frequency is
resent and its amplitude is

AS 96n,n sin IrS/r J1 (Oman/r)
r rtS/r 95,,,s/21'

A Sq5,0
r

r -3- Go, that is for a given pulse chain it is

proportional to the frequency of the modulating
signal.

This latter result is a contradiction of the state-
ment by Roberts and Simmonds in Section 1.4.3
that such a component does not exist. The fact
that the amplitude of the signal varies linearly
with frequency in no way makes the system private,
because it is only necessary to apply it to an RC
integrating circuit to obtain a signal whose ampli-
tude is independent of the frequency, provided
iipcR I for the lowest modulating frequency
required. Of course the amplitude of this signal
would be small, both because S would be chosen
small in a phase -modulated system and also because
i/r < I.

I hope to publish a fuller account of these calcula-
tions in the near future.

RONALD B. SHEPHERD.
University College of Swansea.

Rationalization of Publication
To the Editor, " The Wireless Engineer."

SIR,-I would like to make a few comments about
Mr. Bell's letter regarding Rationalization of
Publication. I am, in general, in complete agree-
ment with his remarks, but I would like to point
out that there are many books on limited branches
of science or engineering which have been published
in this country, many of them before books on the
same subjects appeared in America.

I am rather surprised at his suggestion that the
types of publication mentioned in his letter are
not available as British books by British authors
and I certainly consider he is unduly pessimistic in
this respect.

I quite agree that the better type of book is
international in scope and I consider that technical
books should give references to the origin of papers
and books from which information has been taken,
without regard to the nationality of the authors.
In this respect I find that the majority of American
books and publications signally fail and I must also
admit that many British books fail in the same way
but the failing is nothing like so great as in the case
of American publications. That I have always held
this view may be gauged by the fact that in my book
" Time Bases " the following numbers of references
are made.

British references
American
German
French
Italian

58
29

5
3

I am, however, also in agreement with Mr. Bell's
suggestion that a definite policy regarding the
rationalization of publication is urgently needed and
I would like to suggest that the three main
Engineering Institutions of this country, together
with perhaps the Physical Society, the Chemical
Society and others of like nature, might combine
for the purpose of originating a common policy in
connection with these publications.

It would, of course, be necessary and advisable to
obtain the advice of such bodies as the National
Physical Laboratory, the Royal Society and various.
book and periodical publishing firms.

0. S. PUCKLE.

Amersham, Bucks.
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NOISE FACTOR OF VALVE
AMPLIFIERS

By N. R. Campbell, Sc.D., F.Inst.P.,
V. J. Francis, B.Sc., F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E., and E. G. James, Ph.D., B.Sc.

(Communication from the Research Staff of The M.O. Value Company at the G E.C. Research Laboratories, Wembley, England)
(Concluded from page 83 of the March issue)

10. Definition of and Formulae for Noise
Factor

We are now in a position to discuss noise
factor. If the signal generator is inde-
pendent (in the sense of the last paragraph
of Section 2) of the other sources of noise,
then the noise of the practical receiver can
be written v52 + VD2 where v52 is the noise at
the output due to the signal generator and
v2,2 that due to the other sources. In the ideal
receiver v2,2 is zero by hypothesis ; further
the signal voltage is the same for the prac-
tical and the ideal receiver. We have there-
fore, from the fundamental definition of
N in Section 1,

v52 vp2N=
Vs2

V 2= I + (10.2)v 2s

We now consider an amplifier of n stages ;
then

vs2 R slA 1121,4 212

and v2 will be the sum of the
from all stages which from (9.3)

2,2P = 4k7 f ZilA 2120312 .

:
+ 4k7.1 Z2IA3121A412 .

o

+

+ 4k7 f Zn-1lAnI2 df
0

+ qk'T is Z ndf
0

. . . df

. . (10.3)
components
is given by

IA.12 df

. . IA 12 df

(10.4)
It should be noted that Z1 by definition of
v,2 does not include the noise from the
generator.

Accordingly

z1,2,203,2.oni2df+

N=i
+f df + Zdf

0

1121, 4 212 df
0

. . . (I0.5)
If the amplifier consists of one stage only,

(I0.5) reduces to

Z1df
N = + °

RsIA 112 df

CO

E
+ Pq

(Gm + G..)ipki,12df

RsIA 112 df

(10.6)
where E G  does not include R,.

Pq

In any practicable receiver the range of
each integral can be restricted to finite limits,

to f2, outside which the integrand is zero.
So long as the integrand varies appreciably
within the limits (which may not be the same
for all the integrals), the integrals must be
retained, and no general simplification of
(10.5) is possible. On the other hand, it is
assumed in much noise theory that all the
quantities concerned are constant when they
are not zero. If this assumption is per-
missible the integral signs in (10.5) can be
omitted, so that (10.5) becomes

,,1412{
'A 12 lAr12

ZrN =I + Z + . . . +

.  ± Zri

IA 212 -IA n12,
.. (10.7)
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An intermediate condition is when the
assumption is true of stage 1, but not of the
others. Then (10.5) becomes

directly to the input terminals (h, j) of the
first stage, and its primary terminals to those
of the signal generator, the y's of the trans -

J
1 n 'e 2 ...IA12 df .Z IA 2 12 1 4 12 df+

J0 !

R sIA 112
(lo .8)

I
I:114212 IA,E12 df

O

t 11. Application of Noise Factor Formulae
The later stages of the amplifier do not

include a signal generator. But the input
, circuits contain effective generators of E.M.F.

derived from the output voltage of the
previous stages. In defining the A is it was
said that the input circuit of the rth stage
may be taken to be one having an admittance
equal to the admittance looking into the
output terminals of the (r - i)th stage,

t which is r -1 Ykii, and containing a
generator whose E.M.F. is the voltage across
those output terminals when they are dis-
connected from the input terminals of the
rth stage. In calculating the p's for the
rth stage, i.e. 0r, kl. DV the admittance
r_lkii must be included in rY hi ; but in
calculating Zr no noise arising from r-lY kli
must be included, for any such noise has
already been included in Zr_I ; that is to
say, in calculating the component of the
form (8.6), in which (pq) is (hj), G  must
exclude r_iGkij.

Moreover Section io does not specifically
mention the possibility that the signal
generator may be connected to the input
terminals of the first stage, or that the
output terminals of stage (r - 1) may be
connected to the input terminals of stage r,
not directly, but through a transformer. In
practice a transformer is almost always

i inserted at least between the signal generator
i and the first stage, and performs a most

important function. The noise factor
depends, when all other characteristics are
fixed, on the impedance of the signal gener-
ator ; the effective value of this impedance
can be changed by changing the transforma-
tion ratio of the transformer. A large part
of the practical adjustment of the amplifier
to optimum performance consists therefore
in varying the transformation ratio of this
transformer so as to make the noise factor a
minimum for that variation.

Let us suppose, then, that a PT (Section 7)
has its secondary terminals connected

former being adjusted so that, when the Y,
of Section 7 is Ys the admittance of the
generator Y2 is Yu. (Yu is the quantity so
denoted in Sections 4, 5.) Then the (h, j)
terminals are connected effectively, by virtue
of Thevenin's theorem, by an impedor of
admittance Yu in series with the E.M.F
applied by the transformer. The gain from
the terminals of this E.M.F. to the (k,
terminals (the output terminals of the first
stage) is therefore, by (3.9), Y- u 1, kl. hi, where

h' must be calculated with Yu replacing
Ys. If A is the gain from the terminals of
the signal generator to the (k, l) terminals,
we have, from (7.7)

0112 = y:12
IYuI2I1Pki,hil2

Therefore, from (6.1)
Rs124112 = GuliPki.02 . .. (11.2)

Accordingly the effect of the PT is simply
to substitute quantities with suffix u for the
corresponding quantities with suffix s in the
integrand of (10.3) or (10.5). It should be
noted that the quantities in (11.2) are
functions of frequency.

From (II.2) it is obvious that, if the signal
generator provides a sinusoidal E.M.F. of
frequency h, and A; is the gain for this
signal from the terminals of the generator to
the (k, l) terminals-which is what is usually
called the signal gain-then the foregoing
argument gives

Gu(f0)1
I A 812

R

= lrkl,hjkif 01\II

where, of course, (f0) after a quantity indi-
cates that its value is to be taken at the
frequency fo.

Since a perfect transformer cannot be
exactly realised, we must, in accordance with
Section 7, introduce a conductor of conduct-
ance y in parallel with Yu. y will vary when
Yu is varied by adjustment of the trans-
former, and, when the adjustment is made,

(ILI)
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will in general vary with frequency, like all
the other admittances. In making the
Thevenin transformation y may be excluded
from the PT in which case it does not appear
in Yu but its presence will have to be taken
into account in estimating the p's ; further
by (8.i), it will provide a component of the
noise 4k'Tf V!Pk1,11312 df. It is relevant here to

0

observe that in most valves operating at high
frequencies there is appreciable leakage
between the (h, j) terminals, which may be
represented by a conductor (whose con-
ductance may vary with frequency) between
these terminals. So long as there is no
inductance in the leads to the electrodes,
this conductor is in parallel with that which
represents the imperfection of the input
transformer ; the effect of both may be
represented by a single y.

If there is a transformer between the
(r - 1) th and rth stages, it may be regarded
as part of either stage, or even divided into
two parts, one belonging to one stage and the
other to the other, so long as each stage still
has definite input and output terminals.
Different procedures may be suitable in
different circumstances. If it is regarded as
part of the (r - i)th stage, it will have three
effects. First, it will multiply by the same
factor all the gains of the (r - i)th stage ;
second, it will change the admittance looking
into the output terminals of that stage ;
third (since the transformer cannot be PT),
it will introduce a conductance y in parallel
with the output terminals. It will almost
always be convenient to regard this con-
ductance as part of the rth stage rather than
of the (r - i)th, that is to say as part of
,Yhi rather than of for, as hasr - 1Y kl ;
been said, rYhi will usually already have a
part y, whose value is merely modified by a

Jy°

the relation between these two quantities
being determined by the y's of the PT. By
(7.7) we shall then have, for the first effect,

IA kl,pa 12 'Pk', Pq 12 1r-lrkii12 r -1G kli
IA' k1.29412 IP' up412 1r-1Ykli 12  r-lg kli

. .

12. Noise Factor of a Common -Cathode
Pentode

It will be well before we proceed to illus-
trate one of the apparently complicated con-
clusions presented in Sections io, ii by a
concrete example. We shall take that of a
single stage consisting of a common -cathode
pentode without inductance in the electrode
leads, fed by a signal generator through a
transformer.

In the notation of Section 5, the (k, 1)
terminals are (1, 3), the (h, j) terminals are
(1, 2). The sources of noise are the impedors
Yu and y between (1, 2), and the electron
stream and the anode load Y, between (1, 3).
We have therefore from (10.5) and (n.2)

i°TYIPia.1212+ (Gv +G130)11913.1312: df
N =---

GuIP13,1212 dffo

.. (12.1)
where G13, from (8.n), since pki,,. is here
zero, is given by

G13,, = a /00(.32 a.3«.4) . . (12.2)
Since (3.n) is true, we can omit the common
denominator d of the p's, and replace them
by 8's. Then, from (5.4, 6), remembering
that we must now add y to Y02 in (5.i), and
that

813.12 = d32; 813.13 = L133 . (12.3)
we have

32822 w2c223)df f (Gy G13a) (Gu y)2 (Bu coC2)21df

Guoc32g22 a,2c223) di
fo

part arising from the imperfection of the
transformer. We have therefore to consideronly the first two effects. Let dashed
quantities refer to the stage without the
transformer, undashed quantities to the stage
with the transformer. Then the second effect
will be to substitute r - Ylai for r -

. . (12.4)

where
C2 = CO2 ± C12 + C23 C24 ± C25

(12.5)
The problem of adjusting the input trans-

former, and therefore Gu,Bu, so that N is a
minimum is in general very complicated. For
Gu,Bu are functions of f whose form can be
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varied by varying the y's of the PT ; more-
over y, which is also a function of f, will vary
with Gu,Bu. If, however, we are interested
only in a frequency band which is so narrow
that throughout all quantities may be con-
sidered constant, then (12.4) becomes

N = i + -V-
G

G (Gu y)2 + (Bn + co 0C 2)2
Gu(G(32g22+ w0C223)

.. (12.6)

where Gu,Bu are variable quantities and (00
refers to the centre of the band. Further,
if it may be assumed that y varies slowly with
Gu,Bu, so that in adjusting them for minimum
N, y may be taken as a known constant, then
the conditions for minimum N are

G=°';bBu °

The second of these gives

Bu - w0C2

The first gives

Gut
yG, + y2

where

Go =
cc

38
2,,

22+
w02

0223
G, Gi3c,

. . (12.7)

.. (12.8)

.. (12.9)

.. (12.1o)

Consequently

Noon = I + 2 + 2 ( ±
. (12.11)

This result shows how important is y.
For, if it were zero, the optimum value of Gu

would be zero, and Ni1 would be 1. At the
same time, by (11.3), the signal gain would
be zero. The problem would become
entirely insignificant. That there is a real
optimum adjustment of the transformer in
this simplified case depends wholly on the
presence of a non -zero y.

13. Effect on the Noise Factor of a Prefixed
Stage

We can now approach the problem set
forth in Section 1. Suppose again that the
given amplifier has n stages. Then its noise
factor ND, measured with a signal generator
of internal impedance Zs, is given by (ro.5).
Let a pre -amplifier, which we shall call
stage o, be prefixed, and its noise factor N be
measured with the same signal generator.

Then, if the gains Al to An are unchanged,
we have
N = +

rfZolAil2 -121,12 df + f cc:ZIP 212 1

0 0

IA 7,12df . . . +1Z,,dfi
0

lc° RsiA 0121A112 . . 1,12 cif

(r3.r)
If Rs is independent of frequency, so that it
can be taken outside the integral in (10.5),
and if the variation of A 0 over the band is
sufficiently small, then

f*°Zolf1112N° co

RsIA
0

I A112.

J Z11A212 IA nr2 df + 
0

. 1Anl2df

. . I AnI2 df

. .Zndf
0

RsiA012 f A212
.0

cc'Z 01A DI2 df
= °

RsIA012f IADI2df
0

where AD -= Ai  A2 An

.1A n12 df

. . (13.2)

ND -I
IA 012

(13.3)
(134)

is the whole gain of the amplifier from the
terminals of the signal generator feeding
stage i to the (k, 1) terminals of stage n.
Further in virtue of the conditions of the
problem, AD is likely to be appreciably
constant through the pass-band, although
the components A,. may vary. Accordingly
we may omit the integral signs in (13.3), and
arrive at the simple formula

Z0
N = 1 + (13.5)

RsIA 012 IA 012

It should be noted that (13.5) has been
derived on the assumption that the Ar's are
unchanged by the prefixing of stage o. This
would imply that the output admittance of
stage o is equal to the admittance of the
generator and is generally not true.

It is most improbable that the gains A 1 to
An will be unchanged between the measure-
ment of ND and the measurement of N. The
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conditions when ND is measured are likely
to be those shown to the right of the dotted
line in Fig. 7. The signal generator is applied
to the (h, j) terminals of stage I through a
transformer T1, and the y's of this trans-
former are adjusted to make ND a minimum
for variation of those y's. If, when N is
measured, the transformer T1 is removed

PRE AMPLIFIER OR STAGE 0

with the signal generator, A1 is reduced by
the gain in the transformer. If T1 is left
in place, and the (k, 1) terminals of stage o
are connected to its input in place of those
of the signal generator, the input admittance
of T1 is changed from Y, to o -Yki, which is
not in general even nearly the same as Ys.
Accordingly the gain of T1 will change, and
so will the admittance of 1Y., which is part
of the admittance lYhi ; accordingly A1 will
change. Further iYki will change, and there-
fore A2 will change ; and so on ; and the
amplifier will no longer be adjusted for
minimum ND. (It is not certain that adjust-
ment for minimum N will involve adjust-
ment for minimum ND ; but that represents
at least a possibility to be explored.)

In order to avoid this difficulty, a trans-
former T2 may be inserted between the
output of stage o and the input of stage
when the signal generator is removed, as
shown to the left of the dotted line. (Actually,
of course, if this is done, T1, T2 are likely to
be combined.) T2 transforms the admittance
or ku, looking into the (k, 1) terminals of
stage o in the absence of the transformer,
into oYkii, the admittance looking into the
output terminals of the transformer, which
are now the (k, 1) terminals of stage o. If it
could be arranged that oYkii = Ys, ND wouldagain be adjusted to the minimum and A1
to An would retain their original values. But
in general this cannot be arranged ; 0Ykii
can be made equal to Y, at one frequency,
but not at all frequencies.

However, if the conditions for (10.8),
(13.3, 5) prevail, and the gain of the prefixed
valve may be considered constant over the
relevant range, it is likely that all the
characteristics of stage o, and in particular,

orkii, can be considered similarly constant.
Then, so long as Zs is a pure resistance, the
desired end can be obtained ; and, so long
as the condition for minimum N involves
the condition that ND shall be a minimum,
minimum N can be obtained by varying only
the transformer T3 between the signal
generator and the (h, j) terminals of stage o.

Fig. 7. The use of a
pre -amplifier n2odifies
the conditions for the
following stage.

AMPLIFIER

By (7.7), if A 0 is the gain of stage o
without T2 and A 0 with it,

0012 R3

IA' 012- 01V
A'0

kli
is the As of (11.3). Using (6.1 b) and

(3.16), we have

.. (13.6)

0012=124'012* Rs r: = crR 1A
lor kul2 s '012

0-'1cli 0- 'NI.1I OP' kl, kli

(131)
When T2 is introduced, all the gains involved
in Z0 will change in the ratio A 0/A io ; for
they are all gains to the (k, 1) terminals of
stage o. Hence, in the second term on the
right of (13.3, 5), we may write A'0 in the
denominator so long as we use dashed
quantities, when we expand Z0. Hence (13.5)
becomes

2

D -I)G 0 I 0 IN o kli klac1.2J-
Z (N

R sIA' RsiA' 012
.. (13.8)

If we now expand Z0 by (8.7), and, for
symmetry, substitute for RsiA' 012 from (11.3) ,
we have

N = I ±
Evo(G,Q-1-G 1 -142,a1u, .0, kl,pq.I 2 . klilOP' kl.k112

Gui OP' la, 1012

(13.9)Now the E contains a term Gki119' ki,),J12where Gki is the conductance of the load
which in Sections 4, 5 is called G5. Hence,in this particular case, the effect on N of
the amplifier following the pre -amplifier is
the same as if the amplifier produced nonoise, but added to the conductance of
the load of the pre -amplifier a conductance
(ND - I)oCkii, where 0G'kii is the conduct-
ance looking into the pre -amplifier from the
input terminals of the transformer T2.
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14. Conclusion
In Section 13, some attempt has been made

, to simplify the fundamental formula (10.5)
for particular cases. The validity of the
assumptions we make for this purpose are
difficult to assess, although it is quite usual
for such assumptions to be made.

It is hoped that the theory developed here
will allow the validity or otherwise of these
assumptions to be verified.

It is hoped also that the theory will make
possible the inclusion of all circuit elements
(such as stray lead inductances) in the
analysis with a view to assessing their effect.

The application of the theory with these
objects in mind leads to rather lengthy
algebra, and it is proposed to deal with some
specific cases in later papers.
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CORRECTION
Equation (2.3) of Section 2 should read :---

2k'T
(v i3)2 fllAki, (joi)12dco

7T 0
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WIRELESS PATENTS
A Summary of Recently Accepted Specifications

The following abstracts are prepared, with the permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery Office, from
Specifications obtainable at the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.z, price IF each.

ACOUSTICS AND AUDIO -FREQUENCY CIRCUITS
AND APPARATUS

573 420.-Capacitance microphone in which one of
the plates is relatively massive, for the detection
and measurement of mechanical vibrations.

Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd., V. J.
Terry, and E. A. Foulkes. Application date
2nd November, 1943.

573 687.-Flexible acoustic fitting for coupling a
piezo-electric crystal to a sound -diaphragm.

Brush Crystal Co. Ltd. (assignees of A. L. W.
Williams and D. Domizi). Convention date (U.S.A.),
loth March, 1939.

573 688.-Piezo-electric or other drive for a small
diaphragm, particularly suitable for a deaf -aid
appliance.

Brush Crystal Co. Ltd. (assignees of A. L. W.
Williams and D. Domizi). Convention date (U.S.A.)
loth March, 1939.

DIRECTIONAL WIRELESS
573 020.-Variable-frequency type of radio -alti-
meter arranged to transmit a beam making a conical
" sweep " so as also to indicate the speed and course
of the aircraft.

R. C. A. Photophone Ltd. and H. W. H. Hodgkins.
Application date 3rd July, 1942.

573 436.-Construction and arrangement of the
screening -elements of a directional aerial of the

kind in which the radiating sections of a conductor
are separated by non -radiating sections.

The General Electric Co. Ltd., and R. J. Clayton.
Application date 19th August, 1942.

573 744.-Headphone-receiver for navigational
signals of the A-N type, with means for modifying
the different signal -amplitudes, in order to ease the
strain on the pilot's hearing as he approaches the
beacon.

Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd. and L. J.
Heaton -Armstrong. Application date 24th November,

1943.
TELEVISION CIRCUITS AND APPARATUS

FOR TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION

572 338.-Louvred device forming a viewing screen
for a cathode-ray television receiver.

Philco Radio and Television Corpn. (assignees
of G. Zindell, Jr.). Convention date (U.S.A.).
loth September, 1942.
573 oo8.-Television system in which the image is
produced in three dimensions, and is so projected
in space (and not upon a flat screen).

J. L. Baird. Application dates 26th August,
27th September, 7th and 11th October, and 26th
November, 1943 and 9th February, 1944.

573 226.-Multiple-gun cathode ray tube used for
scanning a large -sized television screen in successive
sections.

A. Soloman. Application date 18th October, 1943.
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SIGNALLING SYSTEMS OF DISTINCTIVE TYPE
572 918. -Multi -channel signalling system in which
all the frequencies required for inter-communication
are controlled by the selected harmonics of a single
crystal -oscillator.

The General Electric Co. Ltd., N. R. Bligh, D. M.Heller and L. C. Stenning. Application dates27th April and 1st July, 1942.

CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRONIC -DISCHARGE
DEVICES

572 540. -Construction and arrangement of thefocusing -electrodes for a discharge tube of the
velocity -modulation type.

C. S. Bull. Application date 29th April, 1940.

572 813. -Spacing and aligning the focusing andother electrodes o a cathode-ray tube by means of
protuberances formed inside and outside the glassbulb.

Ferranti Ltd., S. Jackson, A. L. Chilcot, M. E.Sions and R. W. Sutton. Application date 29thMay, 1943.

573 o32. -Construction and mounting of themagnetic deflecting coils of a cathode-ray tube.
The British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd. (com-municated by the General Electric Co.). Applicationdate 24th September, 1943.

573 097. -Electron -discharge tube embodying a" Hertzian gap " for detecting and amplifying, orgenerating, ultra -short waves.
H. A. Malpas. Application date 9th November,

1943-

573 170. -Construction of high -power valve ofthe kind in which the filament-heating leads consistof two coaxial copper tubes.
Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd. and W. T.Gibson. Application date 31st March, 1944.

573 193. -Construction of a hollow resonator tubefor generating micro-waves by the phase -controlof an electron -stream.
Patelhold Patentverwerlungs and ElektroholdingA.G. Convention date ,(Switzerland), 1st September,1942.

573 205. -Arrangement of the control and de-flecting electrodes of an electron -discharge deviceof the beam type, suitable for frequency-doublingor as a relay.
J. H. 0. Harries. Application date 5th September,1940.

573 206. -Construction and mounting of an inter-woven spiral cathode, suitable for valves of thebeam or deflection type.
J. H. 0. Harries. Application date 5th September,1940.

SUBSIDIARY APPARATUS AND MATERIALS
572 49E -Process for laving an insulating film onsheets of ferrous magnetic material intended formaking laminated transformer-cores.G. R. Shepherd (communicated by WestinghouseElectric International Co.). Application date 25thJanuary, 1944.

572 658. -Process for removing occluded air or
gas in the course of the manufacture of dry cells.

Siemens Bros. & Co. Ltd., T. H. Larke and F. G.
Kny-Jones. Application date 15th April, 1944.
572 739. -The use of sliding dielectric blocks,having a selected permittivity, as impedance -
transformers along a transmission line.

The General Electric Co. Ltd. and D. C. Espley.
Application date 11th November, 1941.

572 846. -Selective filter -network having six ter-
minals and comprising both high-pass and low-passsections.

The General Electric. Co. Ltd. and R. 0. Rowlands.
Application date 19th July, 1943.

572 848. -Assembling and bonding multiple dry -plate rectifier units.
The General Electric Co. Ltd., H. C. Turner andJ. Chamberlain. Application date 2Tst July, 1943.

572 870. -Construction of right-angled branches
or stubs for a transmission -line of the coaxial type.Bruno Patents Inc. Convention dates (U.S.A.)
27th August and 3rd December, 1942.

572 881.-A wave -guide in which part of the
guiding surface comprises a quarter -wave " open "
grid, which prevents the escape of energy whilst
allowing power measurements to be made.

J. Collard. Application date 14th September, 1943-

572 884. -Closed chain of hard -valves operatingas a " counter " circuit, and indicating, on thescale 'of ten, events of the order of ioo 000 per
second.

Ltd. and T. C. Nuttall.
Application date 15th February, 1941.

572 999 Selenium rectifier in which the sensitive
material is applied to the electrode from a colloidal
suspension in a volatile carrier, the latter thenbeing evaporated.

Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd. (assigneesof 0. Saslaw). Convention date (U.S.A.) 24thApril, 1942.

573 op. -Resilient Metal -ring so shaped as tominimise the tendency of vibration to loosen a
thermionic valve in its holder.

A. C. Cossor, Ltd. and A. Levin. Applicationdate 17th September, 1943.

573 099. -Two -core R.F. transformer having awide band-pass characteristic, and designed to
facilitate precision production in quantity.

Philco Radio and Television Corporation (assigneesof C. T. McCoy). Convention date (U.S.A.) 29thJune, 1943.

573 1o8. -Electric soldering -iron in which the heat -storing element is under thermostatic control.
Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd. (trading asStanetco Products) and J. Handley. Applicationdate 29th November, 1943.

573 124. -Impedance -matching transformer com-prising a transmission -line element terminated by anon -reactive load, and a second transmission -lineelement adjustably shunted across tne first.
Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd. and D. C.Rogers. Application date 1st December, 1943.
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ABSTRACTS AND REFERENCES
Compiled by the Radio Research Board and published by arrangement

with the .Department of Scientific and Industrial Research
The abstracts are classified in accordance with the Universal Decimal Classification.They are arranged within troad subject sections in the order of the U.D.C.numbers; except that notices of Look reviews are placed at the ends of the sections. Theabbreviations of the titles of journals are taken from the World List of Scientific
Periodicals. Titles that do not appear in this List are abbreviated in a style conforming

to the World List practice.

Acoustics and Audio Frequencies
Aerials and Transmission Lines ...
Circuits ... ...

......General Physics ... ...
Geophysical and Extraterrestrial Phenomena
Location and Aids to Navigation ...
Materials and Subsidiary Techniques ...
Mathematics... ... ...
Measurements and Test Gear ... ...
Other Applications of Radio and Electronics
Propagation of Waves ...
Reception ... ... ... ...
Stations and Communication Systems
Subsidiary Apparatus ... ...
Television and Phototelegraphy ...
Transmission ...
'Valves and Thermionics

I Miscellaneous ...

PAGE 534.23 817A. Acoustic Transmission through a Fluid Lamina. -63 I. Rudnick. (J. acoust. Soc. Amer., Jan. 1946,65 Vol. 17, No. 3, pp. 245-253.) Based on a derivation
of the acoustic wave equation for moving media,
the transmission and reflection coefficients arederived for a fluid lamina in uniform motion.
Some measurements are reported in the frequency
range 2 kcis to 14 kc/s for angles of incidence ofbetween o° and 89°.

66
70
70
71
71
74
74
76
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

ACOUSTICS AND AUDIO FREQUENCIES
34.213.4: 621.392 815
The Analysis of Plane Discontinuities in [acoustic]iaylindrical Tubes : Part I.-J. W. Miles. (J.iizcoust. Soc. Amer., Jan. 1946, Vol. 17, No. 3,

tPp. 259-271.) Using a transmission line analogy
fhe effect of the discontinuity is calculated by con-'fidering the higher modes which are excited. The:quations of motion of the propagation of a smallasturbance in a cylindrical tube yield the two-

imensional wave equation, the solutions of which
onstitute an infinite set of modes. The analogyith the electrical transmission line is established,
nd it is shown that each mode requires a separate

transmission line.

34.213.4: 621.392 816
The Analysis of Plane Discontinuities in [acoustic]

1

ylindrical Tubes : Part II.- J . W. Miles. (J.
coust. Soc. Amer., Jan. 1946, Vol. 17, No. 3, pp.
72-284.) " The theory of plane discontinuities

Reveloped in part I [see 815 above] is applied to a
window ' and change of cross section in tubes

both circular and rectangular cross section.the case of the rectangular tube conformal
apping is introduced as an alternative approach

the problem. Reflection and transmission
efficients are determined from the equivalent
rcuit of part I, and the theory is also applied to
e analysis of certain types of cavity resonators.
nally, the experimental determination of equiva-
nt circuit impedance is discussed."

534.231 + 621.396.11 818
The Saddle -Point Method in the Vicinity of a

Pole with Applications to Wave -Optics and
Acoustics.-Ott. (See 5024.)

534.232 -I- 621.396.677 819
Small -Dimensional Radiating and Receiving

Systems of High Directivity.-Makov. (See 857.)

534.232 820
Acoustic Intensity Distribution from a " Piston "

Source : II. The Concave Piston.-A. 0. Williams,
Jr. (J. acoust. Soc. Amer., Jan. 1946, Vol. 17,
No. 3, pp. 219-227.) It is shown how an approxi-
mate expansion may be obtained for the r.m.s.
excess pressure in the supersonic beam from either
a plane or concave piston source when the wave-
length is small and the radius of curvature large
compared with the aperture of the source. For
part I see 267o of 1945 (Williams and Labaw).

534.321.9 821
New Aspect of Ultrasonics.-B. K. Sahay. (J.

acoust. Soc. Amer., Jan. 1946, Vol. 17, No. 3, pp.
285-286.) The study of ultrasonics may reveal
a corpuscular nature of sound energy.

534.321.9: 620.179 822
The Supersonic Reflectoscope, an Instrument for

Inspecting the Interior of Solid Parts by Means of
Sound Waves.-F. A. Firestone. (J. acoust. Soc.
Amer., Jan. 1946, Vol. 17, No. 3, pp. 287-299.)
Subsidiary reflections take place from flaws in the
metal. The signal received by a piezoelectric
crystal is displayed on a c.r. tube.

534.41 + 534.781 823
Visible Patterns of Sound.-R. K. Potter. (Science,

9th Nov. 1945, Vol. 102, No. 2654, pp. 463-470.)
Phase relationships between fundamental and
harmonics may render waveform records of sound
dissimilar to the eye when the differences are
indistinguishable to the ear. In the sound spectro-
graph the record obtained on a magnetic tape is
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played back repeatedly into a scanning filter, the
passband of which moves across the frequency
spectrum. The legibility of the records thus ob-
tained is discussed. Learning to read visible
speech is comparable in difficulty with learning
to lip read.

534.522.5 824
Lissajous Figures. -I. B. Cohen. (J. acoust.

Soc. Amer., Jan. 1946, Vol. 17, No. 3, pp. 228-230.)
A description of the harmonograph used by Pro-
fessor Sabine to draw some Lissajous' figures.

534.833.1 825
Demountable Soundproof Rooms. -W. S. Gorton.

(J. acoust. Soc. Amer., Jan. 1946, Vol. 17, No. 3,
pp. 236-239.) A room having an attenuation of
about 43 db is made from panels consisting of two
sheets of steel cemented to two sheets of com-
position board with a rock -wool blanket between.
The panels weigh 7 lb/sq. ft. It is easy to con-
struct and dismantle, and its materials can nearly
all be re -used.

534.833.4 826
The Effect of Position on the Acoustical Absorp-

tion by a Patch of Material in a Room. --C. M.
Harris. (J. acoust. Soc. Amer., Jan. 1946, Vol. 17,
No. 3, pp 242-244.)
621.395.61 827

Gradient Microphones. -H. F. Olson. (J. acoust.
Soc. Amer., Jan. 1946, Vol. 17, No. 3, pp. 192-198.)
" The response -frequency and directional character-
istics of gradient microphones from zero to nth
order have been obtained. Higher order uni-
directional microphones have also been developed.
The directivity increases with the order which
means a corresponding discrimination against
random sound. The accentuation of the low -
frequency response, when the distance from a small
source is less than a wave -length, increases with the
order and the wave -length. This feature may be
used to obtain high discrimination against distant
sounds in a close talking microphone. The amount
of discrimination increases with the order of the
microphone."

621.395.623.52 828
Generalized Plane Wave Horn Theory. -

V. Salmon. (J. acoust. Soc. Amer., Jan. 1946, Vol. 17,
No. 3, pp. 199-211.) " By the use of dimensionless
variables and simplifying transformations Webster's
plane wave horn equation is recast into a form
permitting separation of the effects of horn contour
and frequency. A generalized expression for the
admittance also displays this separation. Further
interrelations among the variables are developed
which permit the formal synthesis of a horn from
a given conductance or susceptance function. The
conditions for realizability of the horn thus
synthesized are discussed. Several applications of
the results are presented, including a comparison
with Freehafer's exact theory for the hyperbolic
horn."

621.395.623.52 829
A New Family of Horns. -V. Salmon. (J. acoust.

Soc. Amer., Jan. 1946, Vol. 17, No. 3, pp. 212-218.)
" A new family of horns is synthesized in which the
exponential forms a central member. This permits
the effect of perturbations from the exponential

contour to be estimated. From other members of
the family unique impedance characteristics are
obtained, and are:.discussed with possible applica-
tions in mind."

621.395.623.75 830
A High Quality Loudspeaker of Small Dimensions.

-P. W. Klipsch. (J. acoust. Soc. Amer., Jan.
1946, Vol. 17, No. 3, pp. 254-258.) Description
of a horn designed to be used with a " woofer "
(see 727 of 1942 and 1708 of 1943-Klipsch).
33o c/s 1.f. cut-off, no peaks or hollows up to 7 kc/s,
satisfactory performance to 12 kc/s. Normal
radiation angle n./2 steradians. Negligible harmonic
distortion " even at painfully loud intensities".

621.395.625.2/.6 831
Film Sound -Recording Methods. -W. Hahm.

(Funktech. Sept./Oct. 1943, Nos. 9/10, pp.
102-104.) A review of the distinctive features of
each of six recording systems, variable area and
variable density light recording, the Philips -Miller
and Tefiphone systems using mechanically engraved
film, the Magnetophone system of magnetic record-
ing on a film loaded with ferromagnetic particles,
and the Selophone system in which the movement
of a vibrating wire of a string galvanometer is
recorded photographically.

621.395.625.2 832
B.B.C. Disc Recording : Some Technical Details

of the New Equipment. -H. Davies. (Wireless
World, Jan. 1946, Vol. 52, No. r, pp. 14-18.) The
recorder is fed from a 75 W amplifier, with negative
feedback obtained from a winding on the cutter
head, " radius compensation " to increase the high -
frequency response near the centre of the disk, and
an " overload protector " to prevent sudden
increases of sound from causing harmonic distor-
tion. The traverse head, which carries an oil -
damped balanced armature cutter, has automatic
positioning and " limit safety " switches. Friction
drive to the turntable through an idler wheel
prevents vibration and " wow".

621.395.625.2 : 621.396.662.667 833
High Fidelity Bass Compensation for Moving Coil

Pick -Ups. -F. M. Haines. (Electronic Engng, Feb.
1946, Vol. 18, No. 216, pp. 45-46.) High fidelity
in the moving -coil pickup has been hampered by
lack of adequate bass compensation. A circuit is
described which improves bass compensation by the.
use of frequency -selective negative feedback.
Optimum resistance and impedance values for good
response over the whole frequency range are
discussed.

621.395.625.3 834
German Tape -Recording Equipment. -(Electronic

Engng, Feb. 1946, Vol. 18, No. 216, p. 54.) Another
brief account of the " Magnetophon " taken from
538 of March. This system was described in 1028
of 1939 (Lubeck) and back references.

621.395.625.3 835
Multiple Wire Recording. -R. J. Tinkham.

(Communications, Dec. 1945, Vol. 25, No. 12, p. 99.)
The master record provides the signal from which
a number of recording heads in parallel are operated.
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521.395.625.3 836
High Quality Sound Recording on Magnetic Wire.

L. C. Holmes. (Communications, Dec. 1945,
Vol. 25, No. 12, pp. 44, 46.) A supersonic (30-100
cc/s) current mixed with the signal in the recording
Lead decreases distortion. Wire speed must exceed
L minimum value to obtain best signal to noise ratio.Loss after i 400 repeated playings is about 8 db.Report of an I.R.E. paper.

521.395.645.3 837A De -Luxe 60 -Watt Amplifier.-G. M. King.
:R.S.G.B. Bull., Dec. 1945, VOL 21, No. 6, p. 9o.)
circuit and design details of an audio -frequency
amplifier, using valves of the 807 or 6L6 type, for
Ise with a low -output high -quality microphone.

521.395.645.36 838
Quality Amplifiers.-( Wireless World, Jan. 1946,Vol. 52, No. 1, pp. 2-6.) Details are given of 4, 8and 12 W circuits with double push-pull resistance -=pled triode stages.

521.395.92 : 534.771 839
The 6BP Audiometer.-A. H. Miller. (Bell Lab.

Rec., Dec. 1945, Vol. 23, No. 12, pp. 464-465.) One
:ontrol dial adjusts frequency over the range 128
0 9 747 c/s ; a second dial indicates hearing loss
Aver the range - 15 to + io5 db from standard.
he patient, using either an air -conduction or a

Eone-conduction receiver, indicates with a push-
)utton whether or not he hears the tone.

874.4] : 534.31 840
' The Mechanical Action of Instruments of the
Bolin Family.-F. A. Saunders. (J. acoust. Soc.
liner., Jan. 1946, Vol. 17, No. 3, pp. 169-186.)

El

89 : 621.38 841Old and New Sounds produced by Electrical[usical Instruments.-H. Bode. (Funktech. Mh.,
lay 194o, No. 5, pp. 67-74.) A brief survey of the
bject of electrical musical instruments, with a

escription in more detail of the Melodium produced
y the author and 0. Vierling. The Melodium is a
ngle-note instrument with a keyboard. A
sistance-capacitance oscillator has its resistanceElected by the key, and gives an output rich inElected by

The key also sets the frequency of a'.ter that determines the musical quality of the
te. The amplitude is determined by the force

ith which the key is depressed. Vibrato, pizzicato,
d frequency multiplication and division to give

Eupling and mixture effects can be introduced by
le performer.
A short description is given of an organ that
pends on neon -lamp oscillators.

4 842The Theory of Sound [Book Review].-Lordayleigh. Dover Publications, New York, 1945,'4 PP., $4.95. (J. acoust. Soc. Amer., Jan. 1946,
)l. 17, No. 3, p. 301.) With an historical intro-
ction by R. B. Lindsay.

4.321.9 843
Grundlagen und Ergebnisse der Ultraschallfor -
wig [Book Review].-E. Heidemann. W. deyter & Co., Berlin, 1939, 287 pp., RM 24.

Ver. dtsch. Ing., 22nd June 1940, Vol. 84,
). 25, P. 444.) A comprehensive survey, with a
liography of 1346 items.

534.833 844
Schalldammungs-Messungen im Laboratorium undin fertigen Gebauden [Book Review].-W. Bausch.R. Oldenbourg, Berlin, 1939, 33 pp., RM 6.40.

(Z. Ver. dtsch. Ing., 15th June 1940, Vol. 84, No. 24,p. 424.) Deals with sound absorption measuringtechnique in relation to sound -proof buildings.

AERIALS AND TRANSMISSION LINES
621.315.2.029.6 845Problems in the Manufacture of Ultra -High -Frequency Solid -Dielectric Cable.-A. J. Warner.
(Waves and Electrons, Jan. 1946, Vol. 1, No. 1,pp. 31-37.) A brief description is given of thevarious types of u.h.f. cables. The manufacture isoutlined with an indication of the difficulties of
maintaining a constant characteristic impedanceand of preventing the braid from becoming buriedin the insulating sheath. The relative merits of
long- and short -lay braiding and the effect of
plating the braid is discussed. The attenuation
increases as the lay angle increases but is almost
independent of the percentage coverage between
98 and 8o%. The attenuation introduced by each
component of a typical cable is given. Productionmethods for the measurement of capacitance,
velocity of propagation, attenuation and dielectric
strength are outlined. Early international stand-
ardization of cables is recommended.

621.315.21.029.6.o91 : 621.317.79 846
Attenuation Test Equipment for V -H -F Trans-

mission Lines.-Muller & Zimmerman. (See 982.)

621.392 + 621.396.616 + 621.317.763 847
The Transverse Electric Modes in Coaxial Cavities.-Kirkman & Kline. (See 888.)

621.392 848
Vectorial Treatment of Transmission Lines.-

J. P. Shanklin. (Electronics, Dec. 1945, Vol. 18,
No. 12, pp. 162..166.) Graphical solution of
transmission -line problems by representing current
and voltage as vectors, and distance along the line
as phase displacement. Typical problems are
solved.

621.392 849
Propagation of Electromagnetic Waves in

Branched Hollow -Pipe Lines.-E. M. Studenkov.
(J. Phys., U.S.S.R., 1943, Vol. 7, No. 6, pp.
308-309.) A brief description of experiments with
waveguides using wavelengths of 8-1, cm. Methods
are considered whereby the type of standing wave
may be transformed by the introduction of sharp
bends and branches into the waveguides. Typical
transformations are : an E, type into an H1 type,
or Ho into H1, and vice versa.

621.392 : 534.213.4 850
The Analysis of Plane Discontinuities in [acoustic]

Cylindrical Tubes.-Miles. (See 815 & 816.)

621.396.67 851
Concerning Hallen's Integral Equation for

Cylindrical Antennas.-S. A. Schelkunoff. (Proc.
Inst. Radio Engrs, N.Y Dec. 1945, Vol. 33, No. 12,
pp. 872-878.) An explanation of the quantitative
discrepancy between the impedance of a cylindrical
aerial calculated by Hallen's formula (2763 of 1939)
and that of the author (1049 of 1942). Hallen's
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solution involves the tacit assumption that the
aerial is short compared with the wavelength as
well as being thin, and this degrades the successive
approximations. Gray's solution (1931 of 1944)
does not involve this assumption, and gives satis-
factory results. Infinitely long aerials are con-
sidered, and the results obtained compared with
those of Stratton and Chu (1888 of 1941). An
explanation of the discrepancy is given.

621.396.67 852
Principal and Complementary Waves in Antennas.

-S. A. Schelkunoff. (Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs,
N. Y., Jan. 1946, Vol. 34, No. I, pp. 23-32.) The
paper is an extension of the analysis in 1049 of 1942
(Schelkunoff) to cylindrical antennas whose
diameters are not small compared with the wave-
length. " . . . the principal feature of the method
is : waves in infinitely long antennas are con-
sidered first ; subsequently, the complementary
waves are included to express the effect of sudden
termination of the wires, particularly with regard
to uneven reflection at the wavefront passing
through the end of the antenna." The effect of a
finite source is discussed, and the simplifications
when the antenna is thin are given.

621.396.67 853
On the Distribution of Current along Asym-

metrical Antennas.-C. W. Harrison, Jr. (J.
appl. Phys., July 1945, Vol. 16, No. 7, pp. 402-
408.) The first system analysed is a vertical
grounded antenna over an infinitely conducting
earth, fed at a point remote from the earth. This
is treated as an isolated antenna fed symmetrically
by two generators at points equidistant from the
centre. The second system considered is an
isolated linear antenna fed at a point not at the
centre, and it is shown that the behaviour of the
first system can be derived from that of the second.
The basic equations for the current distributions
are derived from the field equations, and approxi-
mate formulae suitable for computation are given.
The results are fundamental to the solution of
many advanced antenna problems.

621.396.67 854
Symmetrical Antenna Arrays.-C. W. Harrison, Jr.

(Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs, N.Y., Dec. 1945, Vol. 33,
No. 12, pp. 892-896.) Calculation of the input
impedance of a symmetrical aerial system con-
sisting of identical radiators at the vertices of a
regular polygon. The modified case of a symmetri-
cal array with an additional central radiator is
briefly discussed. Several practical applications
of the theory are mentioned, particular reference
being made to the case of corner -reflector aerials.

621.396.672 + 621.396.677 855
The Half -Rhombic Antenna.-J. H. Mullaney.

(QST, Jan. 1946, Vol. 30, No. 1, pp. 28-31.) An
elementary account of the construction and pro-
perties of the half -rhombic antenna, comprising
an inverted -V aerial with a single -wire counter-
poise.

621.396.674: 621.314.2 856
Loop -Antenna Coupling -Transformer Design.-

W. S. Bachman. (Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs, N.Y
Dec. 1945, Vol. 33, No. 12, pp. 865-867.) " The low -
impedance loop coupling -transformer circuit is
analyzed, expressing the transformer parameters

in terms of the circuit and transformer coupling
coefficients. Equations are developed which yield
optimum design values for the transformer. It
is shown that an ideal transformer -coupled loop
has 38.4 per cent. of the gain realizable from a
direct -connected loop of the same area, assuming
the same Q in the transformer secondary as in
the direct -connected loop."

621.396.677 857
Small -Dimensional Radiating and Receiving

Systems of High Directivity.-S. A. Makov. (C. R.
Acad. Sci. U. R.S.S, 20th Aug. 1940, Vol. 28, No. 5,
pp. 418-422.) Acoustic and radio systems, small
compared with the wavelength, and with prac-
tically constant directivity over a range of fre-
quencies, can be formed from a number of non -
directional radiators by suitable adjustment of
the phase and amplitude of their outputs. Three
equally spaced collinear point sources, separated
by d/2, the outer pair operated in equal amplitude
and phase, the other adjusted in amplitude and
phase to cancel the signal in the direction of the
line of sources, give a polar diagram of the form
R a cost a for o < d/A < 0.5. Three - element
rectilinear systems directed along the line of
sources by making the centre source cancel the
effect of the other two in the broadside direction
give similar broad frequency bands of operation.
The directivity can be improved by using more
sources, while maintaining a wide frequency range
of operation.

Combinations of such systems in perpendicular
directions, or the use of point and annular sources
give three-dimensional directivity.

621.396.677.2 + 621.396.71 858
-Stepping Up from % KW to 5 KW [and the use

of a directional aerial].-Griffiths. (See 1057.)

621.396.67 621.396.11 859
Antenne e propagazione delle onde elettro-

magnetiche (per ingegneri) [Book Review].-
B. Peroni. Michele dell'Aira, Rome, 372 pp.
(Wireless Engr, Feb. 1946, Vol. 23, No. 269, p. 57.)
" It can certainly be recommended to any advanced
student or radio engineer with a knowledge of
Italian or the desire to acquire such knowledge."

CIRCUITS

621.3.012.8 860
Determination of the Individual Resistances of a

Delta Mesh by Measurements Taken at the June-
tions.-L. J. Purnell. (Elect. Engng, N. Y., Sept.
1945, Vol. 64, No. 9, p. 348.) Letter giving formulae.

621.314.2 861
Phase Splitter.-L. A. Saunders. (Electronic

Engng, Feb. 1946, Vol. 18, No. 216, p. 63.) Letter
describing an improvement in the phase -splitting
circuit given in 295 of February, by the use of a
double triode for phase splitting. This circuit will
reject in -phase signals as in the Offner biological
amplifier (1713 of 1937).

621.314.3 : 578.088.7 862
" Biological Amplifiers".-D. Robertson. (Wire-

less World, Jan. 1946, Vol. 52, No. r, p.27.) Letter
on 45 of January and 296 of February (Parnum)
discussing reduction of mains -frequency inter-
ference.
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521.385.032.442 : 621.3.025,4 863
Polyphase from Single Phase for Valve Supply

Circuits.-E.M.I. Laboratories. (Electronic Engng,
Feb. 1946, Vol. 18, No. 216, p. 55.) Circuits for
)13taining polyphase supply for filaments of trans-
mitting valves in order to reduce hum modulation.

521.385.2/.3].012.8 864
Triode Equivalent Circuits.-D. A. Bell. (Elec-

'ronic Engng, Feb. 1946, Vol. 18, NO. 216, pp.
56-57.) An ordered discussion on equivalent
:ircuits far -diodes and triodes, starting from first
)rinciples, and paying special attention to phase
conventions. Voltage- and current - generator
quivalents of amplifying triodes are compared.

521.392.43 865
Graphical Method of Determining the Resistance

Transformation of Complex Resistances by means
)f a Capacitance assumed to be Loss-Free.-Gesch-vinde. (Funktech. .11h., Sept./Oct. 1943, Nos.)/xo, pp. 89-94.) The purpose of the method is
:0 find the value - jXT of the loss -free capacitive
-eactance that must be connected in shunt with a
articular impedance R + jX in order that the
tactive or resistive part of the equivalent series
mpedance, r - jx, of the combination shall haven assigned value. Formulae are derived and
,harts are given connecting. X/X2, with R/IXT1
,nd x/XT with rIIXTI for different values of R/retween o.ox and ro. Charts are also given con-ecting ± XT/X with R/r and x/X for different
alues of R/jXI between o.or and 104. Examplesf the use of these charts for matching e.g. an aerial
) a transmitter are worked out.
21.392.5 866
General Formulas for " T "- and " TI "-Networklquivalents.-M. B. Reed. (Proc. Inst. Radio':ngrs,N.Y ., Dec. 1945, Vol. 33, No. 12, pp. 897-899.)

, . . the development of two sets of general
$rmulas which determine a set of " T " or " II "

pedances equivalent to any linear, lumped-
?nstant, four -terminal network."

1.392.5 : 621.316.722.078.3 867
The Theory of the Non -Linear Bridge Circuit asplied to Voltage Stabilizers.-G. N. Patchett.

. Instn elect. Engrs, Part III, Jan. 1946, Vol. 93,
) 21, pp. 16-22.) Analysis of four arrangements
bridge elements obeying the law V = hi".

j)x-mulae are tabulated giving dV 01,,,t1clVtt
various circuit conditions, and giving circuit

rameters necessary for maximum power output.review of the properties of different bridges
[
iicates the use of two non-linear elements inposite arms to be the best.

`1.392.5: 621.317.725: 621.385 868Bridge Circuits with a Non -Linear Element :
ve-Voltmeter with a Stable Zero Adjustment.-vy. (See 976.)

-.392.52 + 621.318.72 869' Abacs for Filter Design".-T. Roddam. (Wire -
World, Jan. 1946, Vol. 52, No. I, p. 31.) Correc-of error in 52 of January.

.392.52 870
Transient Response of Filters [part 1];-D. G.cker. (Wireless Engr, Feb. 1946, Vol. 23, No. 269,36-42.) " It is shown that the normal treat-ts the transient response of filters are either

sufficiently simple or are not really suitable for

all types of filter ; the method which considers thefilter as an idealized transmission characteristic issatisfactory for multi -section filters and givesresults in simple terms, but for single -section filters
a special treatment is desirable. A method of deter-mining the build-up and decay characteristics isgiven for a single section of the " 6 -element sym-metrical " band-pass filter, and the type of equation
obtained is of general application to other types ofsection." The treatment of Carson and Zobel(Bell Syst. tech. J., July 1923, pp. 1-52.) is comparedwith the idealized transmission characteristicapproach. Only band-pass filters are considered,but it is shown that the analysis is, for most
purposes, also applicable to low-pass filters. Thefirst of two parts.

621.392.52
871Filter Design Tables Based on Preferred Numbers :Low -Pass Filters.-H. Jefferson. ( I Fireless Engr,

Jan. 1946, Vol. 23, No. 268, pp. 26-28.) Tables aregiven to facilitate the design of low-pass filters using
preferred (standard) values of components. Seealso 3823 of 1945.

621.392.52
872Double -Derived Terminations.-R. 0. Rowlands.

(Wireless Engr, Feb. 1946, Vol. 23, No. 269, pp.52-56.) " A method is described for connectingfilters in series or parallel such that the real partof their impedance or admittance function is equiva-lent to that of a double nt-derived section."
621.392.52 + 621.318.7

873Technical Applications of Filters.-G. Guanella.(Schweiz. Arch. angew. bliss. Tech., Jan. 1945,Vol. II, No. 1, pp. 16-26.) Describes a wide rangeof types of filter construction for a wide range of
frequencies and applications : use of sliding cylin-
drical shields as a means of varying the inductanceof solenoidal coils : filters embodying quartzcrystals, and the great advantages of calcium phos-phate in this connexion : resonant cavity filtersfor use in the decimetre wave range : the use of
solenoidal bi-filar windings as a means of discrimin-ating between symmetrical and asymmetrical
currents. The article concludes with a brief account
of the voltage -distribution method of measuring
impedance at very high frequencies.
621.394 / .3971 .645 874Cathode Bias : Design Data (1).-(WirelessWorld, Jan. 1946, Vol. 52, No. i, pp. 21-22.)
Formulae for calculating the frequency response of
valves with automatic bias.

621.394/.397).645 875
Cathode -Follower Circuits.-K. Schlesinger. (Proc.Inst. Radio Engrs, N.Y., Dec. 1943, Vol. 33, No. 12,pp. 843-855.) Analysis of the cathode -follower as

an amplifier, an oscillator, or as a discriminator fordetection of f.m. signals. The gain/frequency
characteristics and bandwidth are calculated for
various circuital arrangements and various couplingnetworks in an amplifier. The input capacitance
and conductance are derived as functions of thecathode load. The condition for oscillation is
deduced, and the design of a balanced oscillator upto 700 Mc/s is described. Used as a discriminator
the cathode follower, though more elaborate than
the conventional double -diode, has the advantages
of a limiting action, of higher input impedance, and
lower output impedance.
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621.394/.397).645 876
Amplifier Circuit.-J. R. Ford. (Electronic

Industr., Oct. 1945, Vol. 4, No. 1o, p. 128.) To
eliminate distortion without reduction in gain, the
grid of a second tube is connected to a point of zero
signal potential but appreciable distortion potential,
and the amplified output combined in antiphase
with the output of the original tube. Summary of
U.S. patent 2 379 699.

621.395.645 : 621.395.44 877
A New Method of Amplifying with High Efficiency

a Carrier Wave Modulated in Amplitude by a Voice
Wave.-S. T. Fisher. (Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs,
N. Y., Jan. 1946, Vol. 34, No. I, pp. 3-13.) Descrip-
tion and analysis of a new amplifier circuit. The
input wave is divided into sections on an amplitude
basis, and after high -efficiency amplification of each
section, recombination reproduces the original wave
form. The circuit employs valves with suitable
separate grid drives, biases and load impedances ;
in practice 3 or 4 branches give satisfactory
compromise between efficiency and complexity.
The technique is specially suitable for controlled -
carrier systems. Efficiencies about 5 times better
than with existing systems are obtainable, and the
power dissipation of the output stage is reduced,
the advantages being greatest at low modulation
levels.

621.395.645.36 878
Quality Amplifiers.-( Wireless World, Jan. 1946,

Vol. 52, No. I, pp. 2-6.) Details are given of 4, 8
and I2W circuits with double push-pull resistance -
triode stages.

621.395.645.36 879
Push -Pull Circuit Analysis : Cathode -Coupled

Output Stage.-S. W. Amos. (Wireless Engr,
Feb. 1946, Vol. 23, No. 269, pp. 43-46.) " This
circuit is one in which one output valve derives its
input by cathode -coupling from the other . .

" It is the purpose of this analysis to find the effect
of varying R. [the resistance connecting the
junction of the two grid leaks to h.t. negative] on
the performance of the circuit and hence to find . . .

its optimum value."

621.395.665 880
Resistive Attenuators, Pads and Networks :

Parts IX and X.-P. B. Wright. (Communications,
Oct. 1945, Vol. 25, No. 10, pp. 72..106, & Nov.
1945, Vol. 25, No. II, p. 61.) IX. Consideration of
representative examples. X. Particulars of a four -
channel series -parallel mixer and fader system.

Series concluded. For previous parts see 6o of
January and back references.

621.396.615 : 621.394/.397].645.34 881
Self -Excitation and Regeneration.-K. Eisen-

mann. (Funktech. Mh., Sept./Oct. 1943, Nos. 9/10,
pp. 95-100.) There can be no doubt that the
equating to unity of the product of the amplifica-
tion (V) and back -coupling factor (K) adequately
represents the condition of stationary self-excited
oscillations, but it is not immediately apparent that
the condition must necessarily be fulfilled, especially
if an exponentially damped oscillation is introduced
as the initiator of the self -maintained oscillation,
the frequency of the initiator being not necessarily
the same as that of the self -maintained oscillation.

The build-up of oscillation is traced in this paper
to determine the frequency of the self -maintained
oscillation from the frequency of the initiator.
Conditions of stability in externally excited re-
generative amplifiers are first examined. For
similar work by the same author see 3122 of 1944.
Self excitation is then considered when a parallel
resonant circuit is connected into the regenerative
system. It is assumed that switching on the d.c.
supply charges the capacitor of the resonant circuit,
which starts a damped oscillatory discharge. It is
deduced that in addition to this decaying oscilla-
tion there is another oscillation that grows ex-
ponentially and becomes stationary when KV
becomes unity. The amplitude of the stationary
oscillation is greater than the initiating oscillation
by a factor equal to the reciprocal of the logarithmic
decrement of the resonant circuit. The frequency
of oscillation differs, but always by very little, from
the resonant frequency. A transient fluctuating
distortion oscillation is superimposed on the main
steady oscillation ; it is smaller than the latter by
the product of the period of the tuned circuit and
its damping factor (R/2L).

621.396.615.072.9 882
Forced Oscillations in Oscillator Circuits, and the

Synchronization of Oscillators.-D. G. Tucker.
(J. Instn elect. Engrs, Part I, Jan. 1946, Vol. 93,
No. 61, pp. 57-58.) Long abstract of 3825 of 1945.

621.396.615.14.029.63 883
A Coaxial Modification of the Butterfly Circuit.-

E. E. Gross. (Communications, Dec. 1945, Vol. 25,
No. 12, pp. 42-43.) The outer conductor of the
coaxial cylinder has two 105° sections cut away, and
two 75° thick metal sectors rotate between inner
and outer conductors. Frequency range, with a
lighthouse valve, is 620-1 340 Mc/s, power output
0.15 to 0.3 W. Report of an I.R.E. paper.

621.396.615.17 884
Low Frequency Multivibrators.-C. J. Quirk.

(Electronics, Dec. 1945, Vol. 18, No. 12, pp. 350..
36o.) Very -low -frequency multivibrators may be
obtained by omitting the grid leaks of the valves and
relying on the leakage of the capacitors to discharge
them. The periodicity is dependent on the quality
of the capacitor and possibly on the leakage paths
in the valves. Periods up to about 2 hours are
discussed.

621.396.615.17: 621.317.755 885
A Single Sweep Time Base.-D. McMullan.

(Electronic Engng, Feb. 1946, Vol. 18, No. 216,
pp. 47-50.) The time base was described in Part I
of the paper (see 571 of March). The present paper
gives details of the basic circuit and of practical
operational points. Performance figures are stated
and methods of use described in Part I are discussed
in further detail.

621.396.615.17 : 621.317.755 886

Time -Base Converter and Frequency Divider.-
H. Moss. (Electronic Industr., Nov. 1945, Vol. 4,
No. 11, pp. 158..160.) Long abstract with
diagrams of 3266 of 1945. See also 308 of February.

621.396.615.17 : 621.317.755 887

Synchronous Time Base.-H. Moss. (Electronics,
Nov. 1945, Vol. 18, No. II, pp. 458 . .462.) Summary
of 3266 of 1945. See also 308 of February.
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621.396.616 621.392 + 621.317.763 888
The Transverse Electric Modes in Coaxial Cavities.-R. A. Kirkman & M. Kline. (Proc. Inst. Radio

Engrs, N. Y ., Jan. 1946, Vol. 34, No. x, pp. 14-17.)
Study of the transverse modes TE i, extending
the treatment of Barrow and Mieher (2951 of 1940)
and clarifying difficulties in their notation and
pictorial representation. In particular the modes
with m = o do not exist but are the limits of the
modes for m = x when the radii of the conductorsapproach equality. The dependence of the modes
on the ratio of the radii is discussed

: for a given
mode the resonant frequency decreases as the ratioapproaches unity. The practical importance of
coaxial transverse electric modes is stressed, e.g.in a wavemeter.

621.396.619 889
Single-Sideband Generator.-M. A. Honnell.

(Electronics, Nov. 1945, Vol. 18, No. sr, pp. 166-
168.) The system described avoids the use of
highly selective filters for eliminating the unwanted
sideband. Two separate balanced modulators areused ; the carrier and modulation voltages appliedto modulator f are respectively in quadrature withthose applied to modulator z. By suitably com-
bining the modulator outputs either sideband maybe selected. The system is of particular advantageat a fixed modulation frequency

: a design of 9o°phase shifter is described, however, which has a
shift lying within 0.2° of 900 for all frequencies in

Ithe band roo to 5 000 c/s.

621.396.621.52 890
The Super -Regenerative Detector : an Analyticaland Experimental Investigation.-Strafford. (See

621.396.622 : 621.396.619.018.41 891A New F.M. Detector -Circuit [requiring nolimiter].-G. G. (QST, Jan. 1946, Vol. 3o, No. f ,p. 26-27.) See 574 of March.
z

621.396.645.2
892Pulse Amplifier Coupling.-S. Moskowitz. (Com-munications, Oct. 1945, Vol. 25, No. 10, pp. 58, 88.)

okrx analysis of a method of calculating the response
)f resistance -capacity amplifier coupling circuits to1?ulse voltages.

i621.396.645.3 : 621.396.621.55: 621.396.61 893A Coil -Neutralized Vacuum-Tube Amplifier atvery -High Frequencies.-R. J. Kircher. (Proc.rnst. Radio Engrs, N.Y., Dec. 1945, Vol. 33, No. 12,
'gyp. 838-843.) Neutralization of a triode is achieved
at one frequency) by tuning out the grid -anode

capacitance by means of a parallel inductance ; atkh.f. an open A/2 line can be used without the needor a blocking condenser. The neutralization soI.btained is comparable with that existing in small
4)entodes. A 2 -stage amplifier for 14o Mc/s usinghe Western Electric 299Y triode is described, with
etails of technique of adjustment and measurement14 performance. A 3-db bandwidth of 4.3 Mc/s.11.d a non -oscillating frequency range of 15.4 Mc/s

ire quoted. Measurements of distortion character-
ktics using a two -frequency generator and harmonic
Onalyser showed that for a peak power output of
13 W the third -order distortion is - 44 db, and the
ifth-order distortion better than - 6o db.

621.396.662 : 621.396.61 894A Radio -Frequency Auto-Resonator.-Clemens.(See 1099.)

621.396.662.34
895H.F. Band -Pass Filters : Part 1.-H. P. Williams.

(Electronic Engng, Jan. 1946, Vol. x8, No. 215,pp. 24-26.) Theoretical properties in a form suit-able for engineers designing radio circuits.
621.396.662.34

896H.F. Band -Pass Filters : Part II. - SimilarCircuits.-H. P. Williams. (Electronic Engng,Feb. 1946, Vol. 18, No. 216, pp. 51-54.) A simplemethod for studying the characteristics of band-
pass filters, making use of the fact that they haveQ values of 20 and upwards. An approximation ismade in the expression for series impedance nearresonance, and a parameter for distance off tune isintroduced. Various types of coupling are discussed.For part I see 895 above.

621.396.665 897Radio Design Worksheet : No. 42. - Some Notes
on Automatic Volume Control ; Parallel Resonance.-(Radio, N .Y Nov. 1945, Vol. 29, No. 11, pp.51-52.) Application of simple time -constant theoryto the design of orthodox a.v.c. circuits.
621.396.822

898[Noise] Fluctuations of Electric Current.-Bell.(See 1038.)

621.396.822
899A Theory of Valve and Circuit Noise.-Campbell& Francis. (See 1037.)

621.397.62
900The DC Restorer : Its Uses in Television and

Radar.-(Wireless World, Jan. 1946, Vol. 52, No. ,,pp. 8-11.) A descriptive article.

621.397.813 901Theoretical Investigation of the Distortion ofTelevision Signals in Valve Circuits.-J. Huber.(Schweiz. Arch. angew. Wiss. Tech., Mar. 1945,Vol. II, No. 3, pp. 77-86.) Essentially a theoretical
analysis of the response of a typical circuit consistingof a valve with a 4 -pole network in the anode
circuit, to the kind of excitation which occurs inthe reception of the modulation corresponding tothe usual types of test -picture. The method ofanalysis is the use of the Laplace transform in the
form f (p) = p e ---Pe F(t)dt, following Wagner.
The results of the analysis are applied in detail to
particular types of anode -circuit network, e.g. a
resistance -capacitance amplifier, and a band-pass
filter network, the equations of which are expressedin matrix form, following Feldtkeller. To becontinued.

621.3.01/.02 902Elementary Electric -Circuit Theory [BookReview].-R. H. Frazier. McGraw-Hill, New York
& London, 1945, 434 PP., $4.00. (Nature, Lond.,
5th Jan. 1946, Vol. 157, No. 3975, p. 4.) " . . . theauthor has gone so thoroughly into basic circuittheory that the term elementary ' cannot bejustified." " A very real and useful approach tothe relationship between the fundamental essen-tials . . . and their applications. . . ." See also 69 ofJanuary.
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GENERAL PHYSICS

530.145.6 : 537.212 903
On Different Ways of Representing a Homo-

geneous Electric Field in Wave Mechanics.-F.
Sauter. (Ann. Phys., Lpz., 1943, Vol. 43, Nos.
6/7, pp. 404-416.) A mathematical discussion
of the wave -mechanical analogy of the non -unique-
ness of the scalar and vector potentials correspond-
ing to the electric and magnetic field vectors of the
classical theory.

534321.9 904
New Aspect of Ultrasonics.-B. K. Sahay. (J.

acoust. Soc. Amer., Jan. 1946, Vol. 17, No. 3, pp.
285-286.) The study of ultrasonics may reveal a
corpuscular nature of sound energy.

535.14 + 537.122 905
A New Classical Theory of Photon and Electron.-

B. M. Sen. (Sci. Culture, Jan. 1946, Vol. II, No. 7,
pp. 387-388.) Short preliminary report of a
theory designed to overcome deficiency in the
Einstein equation W = hv associating a quantum
hv with every e.m. wave, which is regarded as an
over -generalization.

537.122 906
The Size of an Electron and the Nature of its

Mass.-G.W.O.H. (Wireless Engr, Feb. 1946,
Vol. 23, No. 269, pp. 33-35.) An editorial in which
the radius of the electron is derived on the assump-
tion that its apparent mass is inertial and due to
its magnetic field. The charge may be considered
to be distributed either uniformly over its surface
or uniformly throughout its volume, leading
respectively to values of 1.88 and 2.256 x io-13 cm
for the electronic radius.

537.212 907
Erratum : A Generalization of the Dielectric

Ellipsoid Problem.-R. Clark Jones. (Phys. Rev.,
1st/15th Nov. 1945, Vol. 68, Nos. 9/10, p. 213.)
Correction to 4068 of 1945.

537.22 908
The Basic Mechanisms of Static Electrification.

L. B. Loeb. (Science, 7th Dec. 1945, Vol. 102,
No. 2658, pp. 573-576.) A short review of processes
which produce static electricity. The five mechan-
isms discussed are (a) electrolytic effects, (b)
contact electrification between surfaces, (c) spray
electrification, (d) frictional electrification, (e)
electrical effects in gases and flames. The need
is stressed for further work to clarify the exact
mechanism involved in each of these processes.

537.52 909
On the Mechanism of Spark Formation.-S.

Teszner. (C. R. Acad. Sci., Paris, 5th & 19th
March 1945, Vol. 220, Nos. 10 & 12, pp. 307-309
& 390-392.) An attempt to explain the discrepancy
between the time observed to be required for a
spark to build up in a gas (order of 10-8 sec) and
the time implied by Townsend's theory (10-4 -
10-5 sec), in terms of the effect of negatively
charged particles that are in front of and are carried
along by the avalanche.

537.523.2 910
On the Velocity -Distribution of Electrons in

[cold -cathode] Field Emission.-Muller. (See 1104.)

537.529 + 621.315.611.015.5 911
The Electrical Breakdown of Solid Dielectrics.-

Krassin. (See 948.)

537.533-8 912
On Secondary Emission from Films of Pure Metals

in the Ordered and Unordered States, and their
Penetrability by Secondary Electrons.-Suhrmann
& Kundt. (See 939.)

538.32 : 621.385.832 913
Another Problem of Two Electrons.-G.W.O.H.

(Wireless Engr, Jan. 1946, Vol. 23, No. 268, pp.
1-2.) A discussion of an alleged fallacy relating
to the forces between two electrons following
parallel paths in a c.r. tube beam. It is shown
that the apparent fallacy arises from a misinter-
pretation of the idea of relative velocity as between
the electrons and the remainder of the system and
an observer, and detailed analysis of the system
as a unit shows the behaviour to be quite self -
consistent. See also 2765 of 1944.

621.385.833 914
Electron Beams in Strong Magnetic Fields,

Pierce. (See 1112.)

535.22 915
The Velocity of Light [Book Review]. N. E.

Dorsey. The American Philosophical Society,
Philadelphia, 1944, iio pp., $2.50. (Rev. sci.
Instrum., Oct. 1945, Vol. 16, No. 1o, pp. 288-289.)

. . . will undoubtedly serve for many years as
a convenient reference book on the subject."
See also 590 of March.

GEOPHYSICAL AND EXTRATERRESTRIAL
PHENOMENA

523.5: 621.396.82 916
Listening in on the Stars.-O. G. Villard, Jr.

(QST, Jan. 1946, Vol. 30, No. I, pp. 59..122.)
The short -duration whistles heard in certain
circumstances when listening to a short-wave
transmitter are explained in terms of interference
introduced by radiation reflected from meteor
trails. Methods of recognizing and observing the
whistles are described. See also 3408 of 1944.

523.72 : 621.396.822 917
Signals from the Sun.-E. V. Appleton. (Wireless

World, Jan. 1946, Vol. 52, No. I, p. 29.) Article
based on 323 of February (Appleton).

551.51.053.5 : 550.38 : 621.396.11 918
On the Influence of the Terrestrial Magnetic Field

on the Reflection of Radio Waves from the Iono-
sphere.-Ginsburg. (See 1026.)

551.55 919
Wind Measurements at 30 Km.-N. K. Johnson.

(Nature, Lond., 5th Jan. 1946, Vol. 157, No. 3975,
p. 24.) Letter reportine,b measurements on bursting
smoke shells from a high -velocity gun in S.E.
England. The wind is mainly easterly in summer
with a mean velocity of 12 metres per second, and
it is westerly in winter with a mean velocity of
37 metres per second.

551.5 920
Descriptive Meteorology [Book Review].-H. C.

Willett. Academic Press, Inc., U.S.A., 1944,
310 pp, $4.00. (Science, 14th Dec. 1945, Vol. 102,
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NTO. 2659, pp. 624-625.) " . . . one of the few
meteorological texts designed for use in under
graduate courses where students have had prepara-
:ion in college mathematics and physics . . .

ndeed a welcome contribution . . ."

LOCATION AND AIDS TO NAVIGATION

521.3(41) " 1939/1945 921
" British Electrical Engineers and the Second

World Witi Dunsheath. (J. Instn elect.
Engrs, Part I, Jan. 1946, Vol. 93, No. 61, pp. 17-27.)Ile full paper, of which summaries were noticed
n 415 of February and 729 of March.

521.385 + 621.396/.397 621.365.5 922
Results Achieved by a Large [French] Industrial

.eseareh Centre [Le Groupe Industriel des Com-
)agnies Francaises de T.S.F. Associees] During and
Despite the Occupation.-Brenot. (See 1105.)

521.396.9 923
Hyperbolic Navigation.-(Electrician, ist Feb.

:946, Vol. 136, No. 3531, pp. 294-296.) Summary
If a joint meeting of the Institution of Electrical
engineers and the Institute of Radio Engineers.

A. Pierce read a paper, over short-wave radio
tom America, on " An Introduction to Hyperbolic
lavigation". A discussion followed, a part of
Thich was also heard in both countries.

21.396.9 924" Loran " Guides Pilots.-W. Davis. (Sci.
STews Lett., Wash., 3rd Nov. 1945, Vol. 48, No. 18,
p. 275-276.) A non -technical account of the
istory of Loran. Peacetime applications and costs
ri'
e discussed.

21.396.9 925
Specialized Loran.-(Sci. News Lett., Wash.,

lth Nov. 1945, Vol. 48, No. 21, p. 324.) Sky -wave
nichronized (S.S.) Loran has an over -land range of
Out 1 400 miles after sunset, compared with

ix) miles obtained by using the ground wave.
rief note only.

1:1 396.9 926iLoran - the Latest in Navigational Aids : Part I,
imdamental Principles : Part II, Ground Station
huipment.-A. A. McKenzie. ( QST, Dec. 1945,
hl. 29, No. 12, pp. 12-16, & Jan. 1946, Vol. 3o,

I, PP. 54-57.)
1.396.9 927
Fundamentals of Radar : 4. - Pulse Methodsmlied to Navigation.-( Wireless World, Jan.
46, Vol. 52, No. i, pp. 23-26.) An outline of the
stem using three fixed transmitting stations and a
glibile receiver (Gee), and of the system using two
led transmitting -receiving stations and a mobile
ponder (Oboe).

I.396.9 928
e Radar.-S. K. Mitra & J. N. Bhar. (Sci.

/titre, Jan. 1946, Vol. ii, No. 7, pp. 343-353.)
1 semi -technical account of the principles and
plication of radar and various new aids to
yigation. For Part 3 see 328 of February.
14

-396-9. 929
!Ianufacturer's Radar Display.-(Electrician, 14thit. 1945, Vol. 135, No. 3524, pp. 659-66o.)
rcription of an exhibition by Ferranti at Moston.

7

621.396.9 930
Elements of Radar : Part I, Radar Pulses.-J. McQuay. (Radio Craft, Dec. 1945, Vol. 17,No. 3, pp. 169..204.)

621.396.9 93IArmy and Navy Radar.-(Electronic Industr.,Oct. 1945, Vol. 4, No. io, pp. 98-99.) Photographsof operational radar installations in the field andon board ship.

621.396.933.1 932An Ultra -High -Frequency Radio Range withSector Identification and Simultaneous Voice.-
A. Alford, A. G. Kandoian, F. J. Lundburg & C. B.Watts, Jr. (Waves and Electrons, Jan. 1946, Vol. 1,No. r, pp. 9-17.) A combination of two per-
pendicular aerial arrays, each consisting of three
horizontal loops in line, the centre one common, isused to give aircraft course indication with un-
ambiguous sector identification. One array gives
an aural course by means of interlocked U and D
morse patterns, using 0200 modulation frequency.
The other provides a perpendicular visual courseby the simultaneous transmission of 90 c/s and
150 c/s modulation, indication being by a centre -zero meter. The carrier (125 Mc/s) with voice
modulation is radiated from the centre loop only.
Earlier schemes and developments leading up to
the final system aie also described.

MATERIALS AND SUBSIDIARY TECHNIQUES
53.081.7(0 : 025.345) 933

Card File of Physical Constants of Substances[" Annual Tables of Physical Constants "].-
(Nature, Lond., 29th Dec. 1945, Vol. 156, No. 3974,p. 775.) Numerical data of physical properties of
substances are printed on 5 x 3 inch library cards,
with one or more cards for each substance. It is
planned to issue about 2 000 substance cards peryear.

533.5 934
A Useful Seal for Dynamic Vacuum Systems.-D.D'Eustachio. (Rev. sci. Instrum., Dec. 1945,

Vol. 16, No. 12, pp. 377-378.) A " fairly soft "
rubber stopper under compression seals electrodes
or glass tubing, of up to several inches diameter,
down to pressures of 10-6 mm of mercury.

533.5 935
Steel -to -Glass Vacuum Seal.-(Rev. sci. Instrum.,

Oct. 1945, Vol. 16, No. io, p. 298.) Note on a new
R.C.A. technique due to G. R. Shaw.

533.5 936
The Hydrogen Gauge - An Ultra -Sensitive Device

for Location of Air Leaks in Vacuum - Device
Envelopes.-H. Nelson. (Rev. sci. Instrum., Oct.
1945, Vol. 16, No. lo, pp. 273-275.) " . . . a sealed=
off, highly evacuated ionization gauge having a
section of its envelope made of thin palladium sheet
which, when heated is highly permeable to hydrogen.
In use the gauge is connected to the manifold of a
vacuum system with the palladium section isolating
the vacuum of the gauge from that of the manifold.
When the manifold or any vacuum device connected
to it is probed with hydrogen, leaks in the system
are indicated by an increase in the ion current of
the gauge." Leaks greater than io-4 litre -micron
per second are detected.
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533.5 : 621.315.626 937
Ferranti Vacuum -Seal Bushing.-(See 1074.)

533.56 938
Small Oil Diffusion Type Vacuum Pump.-C. H.

Bachman. (Rev. sci. Instrum., June 1945, Vol. 16,
No. 6, p. 153.) Description and drawing of a two -
stage glass pump occupying a space about 5 x 6 x 2
inches. Speed 2 Lisec.

537.533.8 939
On Secondary Emission from Films of Pure Metals

in the Ordered and Unordered States, and their
Penetrability by Secondary Electrons.-R. Suhr-
mann & W. Kundt. (Z. Phys., 23rd Feb. 1943,
Vol. 120, Nos. 5/6, pp. 363-382.) Thin films of
copper, gold, silver, and beryllium were condensed
on to a glass plate in a vacuum at 83°A, and their
secondary emission characteristics were studied,
before and after raising to room temperature to
convert the films from the unordered to the ordered
state. Their penetrability was investigated by
condensing the films on to a cooled highly -emitting
beryllium cathode. It is concluded that the
decrease in the secondary emission of compact metal
films on passing from the ordered to the unordered
states is only partially due to increased penetration
by primary electrons. It must further be assumed
that there are fewer absorbing and emitting centres
in the ordered state.

539.234 940
Techniques for Evaporation of Metals. L. 0.

Olsen, C. S. Smith & E. C. Crittenden, Jr. (J. appl.
Phys., July 1945, Vol. 16, No. 7, pp. 425-434.)
Heaters are used in the form of open helical wire
coils, close wound conical wire baskets, or ceramic
crucibles formed on wire baskets. Evaporation has
been carried out at temperatures up to 2 000°C and
at pressures below 5 x 10-8 mm of mercury.
Thirty-four elements have been studied for evapora-
tion behaviour, and the preferred techniques for
small and large quantities of each metal are tabu-
lated.

539.234 : 621.396.611.21 941
Quartz Crystal Plating.-H. G. Wehe. (Bell Lab.

Rec., Dec. 1945, Vol. 23, No. 12, PP. 475-479.)
Silver, aluminium or gold is deposited by evapora-
tion onto the quartz in a high vacuum. The best
distance of the quartz from the plating metal is
dependent on a number of factors, which are
discussed.

620.197 942
Surface -Conversion Coatings.-G. W. Jernstedt.

(A STM Bull., Dec. 1945, No. 137, pp. 29-35.)
Methods of producing protective surface coatings
on metals by chemical reaction are described with
details of the thickness of the films produced and
their resistance to corrosive treatments. Most
conversion coatings form a good base for protective
lacquer or paint.

620.199.1/.9 943
Interference -Free Weatherometer.-W. B. R.

Agnew. (Electronics, Dec. 1945, Vol. 18, No. 12,
pp. 160-161.) " Accelerated weathering is applied
to plastic and rubber materials and measured with
photoelectric equipment. Automatic cycling of
wetting and irradiation is provided and no radio
interference is caused. The action is about ten
times faster than outdoor exposure."

621.314.632 : 546.289 944
Germanium Rectifiers.-(Electronic Engng, Feb.

1946, Vol. 18, No. 216, p. 5o.) Describes the use of
germanium crystals as contact rectifiers for u.h.f.
They may also be useful for voltage regulation.

A brief account of an I.R.E. paper by E. Cornelius,
derived from a report in Electronic Industr., Dec.
1945, Vol. 4, No. 12, p. 80.

621.315.53/.541 : 621.315.68 945
Contact Connections in Aluminium and Mag-

nesium Conductors.-R. Schulze & B. Zeisz.
(Z. Ver. dtsch. Ing., 8th June 1940, Vol. 84, No. 23,
pp. 399-402.) At 300° the oxide layer on aluminium
is very loosely attached and easily removed, and
aluminium wires can easily be coated with a metal
that melts at about this temperature ; or a short
length of " Cupal " (copper plated aluminium wire)
can be welded on to the end of the aluminium con-
ductor. Wires so prepared can be soldered. Screw
terminals or clamps for aluminium conductors must
be of spring construction to allow for the flow of
the aluminium. The junction of stranded alu-
minium conductors presents special difficulties and
usually requires welding into special end -pieces.
Strips can be joined by screwing or clamping, with
a paste containing bronze or similar turnings which
are driven into the contact surface by the pressure
of the connexion. A similar technique can be used
with magnesium strip.

621.315.61 946
Study of the Electrical Conductivity of Rare

Oxides : Lanthanum, Praeseodymium, Neodymium
and Samarium.-M. Foex. (C.R. Acad. Sci., Paris,
12th March 1945, Vol. 220, No. 11, pp. 359-361.)
Graphs are given showing the resistivities versus
temperature of La203, Pr203, Pr8011, N.:120, and
Sm2O3 in atmospheres of air, oxygen, nitrogen and
hydrogen, over the range of about 300-1200°C.
The resistivities lie between 108 and 104 Q.cm
except for Pr8011 in oxygen, for which it is ess than
about 102

621.315.611 : 621.317.3 947
Resonance Methods of Dielectric Measurement at

Centimetre Wavelengths.-Horner, Taylor, Duns-
muir, Lamb & Jackson. (See 966.)

621.315.611.015.5 537.529 948
The Electrical Breakdown of Solid Dielectrics.-

A. K. Krassin. ( C. R . Acad. Scl . , U. R.S.S.,
loth Sept. 1940, Vol. 28, No. 8, pp. 694-696. In
German.) Consideration of the reason for the
destruction of the material by the discharge.
The appearance of a large number of electrons in
motion in the insulator causes a loosening of the
bond between the nodal particles of the lattice ;
thus the electric field producing the electron current
can finally destroy the connexion between the
heavy charged particles that has already been
modified by the electrons. The breakdown field
alone would not destroy the lattice.

621.315.612.6.017.143.029.58/.62 949
Dielectric Losses of Different Glasses in the

Short Wave Region and their Dependence an
Temperature.-M. J. 0. Strutt & A. van der Ziel.
(Physica, Eindhoven, July 1943, Vol. Io, No. 7,
pp. 445-450.) Results are given of measurements
on heavy lead glass, soda glass (16% Na20) and
boron glass (23% B203) at frequencies of about
12 and 5o Mc/s. Values of tan S are plotted against
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temperature over the range 50-25o°C. Earlier
results at frequencies between 500 and 3.105 c/s are
plotted for comparison. At the higher frequencieslog tan 3 is no longer proportional to temperature ;the rate of change of log tan 8 with temperature'increases with temperature. The dielectric losses
Ind permittivity vary less with temperature as the
frequency is increased. The dielectric losses and
;hange in permittivity axe greater for the soda glass
:han for the other two.

The existence of this paper was noted in 1685
A 1944.

521.315.616.98 950" Frozen " Electricity: The Electret.-T. A.
Dickenson. (Radio Craft, Nov. 1945, Vol. 17,
'lo. 2, pp. 88-89.) Manufacture, properties, and
ses of wax blocks with permanent electric polariza-

tion similar to the permanent magnetism ofnagnets.

521.318.22 951
Physical Basis and Properties of Modern Magnetsteels and the Construction and Testing of Per-nanent Magnets.-E. Spahn. (Schweiz. Arch.

ingew. Wiss. Tech., Oct. 1944, Vol. fo, No. Jo,)p. 313-322.) A comprehensive survey covering
he relation between magnetic characteristics and
icro-structure, for pure metals and alloys, the

)roperties of permanent magnets, the characteristics
if modern magnet steels, method of measurement
d magnetic characteristics, and methods of
aagnetization.

21.318.322 952Hipersil -A Greatly Improved Transformer Iron.' -T. D. Yemen. (J. appl. Phys., July 1945, Vol. 16,1.1o. 7, pp. 379-385.) Hipersil is a silicon -iron alloy
' pith 3-4% silicon, in which hysteresis loss has been
Aluced by the removal of impurities, increase in
ain size, and arrangement of the crystals to their
timum orientation. Losses are roughly 5o%

wer and flux densities 20-30% higher than in
:andard silicon -iron sheet for the same magnetizing
)rce. Properties are shown graphically.
01.319.7 : 621.315.626 9531 Graphical Field Mapping Applied to Bushingltsulator Design.-E. G. Wright & S. Deutscher.
3ecolza J., Jan. 1946, Vol. 53, No. 103, pp. 29-37.)
allowing Kuhlmann (Arch, Elektrotech., 1915,1. 3, pp. 203-225.) the case of three-dimensional
ids with rotational symmetry for several
electrics in series is developed for the practical
ses of solid and oil -filled bushings.
1.791.76 954
A Simple Method for Spotwelding Thin Wires.-L. Copeland & K. Rothschild. (Rev. sci.'strum., Oct. 1945, Vol. 16, No. i o, pp. 293-294.)
capacitor charged from a potentiometer con-cted across a i fo V d.c. supply provides thetergy to weld the wires. The energy required can
adjusted to optimum by the potentiometerping. The capacitance used is of the order of

loo ia.F depending on the size of the wires to beWed and the strength of the weld required.
-181.3z 955
n the Structural Changes in Metals by Coldrking.-W. Kranert & H. Raether. (Ann.s., T _pz., 1943, Vol. 43, Nos. 6/7, pp. 520-537.)
ery thorough investigation, by electron diffrac-

tion, of the effects of various kinds of cold working
(polishing, pressing, rolling, etc.) on single -crystalsurfaces of copper, gold, iron and nickel. (Thesubject has some bearing on the behaviour of
sliding contacts and metal surfaces). The authors'conclusions are " . . . under the specifiedcold -working conditions, the surface of the copperis transformed into an extremely finely crystallized
layer, a few tens of Angstrom units in thickness,which, with increasing depth, gradually changes toa normal crystalline powder structure, and finally,at a depth of a few microns, reverts to the un-disturbed mono - crystal form. 2. . . . thediagrams indicate that the disruption of thestructure can be carried down to less than one ortwo ' elementary cells ' [Elementarzellenl, so that nodistinction can be drawn between the fine -crystaland the quasi - fluid conditions. . . . In certaincases (for example, copper, iron, nickel) a thinfine -crystal oxide sheet covers the worked surface."
679.5

956Plastics for the Amateur : Part I.-A. G.Chambers. (R.S.G.B. Bull., Dec. 1945, Vol. 21,No. 6, pp. 85-87.) Details of material character-
istics, uses, cementing methods, etc., of a number
of plastics, including phenol -formaldehyde ; urea -formaldehyde ; methyl methacrylate (" perspex "etc.) ; polyethylene ; polyvinyl chloride ; poly-styrene, etc.

679.5
957A Review of Plastic Materials.-H. L. Brouse.

(Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs, N.Y., Dec. 1945, Vol. 33,
No. 12, pp. 825-834.) " Common plastic materials are
classified according to their thermal characteristicsand the methods of fabrication. Typical physicaland electrical properties are presented for each of
the general class of materials. It is pointed out that
such values are average, and do not indicate the
range that can be obtained by selection of a specific
molding powder. Common trade names, composi-tions, and their manufacturers are presented in theform of a cross-index for reference purposes.Factors governing the performance and the choiceof a particular material are discussed. Expansion
coefficients, as applied to the use of metal inserts
molded into the material, light transmissionproperties, and the fabrication of laminates arebriefly treated in the Appendix."

679.5 539.4 958
Strength and Permissible Loading of Polyvinyl

Chloride Plastics.-W. Buchmann. (Z. Ver. dtsch.
Ing.,22p.d June 194o, Vol. 84, No. 25, pp. 425-431.)
A detailed discussion of the use of such materials
as structural members, with particular reference toIgelit PCU (Vinidur). The chief point emphasized
is that the duration of the stress has a marked effect,
as in metals at high temperature, and that reliable
data must therefore be based on very long period
tests, lasting in some cases more than f 000 hours.
The paper gives data for a wide range of stresses
and temperatures.

679.5 : 621.396.6 959
Plastics in Radio.-L. Laden. (Radio News,

Dec. 1945, Vol. 34, No. 6, pp. 25-28, 159.) The
properties and application of thermo-setting plasticsand of the newer thermoplastic materials are
described. Tables give dielectric constant, power
factor, breakdown voltage, and resistivity of the
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important plastics, and indicate suitable materials
and manufacturing methods for a large range of
radio parts.

679.5 960
Modern Plastics [Book Review]. -H. Barron.

Chapman & Hall, London, 1945, 68o pp., 42s.
(Electronic Engng, Jan. 1946, Vol. 18, No. 215,
p. 31.) See also 359 of February.

679.5 961
The New Plastics [Book Review]. -H. R. Simonds,

M. H. Bigelow & J. V. Sherman. D. Van Nostrand
Co., New York, 1945, 32o pp., $4.50. (Science,
7th Dec. 1945, Vol. 102, No. 2658, p. 600.) " . . .

a semi -technical volume devoted almost exclusively
to plastic materials, processes and uses which have
been developed since 1940." " . . . an excellent
attempt to condense the more important informa-
tion into one volume."

MATHEMATICS

517.432.1 962
Symbolic Calculus and Discontinuities. -

M. Bayard. (Rev. gen. Elect., Dec. 1945, Vol. 54,
No. 12, pp. 373-379.) It is shown that any uniform
function, even if it has discontinuities of the first
or second kind, can be rendered continuous by
representation in terms of an integration of unit
or unit -impulse functions. The procedure also
leads to a criterion for the, validity of Heaviside's
asymptotic development of the image -function
illustrated by reference to a classical case in which
Heaviside's expansion is invalid.

517.93 963
Nonlinear Springs. -M. A. Sadowsky.

Franklin Inst., Dec. 1945, Vol. 240, No. 6, pp.
469-476.) A new method for solving the non-
linear oscillatory equation j; S(y) = o, giving
an implicit presentation of the solution. Certain
forms of S(y), containing an arbitary parameter,
are suitable for curve fitting and give solutions in
terms of elementary functions. The simpler solu-
tions are tabulated.

621.396.11 + 534.231 964
The Saddle -Point Method in the Vicinity of a

Pole with Applications to Wave -Optics and Acous-
tics. -Ott. (See 1024.)

MEASUREMENTS AND TEST GEAR

621.3.018.41 : 621.3.081.3 . 965
New Frequency Unit. -P. M. Honnell. (Elect.

Engng, N. Y Nov. 1945, Vol. 64, No. 1, p. 422.)
A suggestion for a logarithmic scale of frequency,
the unit defined as i marconi = log f, with fin c/s.

621.317.3 : 621.315.611 966
Resonance Methods of Dielectric Measurement at

Centimetre Wavelengths. --F. Horner, T. A. Taylor,
R. Dunsmuir, J. Lamb & W. Jackson. (J. Instn
elect. Engrs, Part III, Jan. 1946, Vol. 93, No. 21,
pp. 53-68.) A detailed account of the theory,
design and operation of apparatus for measuring
the permittivity and power factor of solid die-
lectrics at frequencies > 600 Mc/s. The relative
merits of a short-circuited coaxial resonator opera-
ting in the principal mode, and of hollow cylindrical
resonators in the F010 and H01,, modes are studied.

The theory of resonance when wholly or partially
filled with " lossy " dielectric is developed, con-
necting the dielectric properties with resonant
frequency and Q.

621.317.32: 621.3.015.33 967
Measurement of Impulse Voltages. J. M. Meek.

(Electrician, 3oth Nov. 1945, Vol. 135, No. 3522,
pp. 608-61o.) Summary of I.E.E. paper and report
of discussion. See also 365 of February.

621.317.33 968
Measurement Applications of the Dynatron.-

W. M. Ross. (Electronics, Dec. 1945, Vol. 18, No.
12, pp. 320..328.) The dynatron circuit is useful
for measurement of impedance and as an oscillator
in test work. Reactance can be measured by a
substitution method, a calibrated capacitor being
used to restore the frequency to its original value
after the unknown reactance component has been
introduced into the circuit. Resistive components
of impedance can be measured by finding the
difference in grid bias settings required for oscilla-
tion to take place with and without the impedance
connected. The use of the dynatron circuit in an
a.f., r.f., or modulated r.f. oscillator gives good
frequency stability and ease of amplitude control.

621.317.33: 621.396.611.21 969
The Measurement of the Activity of Quartz

Oscillator Crystals. -A. J. Biggs & G. M. Wells.
(J. Instn elect. Engrs, Part III, Jan. 1946, Vol. 93,
No. 21, pp. 29-36.) A useful criterion of " activity "
is the value of the anti -resonant impedance of the
crystal with a standard value of total shunt capaci-
tance, e.g., 3o /2/2F. Three general methods of
measuring this impedance are given ; (a) an attenua-
tion method of measurement in terms of a standard
resistance, (b) a substitution method using the
crystal as the anode load in an r.f. amplifier, and
(c) a substitution method using the crystal as the
oscillatory circuit in a valve oscillator. Activity
meters for the frequency ranges 5o kc/s-2o
8o kc/s-3 Mc/s, and >3 Mc/s are described.

621.317.33: 621.396.645 970
Measurement of Amplifier Input Impedance. -

D. L. Waidelich. (Communications, Dec. 1945,
Vol. 25, No. 12, pp. 48..97.) The voltage required
at the generator is measured, for constant amplifier
output, when the generator is connected to the
amplifier input (I) directly, (2) through a known
resistance, (3) through a known capacitance. From.
the three equations thus obtained the input reac-
tance and resistance can be computed.

621.317.34 : 621.317.72 : 621.385 : 621.396.322 971
The Rectification of Signal and Noise. V. J.

Francis & E. G. James. (Wireless Engr, Jan. 1946,
Vol. 23, No. 268, pp. 16-25.) " It is shown that the
d.c. component of rectified noise, obtained with a
square law triode, is not proportional to the mean
square noise unless the valve is biased to cut-off.
Unless this condition is fulfilled, errors as large as
3 db may be obtained if the assumption of propor-
tionality is made. It is shown that a linear diode
with a resistive load shunted by a large capacitor
provides an accurate method of measuring noise.
The mean rectified current with no applied signal
is directly proportional to the r.m.s. noise input,
the factor of proportionality being a function of the
load resistance multiplied by the diode conductance.
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When both noise and signal are present, the ratio of
the rectified current to r.m.s. noise input is a
function of the signal/noise input ratio and the pro,
duct of load resistance and diode conductance. For
the case of a diode operating on the exponential
part of the characteristic, the rectified current is
obtained for an input consisting of a mixture of
signal and noise. Results are given for various
values of signal input voltage and r.m.s. noise
input. An indication is given of the type of transi-
tion to be expected between the exponential char-
acteristic and the linear characteristic as the mean
diode current increases."

621.317.35 972
A Simplified Method of Wave Analysis.-W. L.

Cassell. (Communications, Dec. 1945, Vol. 25,
No. 12, pp. 38..103.) The presence and value of any
required harmonic can be determined by the addi-
tion of ordinates of superimposed equi-angular
divisions (equal in number to the order of the
harmonic sought) of one cycle of the complexwave. The superposition and addition of the
divisions can be performed on a cathode-ray tube
by adjustment of the time base.

621.317.361 973
Checking UHF Oscillator Stability.-L. E. Pinney.

Electronics, Dec. 1945, Vol. 18, No. 12, p. 139.)
A simple untuned mixer circuit that may be con-
nected to the input of a communications receiver
n3 obtain a heterodyne beat between a standard
)scillator and that under test.

121.317.42 974
The Fluxball : a Test Coil for Point Measurements

)f Inhomogeneous Magnetic Fields.-W. F. Brown,Ir. & J. H. Sweer. (Rev. sci. Instrum., Oct. 1945,
l'ol. 16, No. Do, pp. 276-279.) " The value of a
agnetic field at a point is equal to the volume

verage of the field over the interior of any sphere
entred at the point and not containing any sourcesf the field. It is therefore possible to wind a coil

1

m the surface of a sphere in such a way that the
ux through the coil is proportional to the fieldt a point . . . Design formulas are derived and

bnstruction procedures described."
i

121.317.714 975
Measurement of Electric Currents by Means of a

Mercury Manometer.-A. Kolin. (Rev. sci. Instrum.,
Pec. 1945, Vol. 16, No. 12, pp. 378-379.) The
techanical forces produced when current flows
'rough a mercury film in a magnetic field alterto level in a capillary tube. The sensitivity is
mm per ampere in a field of 2 300 gauss with a,sistance of io-3 Q. A magnetic rather than an

Inmic shunt should be used to increase the rangethe instrument.

1.317.725: 621.385 : 621.392.5 976
Bridge Circuits with a Non -Linear Element: Valve-oltmeter with a Stable Zero Adjustment.-M.
vy. (Wireless Engr, Jan. 1946, Vol. 23, No. 268,

f . 3-7.) The instability of the " zero " of valveltmeters due to variations of supply voltage isfercome (a) by biasing the valve so that over
to expected range of variation of supply voltageie valve is effectively a linear device or (b) by
lserting in one of the other arms of the bridgetcuit a compensating network, composed of a

neon tube and resistors, which simulates the non-linear characteristic of the valve. Stability of
zero of about 1 % of full-scale deflexion for 3o%
variation of anode voltage, or Jo% variation, of
heater voltage is obtained.

621.317.73.029.62 977
VHF Impedance Measurements.-D. S. Henry.

(Electronics, Dec. 1945, Vol. 18, No. 12, pp. 156-
159.) Impedance measurements in the range
50-150 Mc/s are made by connecting the unknown
across a high -Q circuit coupled to a resonant
circuit. The resistive and reactive components
are measured in terms of the ratio of the voltages
across the resonant circuit, with and without the
unknown impedance connected, and the change in
capacitance required to tune it to resonance. A
balanced valve voltmeter is used both to measure
the voltages and as a resonance indicator.

621.317.738 978
Microfarad Meters : Their Advantages and

Limitations.-R. P. Turner. (Radio News, Dec.
1945, Vol. 34, No. 6, pp. 46..147.) A.c. milliam-
meter, a.c. ohmmeter, and ratio dynamometer
instruments give ' direct readings if the power
factor is very small. Heterodyne meters are
bulky, but readings are independent of power
factor, voltage, and waveform.

621.317.75 979
Radio -Frequency Spectrum Analyzers.-E. M.

Williams. (Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs, N. Y.,
Jan. 1946, Vol. 34, No. r, pp. 18-22.) The resolving
power S of a radio -frequency spectrum analyser
of the continuously tuned type is defined as the
width in frequency, at points 3 db down, of the
trace of a constant -frequency c.w. signal. Experi-
mentally this has a maximum value given by S =
1.3 (FIT)' (F = frequency band scanned, T =
time of scan), and requires an i.f. bandwidth p f
(F/2T)'. Arguments based on the properties of a
single tuned circuit are used to support these
formulae. By similar methods the resolution
required to separate the sidebands and the side -
band envelope of pulsed signals is deduced. Spectra
of pulse- and frequency -modulated signals are
shown.

621.3'17.763 621.392 + 621.396.616 980
The Transverse Electric Modes in Coaxial Cavities.

-Kirkman & Kline. (See 888.)

621.317.79 981
Probe Error in [waveguide] Standing -Wave

Detectors.-W. Altar, F. B. Marshall & L. P. Hunter.
(Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs, N. Y., Jan. 1946, Vol. 34,
No. r, pp. 33-44.) The errors due to reflection
from a probe are analysed assuming that it behaves
as a shunt admittance. Measurements confirm
the validity of the assumption over a wide range
of penetrations up to 65% of the guide height.
Even where bad distortion of the pattern is pro-
duced, three readings at specified probe positions
are sufficient to give the true standing -wave ratio.
Application of the results enables deeper penetra-
tions to be used with increase of sensitivity. Geo-
metrical representations of the vector relationships
and curves of experimental patterns with various
probe penetrations and standing -wave ratios are
given.
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621.317.79 : 621.315.21.029.6.091 982
Attenuation Test Equipment for V -H -F Trans-

mission Lines.-F. A. Muller & K. Zimmerman.
(Communications, Dec. 1945, Vol. 25, No. 12, pp.
54..6o.) Impedance matching is obtained by
adjusting the inductive coupling between test
oscillator and line ; input and output voltages on
the line can then be measured with a valve volt-
meter. A frequency range of mo to 40o Mc/s is
covered by two oscillators. The apparatus is
described.

621.317.791 983
The Audio Chanalyst.-A. Liebscher. (Radio

News, Dec. 1945, Vol. 34, No. 6, pp. 32 ..100.)
Another account of the instrument described in
3940 of 1945.

621.317.794 984
Alternating -Current Bolometer for Infra -Red

Spectroscopy.-C. H. Schlesman & F. G. Brockman.
(J. opt. Soc. Amer., Dec. 1945, Vol. 35, No. 12, pp.
755-760.) The 1 000 c/s a.c. bridge is screened and
contains resistance elements to improve temperature
compensation. The detector amplifier has a
maximum sensitivity of o.i p,V for full-scale deflexion
of the high-speed recorder used. The bridge power
supply, derived from a tuning fork and ampli-
fier, is voltage stabilized to better than 7 mV in
240 V over a half-hour. Sensitivity, limited by
power supply instability, is I0-3 degree C for full
scale, giving a minimum detectable change of 10-5
degree C.

621.396.62 985
Dynamic Handful Signal Tracer.-R. Bloom.

(Radio Craft, Nov. 1945, Vol. 17, No. 2, pp. 98, 113.)
A small indicator constructed from a midget radio
receiver for r.f. and a.f. signal tracing when servicing
receivers.

621.317.35 986
Waveform Analysis : A Guide to the Inter-

pretation of Periodic Waves, including Vibration
Records [Book Review].-R. G. Manley. Chapman
& Hall, Ltd., London, 1945, 275 pp., 2IS. (Nature,
Lond., 29th Dec. 1945, Vol. 156, No. 3974, p. 765.)
See 3712 of 1945. - The author is to be con-
gratulated on the completeness of his practical
treatment, and the advice he has given in inter-
pretation . . . "

OTHER APPLICATIONS OF RADIO AND
ELECTRONICS

535.6.08 : 612.1 : 621.317.39 987
A Simplified Photoelectric Colorimeter for Blood

Analysis.-H. L. Andrews & B. L. Horecker. (Rev.
sci. Instrum., June 1945, Vol. i6, No. 6, pp. 148-
152.) A comparison spectrophotometer suitable
for clinical purposes, based on infra -red absorption
phenomena. A meter indication derived from a
photocell coupled to a linear amplifier gives per-
centage transmission as an indication of haemo-
globin content.

545.721 : 545.83 : 621.38 988
Microanalytic Measurement of Oxygen Production.

-P. Pringsheim. (Electronics, Dec. 1945, Vol.
18, No. 12, pp. 34.0..350.) Silica gel dyed with
e.g. acriflavine, and highly evacuated, is phos-
phorescent to light, and the decay time after switch-

ing off the irradiating light source is dependent on
the oxygen concentration in the surrounding medium,
but is not affected by the other uncontaminated
atmospheric gases. This property is used in
measuring partial pressures of very small quantities
of oxygen. The light-sensitive phosphor is irra-
diated periodically, and the decay time measured
by an electronic device.

578.088.7 : 621.314.3 989
"Biological Amplifiers ".-Robertson. (See 862.)

620.179 : 534.321.9 990
The Supersonic Reflectoscope, an Instrument for

Inspecting the Interior of Solid Parts by Means of
Sound Waves.-Firestone. (See 822.)

621.31: 621.38 991
Application of Electronics in the Electric Power

Industry.-C. F. Wagner. (Elect. Engng, N. Y.,
Sept. 1945, Vol. 64, No. 9, pp. 323-327.) A general
account of the use of mercury -arc rectifiers, a.m.,
f.m., and single-sideband carrier communications,
dust precipitation, lighting, and cable testing.

621.317.39.082.7 992
An Electrical Moisture Meter.-C. F. Brockelsby.

(J. sci. Instrum., Dec. 1945, VOL 22, No. 12, pp.
243-244) " A moisture meter depending on the
variation of dielectric constant i s described.
Measurements are made at a low radio frequency.
The range of direct reading is 8-28% moisture
content for wheat (for which the instrument was
primarily designed) ; over the greater part of this
range the probable error of a single reading is
approximately ± 0.4% moisture content, taking one
recognized oven method as the standard. Changes
in moisture content of 0.2% can be detected."
See also 388 of February.

621.317.39.082.7 993
An Electrical Moisture Meter.-L. Hartshorn &

W. Wilson. (J. Instn elect. Engrs, Part I, Jan. 1946,
Vol. 93, No. 61, pp. 56-57.) Long abstract of
388 of February.

621.365.2.076.7 994
Electronic Regulator for Arc Furnaces.-(Elec-

tronics, Nov. 1945, Vol. 18, No. II, pp. 314..316.)
A device to control the lowering of the electrode
in an arc furnace, utilizing the furnace current
and furnace voltage as initiating control -parameters.

621.365.5 + 621.365.9 + 621.369 995
The Place of Radiant, Dielectric and EddY-

Current Heating in the Process Heating Field.-
L. J. C. Connell, 0. W. Humphreys, & J. L. Rycroft.
(J. Instn elect. Engrs, Part I, Dec. 1945, Vol. 92,
No. 6o, pp. 464-465.) Long summary of 145 of
January.

621.365.5 + 621.385 + 621.396/.397 996
Results Achieved by a Large [French] Industrial

Research Centre [Le Groupe Industriel des Com-
pagnies Francaises de T.S.F. Associees] During
and Despite the Occupation.-Brenot. (See 1105.)

621.365.5 997
An Introduction to the High -Frequency Induction

Furnace.-J. H. H. Teece. (J. Instn elect. Engrs,
Part I, Jan. 1946, VOL 93, No. 61, pp. 50-51.)
Abstract of an I.E.E. Students' Section Paper.
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621.365.52 998
High Frequency Induction Furnace.-N. C.

Saha. (Electrotechnics, Sept. 1945, Nos. 17/18,
pp. 49-58.) A short general account of the main
types of h.f. alternators, the design of the furnace,
the theory of induction heat treating and its main
uses.

621.365.92 999
Dielectric Heating Design Chart : A Correction.

-(Electronic Engng, Feb. 1946, Vol. 18, No. 216,
p. xiii following p. 6o.) A correction to charts
appearing in 3724 of 1945 (Maddock).

621.365.92 1000
Dielectric Heating Fundamentals.-D. Venable.

(Electronics, Nov. 1945, Vol. 18, No. it, pp. 120-
124.) The basic. molecular theory underlying the

pprocess of dielectric heating is briefly described.
Power requirements, thermal losses, characteristics
of the load, and types of networks for matching
the load to the oscillator are discussed.

621.365.92 : 679.5.023 1001
The Hardening of Synthetic Resins in a High -

Frequency Field.-H. Stager & F. Held. (Schweiz.
Arch. angew. Wiss. Tech., Sept. 1944, Vol. to, No. 9,
pp. 259-268.) A detailed experimental study of
the hardening process : includes measurements
of the temperature changes in the specimen, and
the variations of the electrical constants in the
course of the hardening process.

.621.383 : 621.385.15 : 621.314.2 : 535.24 1002
The Possibility of Comparing Unmodulated

Luminous Fluxes by means of an Electron-Multi-
liplier Photocell followed by an A.C. Amplifier.-
41.,e Blan. (See 1088.)
.1

21.385.833 + 537.533.72 1003
Rigorous Treatment of the Electrostatic Immer-

sion Lens Whose Axial Potential Distribution is
even by 4)(z) = C k OK arcg" z.-R. G. E. Hutter.

7. appl. Phys., Nov. 1945, Vol. 16, No. it, pp.
78-699.) This is the simplest electrostatic lens
or which Newton's image equations are satisfied
.hroughout the field. The general solution of the
)araxial-ray differential equation is derived, from
which all the important optical quantities can be
btained graphically.

,)21.385.833 + 537.533.72 1004
The Class of Electron Lenses which Satisfy

Tewton's Image Relation.-R. G. E. Hutter.J. appl. Phys., Nov. 1945, Vol. 16, No. it, pp.
)7o-678.) A simple construction can be used to
ind the image of any object if the cardinal points
f the lens are known, provided the object and
age lie outside the region of the electromagnetic

gelds. It is shown that a class of electron lenses
xists for which these image relations are satisfied
r any object and image position. The results are
mpared with those of Glaser and Lammel (202
2942).

01.385.833 + 537.533-73 1005
I, High Dispersion Electron Diffraction by Primary
gagnification.-G L. Simard, C. J. Burton, &

B. Barnes. (J. appl. Phys., Dec. 1945, Vol. 16,
o. 12, pp. 832-836.)

621.385.833 1006
Electron Microscopical Replica Techniques for

the Study of Organic Surfaces.-R. B. Barnes, C. J.
Burton & R. G. Scott. (J. appl. Phys., Nov. 1945,
Vol. 16, No. II, pp. 73o-739.)

621.385.833 1007
A Shadow Casting Unit for the RCA Electron

Microscope.-H. R. Crane, H. Levinstein, & R. C.
Williams. (Rev. sci. Instrum., Oct. 1945, Vol. 16,
No. to, p. 296.)

621.385.833 1008
A Bibliography of Electron Microscopy. HI.-

C. Marton & S. Sass. (J. apps. Phys., July 1945,
Vol. 16, No. 7, pp. 373-378.) For parts I and II
see 545 of 1944 and 165 of 1945.

621.385.833 1009
Cinematography with the Universal Electron

Microscope.-M. von Ardenne. (Z. Phys., 23rd
Feb. 1943, Vol. 120, Nos. 5/6, pp 397-412.) A
further stage in the developments described in 1774
and 1775 of 1942. The equipment enables a cinema
film to be taken of a moving or changing subject in
an electron microscope, up to 25 pictures a second,
or a long series of pictures up to 2 per second using
a " Leica-format ". Some photographs are repro-
duced.

621.385.833 1010
The Resolving Power of the Field -Emission [cold

cathode] Electron Microscope.-E. W. Muller.
(Z. Phys., 23rd Feb. 1943, Vol. 120, Nos. 5/6,
pp. 270-282.) One limitation on resolving power is
the emission -velocity distribution. For a given
velocity distribution and a given radius of curvature
of the point -cathode, the resolving power can be
calculated, and the theory is found to be confirmed
by experimental data ; but the highest resolving
power so far obtained, about to A, is not limited by
these factors, but by non -uniformity of the cathode
surface.

621.385.833 1011
The Resolving -Power of the Self -Emission Electron

Microscope. -A. Recknagel. (Z. Phys., 23rd Feb.
1943, VOL 120, Nos. 5/6, pp. 331-362.) A homo-
geneous accelerating field and a perfect electron -
lens are assumed, and the resolving power calcu-
lated, on the basis of the Schrodinger wave equation,
in so far as it is limited by spherical and chromatic
aberration and by wave phenomena. The least
resolvable distance is of the order of the wavelength
at the cathode, decreasing with increase of field
strength, but less rapidly than predicted by
geometric -optical theory. With further increase of
field strength, the electron stream extends more and
more beyond the limits of the permissible geometric -
optic cone, and there is consequently a theoretical
upper limit to the resolving power. For previous
work see 514 of 1942.

621.385.833 1012
Beam Current Stability in RCA Electron Micro-

scopes.-F. W. Cuckow. (Rev. sci. Instrum., Oct.
1945, Vol. 16, No. to, p. 293.) Comment on 2306
of 1945 (Crane).

621.398 : 629.13 1013
Army Target Plane Controlled by Radio Trans-

mitter.-(Electronics, Dec. 1945, Vol. 18, No. 12,
p. 300.) A u.h.f. ground transmitter is modulated
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by five separate audio frequencies selected by a
lever simulating the control column of an aircraft.
A brief description.

621.9: 621.38 1014
Machine Tool Control.-R. A. Stremel. (Elec-

tronic Industr., Nov. 1945, Vol. 4, No. ii, pp. 102-
103.) Form and thread milling machine automatic-
ally controlled by means of an electronic timer.
No further setting required after the first cut. The
circuit diagram is given.

623.422.31 : 621.318.572 1015
Machine Gun Rate -of -Fire Indicator.-A. D.

Peterson. (Electronics, Dec. 1945, Vol. 18, No. 12,
pp. 134-138.) The reciprocating action of the slide
mechanism actuates a micro -switch to initiate
pulses which are applied to a series of five Eccles -
Jordan trigger circuits with a counting ratio of
16 to 1. The last trigger circuit controls a gate
circuit which allows a capacitance to charge for a
period of seventeen shots. The final potential
across the capacitance is measured by a valve
voltmeter calibrated in rates of fire.

623.455 : 621.383 1016
Small Arms Ammunition.-R. S. J. Spilsbury &

A. Felton. (Electrician, 28th Dec. 1945, Vol. 135,
No. 3526, pp. 739-743.) Light falling on the base
of a metal cartridge case passes through the fire
holes to a photocell. A relay mechanism is
actuated, causing the case to be accepted or
rejected according to the adequacy of the area of
the fire holes.

629.13 : 621.317.39 1017
Circuit of Electronic Capacitance -Type Fuel Gage.

-(Electronics, Nov. 1945, Vol. 18, No. ii, pp. 324..
332.) The fuel rises between two concentric
aluminium tubes thus varying their mutual capaci-
tance. The change in capacitance is measured on
a self-adjusting bridge. Mass of fuel in the tank
is measured, rather than its volume, as thermal
expansion of the liquid is offset by a fall in per-
mittivity.

629.13 : 621.317.39 1018
Electronic Fuel Gaging.-(Electronics, Dec. 1945,

Vol. 18, No. 12, pp. 234..244.) A to kc/s oscillator
feeds two similar L -C circuits. One capacitor is
pre-set for reference, the other, in the fuel tank,
varies in capacitance with the quantity of fuel
dielectric present. A meter shows the ratio of
amplitudes of oscillation of the two circuits.

629.13 : 62 1. 43.044.1 : 621.3.029.56 1019
High -Frequency Aircraft Ignition System.-( Elec-

tronics, Dec. 1945, Vol. 18, No. 12, pp. 264..272.)
The magneto output at about 1 zoo V is converted
into 2-3 Mc/s pulses by an impulse -type frequency
converter in each spark plug circuit, and trans-
formed to io 000 V by a transformer built into the
end of the plug. The advantages are enumerated.
A short note.

677.024 : 621.383 1020
Phototube Weft Straightening in Textile Industry.

-(Electronics, Nov. 1945, Vol. 18, No. Is, pp. 316..
324.) Two spots of light, with associated photo-
-tube circuits, explore the fabric in directions
symmetrically disposed to the direction of travel
of the fabric. When the weft is not at right angles
to the warp the impulses from the two channels do

not occur at the same frequency, and the frequency
difference is used to control the operation of the
straightening motor.
615.84 1021

Technic of Electrotherapy and Its Physical and
Physiological Basis [Book Review].-S. L. Osborne
& H. J. Holmquest. Chas. C. Thomas, Springfield,
Ill., 1944, 780 pp., $7.50. (Rev. sci. Instrum.,
Oct. 1945, Vol. 16, No. lo, p. 283.) " From the
physicist's point of view it is one of the few works
of this kind which furnishes a thoroughly adequate
and sound background for the . . .results produced
with physical therapy methods . . . "

PROPAGATION OF WAVES
621.3.011.2 + 621.011.51.029.62 : 631.437 1022

The Electrical Properties of Soil at Wavelengths
of 5 Metres and 2 Metres.-J. S. McPetrie & J. A.
Saxton. (J. Instn elect. Engrs, Part I, Jan. 1946,
Vol. 93, No. 61, p. 58.) Long abstract of 711 of
March.

621.396.1+ 621.396.8 1023
The Evolution of the Technique of Long -Distance

Telecommunications. Rabuteau . (See 1048.)

621.396.11 + 534.231 1024
The Saddle -Point Method in the Vicinity of a

Pole with Applications to Wave -Optics and Acoustics.
-H. Ott. (Ann. Phys., Lp.z., 1943, Vol. 43,
Nos. 6/7, pp. 393-403.) A study of the integration
in the complex plane of expressions of the form
e R cos (0-a) AO) dB leading to solutions for the
vicinity of a pole in terms of Fresnel integrals.
The method is applied to a vertical dipole assumed
to be located above the surface of an earth of finite
conductivity, and leads to a general formula for
the distant field in any direction which includes
Sommerfeld's classical formula as a special case.
The treatment is considered to throw some new light
on the question of the " surface wave ". " The
splitting off of a Zenneck-wave term from the total
radiation is thus seen to be, in certain conditions,
not so arbitrary a matter as has been widely sug-
gested ; this surface wave does not extend far into
the atmosphere, but appears, so to speak, as a
very narrow fringe [Satn] to the wave field."
621.396.11 : 551.51.053.5 : 523.746 1025

The Bright New World-of Sunspots.-E. H.
Conklin. (QST, Jan. 1946, Vol. 3o, No. 1, p. 43.)
Mainly an account of how world-wide ionospheric
research during the war has extended knowledge
of the characteristics of long-distance propagation
via the F layer.

621.396.11 : 551.51.053.5 : 550.38 1026
On the Influence of the Terrestrial Magnetic Field

on the Reflection of Radio Waves from the Ione-
sphere.-V. L. Ginsburg. (J. Phys., U.S.S.R.,
1943, Vol. 7, No. 6, pp. 289-304.) " The question
of the influence of the terrestrial magnetic field
on the reflection of radio waves and signals from an
inhomogeneous ionized layer (Heaviside layer) is
considered [theoretically]. In particular the ro-
pagation of waves at a small angle to the direction
of the magnetic field is investigated, and it is
shown that in this case a very peculiar splitting
of the reflected signal into three pulses, and not
into two, as observed in other cases, must take
place."
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621.396.11 : 741.021 1027
Drafting Aids to Relay Profiling.-(See 1087.)

621.396.11.029.62 1028
Field Intensities Beyond Line of Sight at 45.5 and

91 Mc.-C. W. Carnahan. (Communications, Dec.
1945, Vol. 25, No. 12, pp. 46..92.) Tests on a 76 -
mile link. For equal transmitter power 45.5 Mc/s
signals exceeded to ro //Vim all the time (2 months),
while 91 Mc/s signals exceeded this value only
65% of the time. Report of an I.R.E. paper.
621.396.67 + 621.396.11 1029

Antenne e propagazione delle onde elettro-
magnetiche (per ingegner) [Book Review].-
Peroni. (See 859.)

RECEPTION

621.396.61.029.64 1030
Duplex Phone on 5300 Megacycles. --Merchant

& Harrison. (See lioo.)

621.396.62 1031
Pye Model 15A [receiver : test report].-(Wire-

iless World, Jan. 1946, Vol. 52, No. t, pp. 12-13.)
621.396.621.52 1032

, The Super -Regenerative Detector : an Analy-
tical and Experimental Investigation.-F. R. \V.
Strafford. (J. Instu elect. Engrs, Part III, Jan.
1946, Vol. 93, No. 21, pp. 23-28.) An approximate
theoretical analysis on the basis of an exponential
build-up of oscillations in the grid circuit. The
circuit gives high amplification with inherent
a.v.c. action, but with severe distortion for deeply
modulated signals. The selectivity of the input
circuit is dependent on the frequency and wave-' form of the quenching voltage. A low quenching
frequency with a waveform giving a slow rate of
rise (e.g. sinusoidal) gives optimum selectivity and
signal to noise ratio. On the other hand the output
at modulation frequency rises with increase in
quenching frequency. Impulsive interference may
be substantially suppressed. F.m. reception is
'discussed briefly.

,021.396.621.53 : 621.385.2 1033
Diode Input Resistance.-R. E. Burgess. (Wire-

less Engr, Jan. 1946, Vol. 23, No. 268, p. 29.)
Letter pointing out computational errors in 3343

l'of 1941 (Bell).

1621.396.622 : 621.396.619.018.41 1034A New F.M. Detector Circuit [requiring nolimiterb-G.G. (QST, Jan. 1946, Vol. 3o, No. 1,
app. 26-27.) See 574 of March.

'621.396.645 : 621.317.33 1036
Measurement of Amplifier Input Impedance.-
Taidelich. (See 970.)

i21.396.82 : 523.5 1036
Listening in on the Stars.-Willard. (See 916.)

;121.396.822 1037
A Theory of Valve and Circuit Noise. --N. R.Lampbell & V. J. Francis. (J. Instil elect. Engrs,

art III, Jan. 1946, Vol. 93, No. 21, pp. 45-52.)
rfetailed discussion of fluctuation noise on the basis

Campbell's theorem, emphasis being laid on the
1gour of the fundamental postulates in the statisti-
al theory of random processes. Campbell's

theorem is applied to the shot noise in a tuned
circuit connected to a temperature -limited diode
and to thermal noise after reference to the equi-
partition principle leading to Johnson's formula.
A general theory of valve and circuit noise in com-
plicated systems is presented using a determinant
method. The modification of the theory for the
effects of space charge is based on the treatment
of Thompson and North. The effects of finite
transit time in a valve and in a resistor are dis-
cussed, and doubt expressed regarding Spenke's
assertion that Johnson's formula holds at very
high frequencies.

621.396.822 1038
Noise] Fluctuations of Electric Current.- -D. A.

Bell. (J. lust: elect. Engrs, Part III, Jan. 1946.
Vol. 93, No. 21, pp. 37-44.) A theoretical review
of shot noise and thermal noise. The thermo-
dynamical basis of Nyquist's theorem and
Schottky's formula for the temperature -limited
diode are briefly discussed. The controversial
case of the space -charge -limited diode is considered
in detail, the mutually consistent theories of Rack,
Spenke and North being contrasted with that of
Bell which predicts appreciably higher values for
the space -charge reduction factor F2 at large values
of eV:he. A suggestion by J. R. Pierce reconciling
the two theories is not accepted by the author.
Negative -grid triodes, screen -grid valves (with
partition noise), secondary -emission amplifiers.
receiver noise figures, and the noise in an aerial
are considered briefly.

621.396.822 1039
Fluctuation Voltages in Receiver Input Circuits.- -

J. R. Ragazzini. (Proc. Radio Cl. Amer., Dec.
1945, Vol. 22, No. 2.) Noise due to thermal agita-
tion of electrons. The analogy with Brownian
movement is used to develop equations for noise
voltages. If valve noise: is negligible compared
with circuit noise in a receiver, signal to noise ratio
can be improved by overcoupling.

621.396.822 : 621.317.34 : 621.317.72 : 621.335 1040
The Rectification of Signal and Noise.-Francis

& James. (See 971.)

621.396.826 : 621.396.619.018.41 1041
Frequency -Modulation Distortion Caused by

Multipath Transmission.-M. S. Corrington. (Proc.
Inst. Radio Engrs, Dec. 1945, Vol. 33, No. 12, PP
878-891.) A theoretical and experimental study.
When the amplitude of the direct and reflected
waves are about equal at the receiver, interference
at certain frequencies may cause one or more
" holes " in the carrier too deep for the limiter to
deal with, giving rise to unwanted amplitude
variations at the discriminator. At these points
there is also a very rapid phase shift causing large
peaks or dips in the discriminator output., The
distortion increases with the deviation and path
difference, and is worse on the higher audio fre-
quencies. Expressions for the distorted waveform
are derived, and observed waveforms are shown.

621.397.62
Extended -Range Television Reception :

-Wilder. (See 1093.)

1042
Part II.

1043
Correction.-In 410 of February (Frank), for

Vol. 35 read Vol. 34.
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STATIONS AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

621.3(41) "1939/1945 " 1044
" British Electrical Engineers and the Second

World War ".-P. Dunsheath. (J. Instn elect.
Engrs.,Part I, Jan. 1946, Vol. 93, No. 61, pp. 17-27.)
The full paper, of which summaries were noticed
in 415 of February and 729 of March.

621.391.32 : 621.395.44 : 622.33 1045
The Employment in Mines of Telephony through

the Ground.-Burgholz. (Genie civ., 1stl15th Nov.
1944, Vol. 121, Nos. 21/22, p. 180.) Short abstract
of a paper in Gliickauf, 29th Apr. 1944. The use
of an 1.f. carrier current is recommended.

621.395.44 1046
Design of Carrier -on -Cable Equipment. T. S.

Skillman. (Communication Rev., 1945, Vol. r,
No. I, pp. 1-24.) Design aspects of multi -channel
equipment for use on balanced multi -pair tele-
phone paper -insulated cables are discussed. A
description is given of a seventeen -channel system
operating with such cables using the standardized
frequency spacings.

621.396/.397 621.365.5 621.385 1047
Results Achieved by a Large [French] Industrial

Research Centre [Le Groupe Industriel des Com-
pagnies Francaises de T.S.F. Associees] During and
Despite the Occupation.-Brenot. (See iio5.)

621.396.1 + 621.396.8 1048
The Evolution of the Technique of Long -Distance

Telecommunications.-M. G. Rabuteau. (Onde
elect., Dec. 1945, Vols. 2o/25, No. 225, pp. 140-154.)
A survey in anticipation of forthcoming international
discussion. The potentialities of the various
frequency bands are classified thus :-(t) to kc/s to
150 kc/s-stable long-distance communication by
high -power installations.: (2) 150 kc/s to 3 Mc/s-
short and medium distances : (3) 3 Mc/s to 3o Mc/s
-ionospheric propagation, subject to diurnal and
seasonal effects : 3 Mc/s to 6 Mc/s-short distances,
by day : 6 Mc/s to 9 Mc/s-long distances, by night :
9 Mc/s to 15 Mc/s-day-night " transition " fre-
quencies for long distances : 15 Mc/s to 3o Mc/s-
long distances by day. " In general, to assure
optimum conditions for medium and long distances
by day and by night, three frequencies are necessary,
one for day, a higher frequency for night, and an
intermediate frequency." (4) 3o Mc/s to 300 Mc/s-
optical ranges : (5) above 300 Mc/s-not yet
used for long-distance telecommunication, but
likely to be used for optical -range relay links.
The propagation characteristics of these bands are
illustrated by numerous graphs and diagrams.

Possible means of increasing the traffic -carrying
capacity of available bands include :-(t) Stabiliza-
tion of carrier frequencies : (z) minimization of
transmitted bandwidth (e.g., single sideband work-
ing), use of multiplex systems, based on pulse or
frequency modulation : (3) elimination of parasitic
radiation (carrier harmonics) : (4) use of highly
directive systems, enabling many different routes
to operate on the same frequency.

621.396.619.018.41 1049
FM for Ham Use.-R. Frank. (Radio News,

Dec. 1945, Vol. 34, No. 6, PP. 44-45.) Transmitter
amplifiers can be run with larger inputs than for
a.m., and modulation is carried out at low level.

Reactance -tube modulation is recommended with a
maximum modulation frequency of 2 500 c/s and
deviation ratio of unity.

621.396.619.018.41 1050
Frequency Modulation.-R. Schulz. (Funktech.

Mh., July/Aug. & Sept./Oct. 1943, Nos. 7/8 &
9/10, pp. 84-88 & too -102.) A review of the pro-
perties and advantages of f.m. compared with other
systems, particularly a.m., and an account of basic
f.m. circuits.

621.396.619.018.41 1051
Frequency Modulation.-K. R. Sturley. (J.

Instn elect. Engrs, Part III, Jan. 1946, Vol. 93,
No. 21, pp. 11-15.) Discussion of 4047 of 1945.

621.396.619.018.41 : 621.396.826 1052
Frequency -Modulation Distortion Caused by Multi-

path Transmission.-Corrington. (See 1041.)

621.396.619.16 1053
Pulse Modulation.-D. Cooke. (Wireless Engr,

Jan. 1946, VOL 23, No. 268, p. 29.) A plea for early
rationalization and standardization of nomen-
clature applied to various simplex and multiplex
pulse -modulation communication systems. Some
of the terms used in 183 of January (Roberts &
Simmonds) are considered suitable but " pulse delay
modulation " is considered inapt. " Pulse phase
modulation " is suggested as an alternative.
621.396.619.16 : 621.397.5 1054

Pulse Modulation.-Bedford. (See 1092.)

621.396.65.029.64 1055
Microwave Radio Relay to Replace Telegraph

Lines.-( Electronics, Dec. 1945, Vol. i8, No. 12,
PP_ 300 . .308.) The relay systems include towers
about 3o miles apart with four paraboloid aerials,
two transmitting in opposite directions and two
receiving from opposite directions. The operating
frequency is about 4 000 Mc/s with a bandwidth
of 150 kc/s, sufficient for 27o multiplex or i o8o
single telegraph circuits, or 25 ordinary telephone
circuits. The stations are automatic and unat-
tended. A brief description.

621.396.65.029.64 : 621.396.619.16 1056
ANITRC-6 -A Microwave Relay System.-H. S.

Black. (Bell Lab. Rec., Dec. 1945, Vol. 23, No. II,
pp. 457-463.) Eight speech channels are provided
with pulse -position modulation on a frequency of
5 000 Mc/s, which is relatively free from inter-
ference. A 57 -inch -diameter paraboloid reflector
gives a narrow beam of radiation, so that a trans-
mitter power of two watts gives adequate signal
strength at the receiver over an optical path of
too miles. The antenna system is carried on. a
50 ft tower. Relay stations have provided com-
munication over a distance of i800 miles. The
equipment was used for Army communications to
rear areas on the Western Front with conspicuous
success. See also 740 and 741 of March.

621.396.71 621.396.677.2 1057
Stepping up from % KW to 5 KW [and the use of

a directional aerial].-A. E. Griffiths. (Com-
munications, Dec. 1945, Vol. 25, No. 12, pp. 33. 85.)
The conversion of broadcast station KOTA (1 38o
kc/s) to the use of higher power and a directional
antenna system is described, with particular
reference to the phasing and feeding of the three
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transmitting towers to give the required field -
strength polar diagrams.

621.396.721 1058
Station Design and Planning : Part I.-W. H.

Allen. (R.S.G.B: Bull., Dec. 1945, Vol. 2I, No. 6,
pp. 88-89.) Seeks to answer the question " What
apparatus shall I require ? " for the amateur
transmitter. The items detailed are :-aerial ;
transmitter ; receiver ; test and maintenance
equipment.

621.396.82 1059
Radio Counter Measures.-(Wireless World, Jan.

1946, Vol. 52, No. r, p. 18.) A very short account of
methods used to confuse enemy communications
and radar.

621.396.82 1060
QRM - The Electronic Life Saver : Part I.-

P. Robbiano. (QST, Jan. 1946, Vol. 3o, No. r,
pp. 12-18.) An outline of some of the radio -counter-
measures work of the U.S.A. Descriptions are
given of jamming transmitters developed in the
frequency range up to 3 000 Mc/s : one of these
is the " Resnatron " which develops about 5o kW
(average power) in the frequency range 480-600
Mc/s. The application of noise modulation to
jamming transmitters is discussed, and brief
mention is made of the use of " window " as a
passive device for interfering with enemy radar
equipments.

621.396.82 : 621.396.9 1061
Radar Countermeasures.-R. G. Peters. (Com-

munications, Dec. 1945, Vol. 25, No. 12, pp. 5o. .93.)
 Description of land -based and airborne methods
of locating and jamming enemy radar stations, with
tabulated data on jamming transmitters and
searching receivers.

621.396.931: 625.1 1062
Milestones in Railroad [radio] Communications.-

H. H. Hasselbacher. (Telegr. Teleph. Age, Nov.
11945, Vol. 63, No. II, pp. 22 .. 38.) An historical
account of the special requirements. The F.C.C.

 have reserved 6o channels of 6o kc/s bandwidth in
the frequency range 152 to 162 Mc/s. An exri-
mental system using top -loaded mobile aerials
has realized full operational expectations.

621.396.931 : 625.1 1063
Railroad Radio Communications.-R. A. Clark,

Jr. (Communications, Dec. 1945, Vol. 25, No. 12,
pp. 62..66.) Terminal operations require ranges of
a few miles, main line operations require ranges of
,pp to hundreds of miles. Inductive carrier systems

flsing
from about 5o kc/s to zoo kc/s can be used

or both types of operation. Frequencies of 3o
1:.0 2 000 Mc/s have been used for terminal operation.

.21.396.97: 534.76 1064
Binaural Stereophonic System of the [French]

Ptate Broadcasting Department.-J. Cordonnier.
!Genie civ., 1st July 1944, Vol. 121, No. 13, p. 105.)

Vshort account of the demonstration of a system,
uplicate throughout, with double transmitters and

eceivers. Transmission was by cable for the
emonstration.

SUBSIDIARY APPARATUS

533.5 1065
The Hydrogen Gauge-An Ultra Sensitive Devicefor Location of Air Leaks in Vacuum -Device

Envelopes.-Nelson. (See 936.)

535.81 : 679.5 : 621.397.62
Molded " Lucite " Lens.-(See 1095.)

620.199.1/.9 1067
Interference -Free Weatherometer [accelerated

weathering tester].-Agnew. (See 943.)
621.3.083.7 1068

Selsyn Indicating Systems for Remote Readings.-
F. Wisk. (Electronics, Dec. 1945, Vol. 18, No. 12,
pp. 276..296.) Explanation of the basic principles.
621.314.2 1069

Small Mains Transformers : Suggestions for
Preferred Types of Standard Size.-L. A. Sherwood.
(Wireless World, Jan. 1946, Vol. 52, No. I, pp. 30--
31.) The design of transformers for To to 1 000 W
could be limited to 7 types of laminations with one
bobbin size for each type of laminations.

621.314.2 : 621.396.674 1070
Loop -Antenna Coupling -Transformer Design.-

Bachmann. (See 856.)

621.314.632 : 546.289 1071
Germanium Rectifiers.-(See 944.)

621.314.65 : 621.396.71 1072
The Application of High -Voltage Steel -Tank

Mercury -Arc Rectifiers to Broadcast Transmitters.-
P. A. T. Bevan. (J. Instn elect. Engrs, Part I,
Jan. 1946, Vol. 93, No. 61, p. 53.) Long abstract
of 206 of January.

621.314.65 : 621.396.71 1073
High -Voltage Steel -Tank Mercury -Arc Rectifier

Equipments for Radio Transmitters.-J. C. Read.
(J. Instn elect. Engrs, Part I, Jan. 1946, Vol. 93,
No. 61, pp. 54-55.) Long abstract of 205 of
January.

621.315.626 + 533.5 1074
Ferranti Vacuum -Seal Bushing.-(Beama J.,

Jan. 1946, Vol. 53, No. 103, p. 28.) A brief descrip-
tion of a glass insulator, bonded to a copper flange
and end cap that can be soft soldered. The insulator
is rated for 1000 V r.m.s. a.c. or 1000 V d.c. working.

621.316.722.078.3 : 621.392.5 1075
The Theory of the Non -Linear Bridge Circuit as

Applied to Voltage Stabilizers.-Patchett. (See 867.)

621.316.722.078.3 : 621.396.682 1076
Voltage -Regulated Power Supplies : Part II.-

G. E. Hamilton & T. Maiman. (Communications,
Dec. 1945, Vol. 25, No. 12, pp. 70-71.) Typical
design data are given. A diagram of a power unit
is given for : 0-500 V output, ranges o-ro, 0-50,
0-100 and 0-500 V, maximum output current
300 mA, regulation better than 1% over the whole
voltage range, ripple voltage io mV. For part I
see 756 of March.

621.316.974 : 621.318.4.017.31 1077
Power Loss in Electromagnetic Sore ens.-C. F.

Davidson, R. C. Looser & J. C. Simmonds. (Wireless
Engr, Jan. 1946, Vol. 23, No. 268, pp. 8-15.) An

1066
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empirical investigation of plane screens formed of
concentric circular loops of wire shows that for
efficiency of screening the screen must be made
large enough for the eddy currents in the outer
rings to be not greater than about one -tenth of the
current in the loops carrying maximum eddy
current. When the screen is between two small
inductance coils, maximum eddy current occurs in
those loops having a diameter of the same order as
that of the inducing coil. The power loss occurs
chiefly in these loops, and can be minimized by
employing heavier conductors for their construc-
tion. Fair agreement is obtained between measured
values of the increase of the resistance of screened
coils and values deduced on the assumption that
the eddy current distribution will approximate to
that in a continuous sheet.

621.317.33: 621.396.611.21 1078
The Measurement of the Activity of Quartz

Oscillator Crystals.-Biggs & Wells. (See 969.)

621.317.755 1079
A Small Oscilloscope Using the 913.-E. M.

McCormick. ( QST, Jan. 1946, Vol. 30, No. 1,
pp. 32-34.) A simple oscilloscope in which the
use of a high -voltage transformer is avoided by
using 6H6 valves directly connected to the 115 V
a.c. supply in voltage doubling circuits. The
instrument is not suitable for use at video fre-
quency. Diameter of tube i inch, maximum
sensitivity (with amplifier) about 1 inch/V.

621.317.755 1080
An Introduction to the High -Voltage Cathode -

Ray Oscillograph.-J. B. Higham. (J. Instil elect.
Engrs, Part I, Jan. 1946, Vol. 93, No. 61, pp.
51-52.) Summarizes the features of the modern
high-speed oscilloscope. A cold cathode is usual,
but electron guns employing thermionic emission
are foreseen. Summary of an I.E.E. Students'
Section Chairman's address.

621.318.323.2.029.5 1081
Iron Powder Cores and Coils. H. W. Jaderholm.

(Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs, Dec. 1945, Vol. 33, No.
12, p. 904.) The apparent permeability of a short
cylindrical core is expressed in terms of the true
(or " ring ") permeability and the ratio of core
length to diameter. The formulae of Bozorth
and Chapin are used (J. apps. Phys., May 1942,
Vol. 13, No. 5, pp. 320-326.).

621.318.4.013.22 1082
Coil Systems for Producing Transverse and

Longitudinal Magnetic Gradients.-G. H. Shortley
& A. May. (J. appl. Phys., Dec. 1945, Vol. 16,
No. 12, pp. 841-843.) " A coil system is described
which produces very constant magnetic gradients
throughout a considerable part of the volume occu-
pied by the coil assembly. One modification
produces constant transverse and longitudinal
gradients of the field transverse to a long cylindrical
region ; another modification produces constant
transverse and longitudinal gradients of the mag-
netic field throughout a spherical volume. Gradient
data are given for both modifications."

621.384.6 (09,) 1083
Historical Development of the Betatron.-D. W.

Kerst. (Nature, Lond., 26th Jan. 1946, Vol. 157,
No. 3978, pp. 90-95.)

621.396[.65 + .71 + .812.3 1084
" Recent Developments in Communication

Engineering".-A. H. Mumford. (J. Instn elect.
Engrs, Part I, Jan. 1946, Vol. 93, No. 61, pp.
41-50.) The full paper, of which a summary was
noticed in 4046 of 1945. Reprinted in J. Instn
elect. Engrs, Part III, Jan. 1946, Vol. 93, No. 21,
pp. 2-11.

621.396.662.2 1085
On the Theory of the Progressive Universal

Winding.-A. W. Simon. (Proc. Inst. 1?adio
Engrs, Dec. 1945, Vol. 33, No. 12, pp. 868-871.)
An extension of previously developed theory
(1348 of 1937 and 1464 of 1945- Simon) to progres-
sive universal winding, with an exact formula for
calculating the gear ratio to be used. " The
theory of the spiral ridges and close -packed layers
of progressive universal coils is developed, and
formulas giving the slope of the spiral ridge and
the dimensions of the close -packed layers are
deduced. The principles underlying the selection
of the optimum number of cross-overs per turn
are discussed, and an example of the application
of the formulas to the design of a progressive
universal coil is given."

621.396.69 + 621.38 1086
The Physical Society's Exhibition. (See 1131/

1133.)

741.021: 621.396.1 I 1087
Drafting Aids to Relay Profiling.-E. J. Bingley.

(Electronics, Dec. 1945, Vol. 18, No. 12, pp. 316..
32o.) Plotting of profiles of terrain along a line -
of -sight television path is facilitated by the use of
a special T-square with cross -members calibrated
in height units. Modifications may be introduced
to allow for the curvature of the earth and refraction
of waves in the atmosphere.

TELEVISION AND PHOTOTELEGRAPHY

621.383: 621.385.15: 621.314.2 : 535.24 1088
The Possibility of Comparing Unmodulated

Luminous Fluxes by means of an Electron -Multiplier
Photocell followed by an A.C. Amplifier.-L. Le
Blan. (C. R. Acad. Sci., Paris, 19th March 1945,
Vol. 220, No. 12, pp. 394-396.) Constant sine -
wave modulation is applied to one of the electrodes
of the electron multiplier. The operating point is,
selected so that the modulation of the electron
current is mainly at the second harmonic of the
modulating voltage, so that by tuning the amplifier
to this second harmonic the effect of capacitance
coupling of the modulating voltage to the amplifier
at fundamental frequency is suppressed.

621.397.2 1089
Comments on Existing Television Systems from

a Measurement Viewpoint.-J., Minter. (Com-
munications, Dec. 1945, Vol. 25, No. 12, pp. 47..80.)
Proposals are made for changing the standard
receiver selectivity characteristics to simplify
alignment. The type of receiver alignment used
prior to 1941 gives less trouble due to phase shift
than that in use now. Report of an I.R.E. paper.
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621.397.3 1090
A Simple Optical Method for the Synthesis and

Evaluation of Television Images.-R. E. Graham
& F. W. Reynolds. (Waves and Electrons, Jan.
1946, Vol. 1, No. 1, pp. 18-30.) An optical method
of simulating television picture reproduction is
described, using an out -of -focus 35 mm motion -
picture projector and a lined graticule placed in
front of the receiving screen. A theoretical analysis
is given of the appearance of the resulting image
and its -dependence on various factors such as
degree of defocusing of the image, shape of pro-
jector aperture, and characteristics of the line
screen. The results are compared with those of
television image analysis, and shown to be in close
agreement. Photographs of simulated television
pictures are given, which illustrate the spurious
effects introduced by the scanning process.

621.397.3 1091
Television Resolution as a Function of Line

Structures.-M. Cawein. (Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs,
Dec. 1945, Vol. 33, No. 12, pp. 855-864.) Theoretical
discussion of the distortion of recurrent rectangular
impulses by transmission through finite apertures
in an optical system. The Fourier integral repre-
sentation is used to evaluate the effect of a finite
cut-off frequency, and the response obtained by
the synthesis of harmonics is expressed to a close
approximation in terms of the sine integral. The
widening of a pulse undergoing a number of aper-
ture processes is evaluated. The results are
applied to explaining the relative merits of 16 and

135 mm film for television image transmission.

1621.397.5 : 621.396.619.16 1092
' Pulse Modulation.-L. H. Bedford. ( Wireless
lEngr, Feb. 1946, Vol. 23, No. 269, pp. 56-57.)
In the " videosonic " television system (see 230
of January) the sound is conveyed by width -
modulated pulses. It is clear : " (a) That there
is an absolute limit for the audio band at half the
,strobe frequency, (b) That restriction to this band
imust be carried out by filtering both at the trans-
mitter and at the receiver, and (c) That the linear
superposition principle applies so that no complica-
tions arise on considering complex wave forms."For the present 405 -line standard " one may
anticipate an audio - frequency band of perhaps
4 000 c/s, which seems rather a severe restriction

in .397.62 1093
Extended -Range Television Reception : Part II.-M. P. Wilder. (QST, Jan. 1946, Vol. 3o, No. r,

op. 35-4o, 102.) Design and construction of the
fignal-, intermediate-, and video -frequency portions
bf a sensitive television receiver. The signal-
requency amplifier is operated at a distance from
he rest of the receiver to minimize interference.

filter is incorporated in the transmission line
o the mixer with the object of eliminating further
hterference from powerful transmissions in the
-13 Mc/s band. For part I see 463 of February.

21.397.62 1094
The DC Restorer : Its Uses in Television and

Iladar.-( Wireless World, Jan. 1946, Vol. 52, No.
8-i r.) A descriptive article.

621.397.62 : 535.81 : 679.5 1095
Molded " Lucite " Lens.-(Rev. sci. Instrum.,

Oct. 1945, Vol. 16, No. xo, p. 298.) Note on moulded
aspherical lenses for correcting spherical aberrationin television projection. A product of E. I.
DuPont de Nemours & Co.

621.397.813 1096
Theoretical Investigation of the Distortion of

Television Signals in Valve Circuits.-Huber.(See gol.)

621.397 + 654.17 1097
Television To -day and To -morrow [Book Review].-L. de Forest. Hutchinson's Scientific and

Technical Publications, London, 1945, 176 pp.,
16s. (Electronic Engng, Feb. 1946, Vol. 18, No. 216,
p. 62.) " The whole book is infused with a tre-
mendous rising tempo of enthusiasm . . . "

TRANSMISSION

621.385.032.442 : 621.3.025.4 1098
Polyphase from Single Phase for Valve Supply

Circuits. --E. M. I. Laboratories. (See 863.)

621.396.61 : 621.396.662 1099
A Radio -Frequency Auto-Resonator.-J. F.

Clemens. (QST, Jan. 1946, Vol. 3o, No. r, pp. 65-
66.) An arrangement for automatically tuning the
amplifier stage of a transmitter from a remote
point. It comprises a motor -driven tank capacitor,
in parallel with which is a small capacitor varied
cyclically at 114 c/s. When the stage is correctly
in tune there is a 228 c/s component in the anode
current of the amplifier ; when not in tune there is
a 114 c/s component. The appearance of the 228 c/s
voltage is used to stop the motor driving the tank
capacitor.

621.396.61.029.64 1100
Duplex Phone on 5300 Megacycles.-R. Merchant

& A. E. Harrison. ( QST, Jan. 1946, Vol. 3o, No. 1,
pp. 19-24.) A description of a simple transmitter -
receiver, using reflector frequency -modulation ofthe 2K43 reflection klystron. Separate parabolic
mirrors are used for transmitting and receiving.
Two stations of this type have achieved reliable
communication over an optical path about 5 miles
in length.

621.396.612.1.029.64 1101
Micro -Electromagnetic Waves.-M. G. Kelliher

& E. T. S. Walton. (Wireless Engr, Feb. 1946,
Vol. 23, No. 269, pp. 46-51.) A description of a low -
power spark oscillator operating on centimetre
wavelengths, and a tunable detector with associated
amplifier suitable for examining the properties of
the radiation. Experiments are described showing
that some twenty to thirty wavetrains are emitted
during each half of the spark repetition period.
Each wavetrain is shown to comprise at least thirty
oscillations : the reason for this low value of damp-
ing coefficient is discussed. The energy spectrum
from the oscillator is analysed experimentally ; the
peak wavelength is found to be 2.7 times the total
length of the dipole across which sparking occurs.
This is rather higher than the theoretical factor,
the discrepancy being attributed to self -capacitance
associated with the oscillatory dipole.
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621.396[.65 + .71 + .812.3 1102
" Recent Developments in Communication Engin-
eering ".-A. H. Mumford. (J. Instn elect. Engrs,
Part I, Jan. 1946, Vol. 93, No. 61, pp. 41-50.) The
full paper, of which a summary was noticed in
4046 of 1945. Reprinted in J. Instn elect. Engrs,
Part III, Jan. 1946, Vol. 93, No. 21, pp. 2-11.

VALVES AND THERMIONICS

537.52 1103
On the Mechanism of Spark Formation.-

Teszner. (See 909.)

537.523.2 1104
On the Velocity -Distribution of Electrons in

[cold -cathode] Field Emission.-E. W. Muller.
(Z. Phys., 23rd Feb. 1943, VOL 120, Nos. 5/6,
pp. 261-269.) Recent work (see Haefer, 1680 of
1941) has shown good confirmation of the wave -
mechanics theory of field emission as given by
Sommerfeld, Bethe and Nordheim, in respect of
current density, but is less satisfactory in respect
of velocity distribution. This is attributed to
defects in the methods of measurement used
hitherto. The paper describes an investigation
based on the use of retarding potentials, in which
the previous sources of error have been eliminated.
It is shown that the velocity distribution curve has
the expected half -value width of 0.4 V, and that
the distribution is independent of direction relative
to crystal orientation.

621.385 + 621.396/.397 + 621.365.5 1105
Results Achieved by a Large [French] Industrial

Research Centre [Le Groupe Industriel des Com-
pagnies Francaises de T.S.F. Associees] During and
Despite the Occupation.-P. Brenot. (Onde elect.,
Sept. 1945, Vol. 25, No. 222, pp. 29-46.) Work
on valves included preparation of the following
types (a) E3o56, 30o kW class C amplifier for
medium waves, (b) television tetrodes, two working
as class B amplifiers give 40 kW at 4-i m wave-
length, (c) a water-cooled 25 kW pentode, (d) an
air-cooled 7 kW pentode, (e) a series of Ick glass -
based pentodes, 5 single, 5 double, for wavelengths
between 6o cm and 6 m, and power between 2 W
and r Soo W, ( f ) v.m. tubes giving 250-30o W c.w.
at 15 and 20 cm wavelengths, (g) v.m. tubes nearly
ready are for 2o -3o cm wavelengths giving to kW
c.w. and a few hundred kW pulsed peak power,
(h) v.m. amplifiers giving 250-300 W c.w. at
15-25 cm, (i) magnetrons for wavelengths between
to and 20 cm giving about ioo kW pulsed peak
power at to cm with 40% efficiency.

Work on multiplex radio communications was
carried out at various wavelengths of which the
shortest was in the range 21-24 cm. For the latter
a 350 W klystron was developed in 1941. The
advantages of f.m. and pulse modulation for
multiplex systems were investigated with metre and
decimetre waves. For decimetre systems relay
stations were made to receive and transmit at
slightly different wavelengths.

Other work with metre and decimetre waves
included investigation of the properties of wave -
guides and horns, the development of a radar
obstacle -locating system, and of a landing beacon
system.

Work was also done on television (including the
use of 20 cm klystron amplifiers for single-sideband
modulation), electron microscope, a 13 and 5o m

broadcasting station, telegraph receivers, undu-
lators, goniometers, and an industrial plant for the
surface hardening of steel by 500 kc/s induction
heating.

621.385.032.22 1106
Effect of Surface Finish and Wall Thickness on

the Operating Temperature of Graphite Radio -Tube
Anodes.-L. L. Winter & H. G. MacPherson. (Proc.
Inst. Radio Engrs, Dec. 1945, Vol. 33, No. 12,
pp. 834-837.) Experimental investigation of the
effect on internal and external temperatures of
cylindrical graphite anodes by brightness measure-
ments at 6 53o A using an optical pyrometer.
The emissivity is calculated from the temperature
difference : it is o.89 for a sanded surface and 0.82
for a polished surface. It is concluded that tempera-
ture differences not greater than 3o° C will occur
in radio valve anodes operating at about 000° C
as a result of differences in surface finish and wall
thickness of 0.07-0.1 inch.

621.385.1 : 621.396.611.4 1107
Frequency Stabilisation of Resonators Influenced

by Electron Discharge.-E.M.I. Laboratories. (Elec-
tronic Engng, Feb. 1946, Vol. 18, No. 216, p. 61.)
Variation of electron beam may cause frequency
variation or detuning of the resonator of a v.m.
valve. This difficulty can be surmounted by using
a second electron discharge which can be varied so
as to modify the unwanted changes in the main
beam. Application to a reflection type klystron is
described.

621.385.2/.31.012.8 1108
Triode Equivalent Circuits.-Bell. (See 864.)

6217385.3/.8 1109
On the Theory of the Passage of an Electron

Current Through Triodes and Multielectrode Tubes
and on the Notion of Control Voltage in the Presence
of Space Charge.-G. A. Grunberg. (J. Phys.,
U.S.S.R., 1943, Vol. 7, No. 6, pp. 279-285.)" . . . a

method for the approximate calculation of the
current passing through a triode is given, under the
condition that the current in the tube is limited by
a space charge. It is shown that this method leads
automatically to the introduction of the notion of a
control voltage, giving at the same time the limits
of validity of this notion, starting from a considera-
tion of the processes in the tube in the presence of
a space charge. The value Oat of the control
voltage turns out to be somewhat different from the
expression ck st = (4. D a)/(1 D), which corre-
sponds to the usual formula of van der Bijl-Bark-
hausen-Schottky, and in the case of a cylindrical
triode is approximately equal to Os, = (ch. + D#a)/
[i D(rair)1] (ra and ru are the radii of the anode
and of the grid, D-the usual " static " permeability
of the tube). It is shown that this difference is of
an essential character, and that in the case of grids
with sufficiently thin wires a formula of the type
qSst = (0, Dcla)/[I D(ralrg)1] is the only possible,
inasmuch as the control voltage, linearly depending
on grid and plate potentials, actually exists.
Similar results are obtained for plane triodes. At
the end of the paper the method is applied to the
determination of the current passing through a
cylindrical diode ; the comparison of the result
obtained with Langmuir's exact solution enables
one to estimate the error introduced by the
approximate character of the method."
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621.385.3 1110
Transmitter Valves - IL-M. Matricon, J. Chan-

tereau, R. Montagne & A. Laurent. (Onde elect.,
Dec. 1945, Vols. 2o/25, No. 225, pp. 155-167.) In
two sections : (a) The control of materials in valve
manufacture. The maintenance of a high standard
of uniformity and reliability in valve manufacture
requires a routine of precise control of the materials
employed. The methods used by the French
Thomson -Houston Company include ordinary
quantitative chemical analysis of metals and alloys,
spectrographic tests of pure metals, mechanical
tests on metals, micro-metallography, and X-ray
diffraction for the study of the crystalline condition.
(b) Demountable continuously -evacuated valves. A
detailed illustrated description of demountable
valves in metal and fused silica, particularly for
short wavelengths. Output powers range from 12o
to 145 kW for wavelengths 16 to 49 metres. For
part I of this paper see 490 of February.

621.385.832.032.29 1111
High -Frequency Deflection System.-G. Ruden-berg. (Electronics, Dec. 1945, Vol. 18, No. 12,

pp. 332 . .340.) Summary of 3026 of 1945.
621.385.833 1112

Electron Beams in Strong Magnetic Fields.-"J. R. Pierce. (Phys. Rev., 1st/15th Nov. 1945,
'Vol. 68, Nos. 9/10, pp. 229-230.) A mathematical
note dealing with the form of the electron beam
emitted from a circular disk cathode in the presence
of a strong uniform magnetic field applied in a
irection normal to the cathode.

621.396.822 1113
A Theory of Valve and Circuit Noise.-Campbell &Francis. (See 1037.)

621.396.822 1114
[Noise] Fluctuations of Electric Current.-Bell.See 1038.)

21.385 1115

1

Radio Valve Vade Mecum, 1945 [Book Review].-P. H. Brans. Algemeene en Technische Boekhandel,
tntwerp. (Wireless Engr, Jan. 1946, Vol. 23,
N.o. 268, p. 15.) Gives in Flemish, French, English
md German, characteristics and base connexions>f many British, U.S., and Continental (including
R.ussian) valves.

MISCELLANEOUS
1)01.83 1116

International Scientific Co-Operation.-F. J. M.

1

;tratton. (Nature, Lond., 26th Jan. 1946, Vol. 157,io. 3978, pp. 96-98.) An account of the organiza-
:ion and activities of the International Council of
scientific Unions, and of the recent meeting of its

xecutive Committee.
or.89 : 359 1117The Engineer's Place in Naval Research.-V. G. Schindler. (Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs, Dec.
945, Vol. 33, No. 12, pp. 823-824.) Review of
rganization of technical research for the U.S. Navy

both government and industrial laboratories.
po1.891 1118

Scientific Research and Industrial Planning :iritish Association Conference.-( Nature, Lond.,

conference
Jan. 1946, Vol. 157, No. 3975, pp. 8-11.) The

onference lasted two days and many speakers

eminent in the scientific world took part. " Thegeneral theme . . . was essentially the human
element in research : the research worker himself
and the conditions which are most likely to stimu-late creative work ; the place of the human factor
in production and the contribution which scientific
research can render to efficiency." At the end a
resolution was passed approving the statement of
President. Truman, Mr. Attlee and Mr. MacKenzie
King on atomic energy.

001.92: [5 -I- 6 1119Science and the Public.-( Nature, Lond., 26th
Jan. 1946, Vol. 157, No. 3978, pp. rro-I r.) Reportof a Royal Institute of Chemistry discussion on
" The Publicity of Science, with particular referenceto Chemistry ", covering the press, exhibitions,films and broadcasting.

06.054 1120The Presentation of Technical DevelopmentsBefore Professional Societies.-W. I.. Everitt.
(Proc. Instn Radio Engrs, Aust., Sept 1945, Vol. 6,No. 3, pp. '5-17.) Reprint of 497 of February.
06.055

1121
Preparation and Publication of I.R.E. Papers.-H. M. Stote. (Waves and Electrons, Jan. 1946,

Vol. 1, No. 1, pp. 5-9.) Description of the Editorial
Department's method of dealing with papers for
publication in Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs, N. Y., and
in Waves and Electrons, with advice to authors ontheir preparation.
061.22 : 621.396 (054) 1122

Waves and Electrons.-A new monthly publica-tion of the Institute of Radio Engineers, bound
together with the monthly parts of Proc. Inst. Radio
Engrs, N.Y., intended to contain papers on the
engineering development of radio and electronic
equipment, tutorial and historical papers, etc.
061.3 : 621.396] (7/8) 1123

The Inter -American Radio Conference of Rio. --A. L. Budlong. (QST, Dec. 1945, Vol. 29, No. 12,pp. 33-35.) The principal objective of the third
Inter -American Radio Conference, held in Rio de
Janeiro, September, 1945, was to rewrite the Habana
Convention and to revise the organization of the
Inter -American Radio Office.
6(07) 1124

A Reply From Industry to the Colleges.-M. M.
Boring, A. R. Stevenson, Jr., & K. B. McEachron,
Jr. (Elect. Engng, N. Y., Nov. 1945, Vol. 64, No. xi,
pp. 398-40o.) A discussion on the future curricula
of U.S. engineering colleges, suggesting that war-
time accelerated courses should be abandoned and
specialization avoided in favour of broad engineer-ing fundamentals. An attempt to stimulate
ingenuity and encourage leadership is advocated,
and emphasis given to preparation for citizenship
by the inclusion of non -technical subjects.
6(07) 1125

Education and Training for Engineers : Second
Report - Part -Time Further Education at Technical
Colleges.-I.E.E. Subcommittee. (J. Instn elect.Engrs, Part I, Nov. 1945, Vol. 92, No. 59, pp.
416-422.) Report of a discussion of 3160 of 1945.
6(07) 1126

The Education of an Engineer as an Administrator.
-W. E. Clegg. (J. Instn Engrs, Aust., Sept. 1945,Vol. 17, No. 9, pp. 173-180.)
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6(07) 1127
" A Senior Engineer's Views on Technical

Education and Training". -S. H. Richards. (J.
Instn elect. Engrs, Part I, Jan. 1946, Vol. 93, No. 61,
pp. 33-36.) Discusses implementation of the two
I.E.E. Reports on Education and Training of
Engineers (2545 of 1943, and 3160 of 1945)
Inaugural address of Chairman, Measurements
Section, I.E.E.

6(07) : [621.396/.397 1128
" Apprenticeship and Training Systems in the

Radio Industry ".-(J. Ivan elect. Engrs, Part III,
Dec. 1945, Vol. 92, No. 20, pp. 259-26o.) Report
of I.E.E. discussion led by J. Greig considering the
electrical and mechanical craftsmanship required in
industry, and the relative importance of physics
and engineering in the training of technicians for
research and development.

616-ooi : 537.533 1129
Dangers Inherent in Scattered Cathode Rays. -

L. L. Robbins. (Science, 14th Dec. 1945, Vol. 102,
No. 2659, p. 623.) A note on burns experienced
after brief exposure to scattered electrons. In
some respects these are similar to ordinary X-ray or
thermal burns. Such scattered electrons appear to
have a very limited depth of penetration.

621.316.9 1130
Electrical Accidents.-" Supervisor". (Electrician,

28th Sept. 1945, Vol. 135, No. 3513, pp. 319-320.)
Discussion of " Electrical Accidents", annual report
of the Senior Electrical Inspector of Factories. For
summaries of the report, see Electrician, 31st Aug.
1945, Vol. 135, No. 3509, pp. 216-218, also 4104 of
1945.

621.38 + 621.396.69 1131
Electronics at the Physical Society's Exhibition. -

(Electronic Engng, Jan. 1946, Vol. 18, No. 215,
pp. 13-2o.) Incomplete descriptive alphabetical
list of equipment of general electronic interest
shown at the exhibition.

621.38 621.396.69 1132
British Electronic Apparatus : Further Examples

of Electronic Equipment shown at the Physical
Society's Exhibition. -(Electronic Engng, Feb. 1946,
Vol. 18, No. 216, pp. 34-44) Continuation of 1131
above, including classified list of products and
exhibitors.

621.38 + 621.396.69 1133
Physical Society's Exhibition.-( Wifeless Engr,

Feb. 1946, Vol. 23, No. 269, pp. 58-62.) The
exhibition " . . . was characterized by two things
-the overwhelming preponderance of wireless and
allied equipment and the enormous variety of such
apparatus." The review is divided into the follow-
ing sections :-measuring instruments : a.f. oscil-
lators : v.h.f. equipment : industrial electronics :
components, accessories and materials.

621.396.721 1134
Ham Radio. -R. Washburne & A. Williams.

(Radio News, Dec. 1945, Vol. 34, No. 6, pp. 38..92).
Future of the U.S. amateur field. Code of conduct
and postwar frequency allocations. Application of
wartime developments in components, tubes, etc.,
and amateur use of new techniques of f.m.,
facsimile and radar. A 9 -page article.

621.396.721 1135
The New Licence.-(R.S.G. B. Bull., Dec. 1945,

Vol. 21, No. 6, pp. 83-84.) The conditions for the
new transmitting licence for amateurs in Great
Britain.

621.396.82 : 34 1136
Wireless Legislation. -( Wireless IVorld, Jan. 1946,

Vol. 52, No. 1, pp. 6-7.) A short account of the
attitude of English law to radio transmissions and
interference.

658.5: 621.396.6 1137
Case Studies of Production. -M. Lechner. (Elec-

tronics, Dec. 1945, Vol. 18, No. 12, pp. 140-146.)
The output of electronic apparatus was greatly
increased by the use of suitable jigs and fixtures
along the production line, and by instilling a sense
of responsibility and interest into the persons
concerned.

001.89 : 6 1138
The Future of Industrial Reseaich [Book Review].

-Standard Oil Development Company. Journal
of Chemical Education, Easton, Pennsylvania,
1945, 173 pp, (Rev. sci. Instrum., Oct. 1945, Vol. 16,
No. Jo, pp. 289-290.) Combination of twelve
papers presented by prominent Americans, with
comments and discussion. " . . . it undoubtedly
is the most faithful and compact record of qualified
opinion on the subject yet offered."

621.3 1139
Electromagnetic Engineering : Vol. I. Funda-

mentals [Book Review]. -R. W. P. King. McGraw-
Hill Co., New York, 1945, 58o pp., $6.00. (Rev. sci.
Instrum., Oct. 1945, Vol. 16, No. 10, pp. 287-288.)

621:3 (031) 1140
" Electrical Engineer " Reference Book [Book

Review]. -E. Molloy, 1\1. G. Say, R. C. Walker &
G. Windred (Eds.). Geo. Newnes Ltd., London,
42s. (Electronic Engng, Feb. 1946, Vol. 18, No. 216,
p. 62.) " The professional engineer will find this
book an indispensable source of reference and
information

621.392.081 1141
The Decibel Notation and its Applications to Radio

Engineering and Acoustics [Book Review]. -
V. V. L. Rao. Addison & Co., Madras, India, 1944,
176 pp., $3.00 (in U.S.A.). (Proc. Inst. Radio
Engrs, Dec. 1945, Vol. 33, No. 12, p. 903.)

621.396(05) 1142
Annales de Radios lectricite [Book Review]. -

(Wireless Engr, Feb. 1946, Vol. 23, No. 269, p. 57.)
The first number of a new journal published by the
" Centre d'information et de documentation " of
the Compagnie Generale de T.S.F. " promises to
make a very useful contribution to the current
literature of radio research and development ".

621.396.029.6 1143
U.H.F. Radio Simplified [Book Review]. -M. S.

Kiver. D. Van Nostrand Co., New York, 1945,
236 pp., $3.25. (Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs, Dec.
1945, Vol. 33, No. 12, p. 903.) " . . . intended
primarily for the use of radio amateurs ; laboratory
and technical assistants . . . and others who have
some technical knowledge and experience, would
profit by a simple descriptive treatment of the.
subject."
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